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 i 
Abstract 
 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a total probability generative model, is a three-tier 
Bayesian model. LDA computes the latent topic structure of the data and obtains the 
significant information of documents. However, traditional LDA has several 
limitations in practical applications. LDA cannot be directly used in classification 
because it is a non-supervised learning model. It needs to be embedded into 
appropriate classification algorithms. LDA is a generative model as it normally 
generates the latent topics in the categories where the target documents do not belong 
to, producing the deviation in computation and reducing the classification accuracy. 
The number of topics in LDA influences the learning process of model parameters 
greatly. Noise samples in the training data also affect the final text classification result. 
And, the quality of LDA based classifiers depends on the quality of the training 
samples to a great extent. Although parallel LDA algorithms are proposed to deal with 
huge amounts of data, balancing computing loads in a computer cluster poses another 
challenge. This thesis presents a text classification method which combines the LDA 
model and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification algorithm for an improved 
accuracy in classification when reducing the dimension of datasets. Based on 
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN), the 
algorithm automatically optimizes the number of topics to be selected which reduces 
the number of iterations in computation. Furthermore, this thesis presents a noise data 
reduction scheme to process noise data. When the noise ratio is large in the training 
data set, the noise reduction scheme can always produce a high level of accuracy in 
classification. Finally, the thesis parallelizes LDA using the MapReduce model which 
is the de facto computing standard in supporting data intensive applications. A genetic 
algorithm based load balancing algorithm is designed to balance the workloads among 
computers in a heterogeneous MapReduce cluster where the computers have a variety 
of computing resources in terms of CPU speed, memory space and hard disk space.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
So far, the Internet has accumulated a huge number of digital information including 
news, blogs, web pages, e-books, images, audio, video, social networking and other 
forms of data, and the number of them has been growing at the speed of the explosion 
continually [1]. Thus, how people can organize and manage large-scale data 
effectively and obtain the required useful information quickly has become a huge 
challenge. For example, the data is too large to use the traditional data analysis tools 
and techniques to deal with them. Sometimes, even if the data set is relatively small, 
because of untraditional characteristics of the data, the traditional methods also cannot 
be used [2] [3]. In addition, the expert system technology can put knowledge into the 
knowledge base manually by special users or domain experts. Unfortunately, this 
process often has some deviation and mistake, and it is time-consuming and high-cost 
[4] [5]. 
 
Therefore, it is necessary to develop new technologies and automatic tools which can 
convert massive data into useful information and knowledge intelligently. Data 
mining is a technique, and it is able to combine traditional data analysis methods with 
complex algorithms that can deal with large amounts of data. Data mining is a 
complex process where the unknown and valuable modes or rules are extracted from 
mass data. Furthermore, it is an interdiscipline, which is closely related to database 
system, statistics, machine learning, information science and other disciplines [1] [2] 
[4]. So, data mining can be seen as the result of the natural evolution of information 
technology. According to the processing object, it can be divided into object data 
mining, spatial data mining, multimedia data mining, Web mining and text mining [3] 
[6]. 
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Text is the most important representation of the information. The statistics research 
showed that 80 percent of information in an organization was stored in the form of 
text, which included books, research papers, news articles, Web pages, e-mail and so 
on [7]. Text is able to express vast and abundant information meanwhile it contains 
lots of undetected potential knowledge. The whole text set is not structured data and it 
lacks machine-understandable semantics so that it is quite difficult to deal with a huge 
number of documents. So in the field of data mining, a new technology which can 
process the above text data effectively was proposed, which was called text mining [5] 
[6] [8].  
 
1.1.1 Text Mining Techniques 
Text mining was first proposed by Ronen Feldman et al in 1995, which was described 
like “The Process of extracting interesting Patterns from very large text collections for 
the purpose of discovering knowledge [6].” Text mining was also known as text data 
mining or knowledge discovery in texts, which was a process where the unknown, 
potential, understandable and useful knowledge can be found from mass text data [2] 
[6] [9] [10]. Meanwhile, it was also a process of analyzing text data, extracting text 
information and finding out text knowledge [9] [11] [12].  
 
The main techniques of text mining contain text classification, text clustering, text 
summarization, correlation analysis, information extraction, distribution analysis, 
trend prediction and so on [13] [14] [15]. Here, text classification and text clustering 
are the mining methods whose object is the text set. But, the processing object of text 
summarization and information extraction is a single document. There are many 
classification methods in text classification, and the frequently-used methods include 
Native Bayes (NB), K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), 
Vector Space Module (VSM) and Linear Least Square Fit (LLSF) 
[6][7][8][9][12][13][14][15].  
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In the field of text mining, machine learning experts researched and put forward 
probabilistic topic model, and fast unsupervised machine learning algorithms were 
used to find out the text hidden information automatically [16] [17] [18] [19]. At 
present, main mining latent semantic knowledge models are Latent Semantic Indexing 
(LSI) [20] [21] [22] [23] [24], Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI) [25] [26] 
[27] [28] [29] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [30] [31] [32]. Their application 
almost covers all areas of text mining and information processing, such as text 
summarization, information retrieval and text classification, etc [33] [34] [35]. 
Especially, Blei et al put forward the LDA model in 2003, which was widely used to 
solve text classification, text annotations and other issues. Besides, it created a series 
of text processing methods which were based on probabilistic topic modeling [17] 
[36], and it was expanded to images, audio, video and other multimedia data 
processing fields [37] [38].  
 
LDA is a probabilistic topic modeling which models discrete data sets such as text set 
[30]. It treats documents as the probability distribution of topics and simplifies the 
generative process of the text, which helps to handle large-scale text sets efficiently. 
In addition, LDA is a three-tier Bayesian model, which includes words, topics and 
documents three-tier structure. It makes each document express as a topic mixture 
where each topic is a probability distribution of the fixed word list.  
 
In brief, the basic modeling process of LDA is to establish a document-word 
co-occurrence matrix firstly. And then, a text training set is modeled. Next, inference 
methods are used to obtain model parameters, such as document-topic matrix   and 
topic-word matrix  . Finally, the learned model will be used to predict the topic 
probability distribution of new documents so as to express text information [17] [30] 
[32].  
 
Compared with other topic models, LDA has some unique advantages: Firstly, LDA 
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topic model is a completely probabilistic generative model, which can use mature 
probability algorithms to train models directly. And, it is easy to use the model [39]. 
Secondly, the size of the parameter space of LDA is fixed and has nothing to do with 
the size of a text set so that it is more suitable for large-scale text sets [40]. Thirdly, 
LDA is a hierarchical model, which is more stable than non-hierarchical models [39].  
 
1.1.2 High Performance Computing for Text Mining 
In the aspects of processing speed, storage space, fault tolerance and access speed, the 
traditional technical architecture and single computer with serial-based approach are 
more and more unsuitable to handle mass data [41] [42] [43] [44]. Parallel computing 
is an effective method of improving the computation speed and processing capacity of 
the computer system. Its basic idea is to decompose a problem into several parts, and 
each part is computed by an independent processor in parallel [45] [46] [47]. A 
Parallel computing system can be a supercomputer with multiple processors, and it 
also can be a cluster which is made up of several independent computers that are 
interconnected in some way [44] [48]. However, for parallel programming models in 
the traditional high-performance computing, such as PThread, MPI and OpenMP [49] 
[50], developers have to understand bottomed configurations and parallel 
implementation details.  
 
In 2004, Jeffrey Dean and Sanjay Ghemawat who were two engineers of Google 
proposed the programming idea of MapReduce [51], and applied it to the parallel 
distributed computing of large-scale data sets. According to functional programming 
ideas, the MapReduce framework can divide a computational process into two phases 
Map and Reduce [52] [53] [54]. In the Map phase, the input data is transmitted to map 
functions in the form of key-value pairs. After operations, an intermediate set of 
key-value pairs is generated. In the Reduce phase, all the intermediate values sets with 
the same keys will be merged. The final result will be output in the form of key-value 
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pairs. For users, they only need to implement two functions map and reduce, reducing 
the complexity of designing parallel programming significantly [51] [52].  
 
Then, Google CEO Eric Schmidt first proposed the concept of “cloud computing” in 
2006 [43]. Each big international Internet information technology company launched 
a series of products in succession, showing their research results [55] [56]. For 
example, Google launched Google App Engine which was based on the cloud 
computing environment development platform. Amazon launched Amazon EC2 
(Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud) which was a powerful cloud computing platform 
and Amazon S3 (Amazon Simple Storage Service) which can provide cloud storage 
service. Microsoft launched Windows Azure which was a cloud computing platform. 
Cloud computing is the result of comprehensive development of parallel computing, 
distributed computing and grid computing. In other words, cloud computing is the 
commercial implementation of the above computing science concepts [43] [57].  
 
Cloud computing is a new computing mode, is also a new composite mode of 
computer resources, and represents an innovative business mode [55]. The basic 
principle of cloud computing is to distribute the required calculation, transmission and 
storage in local computers or remote servers into a large number of distributed 
computers, which means that each computer shares huge tasks of calculation, 
transmission and storage together. Users can gain corresponding services through the 
network, improving the resource utilization rate effectively and realizing resource 
acquisition on demand [58] [59].  
 
The above cloud computing platforms are commercial products, which cannot be 
freely available to the major researchers. Thus, the emergence of open source cloud 
computing platforms is able to give the major researchers opportunities. The 
researchers can use these open source projects to constitute a cluster system which are 
made up of several machines in a laboratory environment, and simulate the cloud 
computing environment in business systems [57] [58]. Hadoop is one of the most 
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famous open source distributed computing frameworks, which achieves main 
technologies of Google cloud computing [60] [61] [62]. Basically, its core content 
contains Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [53] [60] [61] [63] and MapReduce 
programming model [64] [65] [66].  
 
Hadoop originated in the projects of Lucene and Nutch, and then it developed into a 
separate project of Apache foundation. It is mainly used for processing mass data [53] 
[60] [63]. Besides, it provides a MapReduce framework based on Java with strong 
portability, which can make the distributed computing apply to large low-cost clusters. 
Meanwhile, for individuals and companies, it has a high performance so as to lay the 
foundation for the research and application of their distributed computing [67] [68]. 
Yahoo was the first company which used, researched and developed Hadoop deeply. 
In Yahoo, there were more than ten thousand CPUs in a single cluster using Hadoop, 
and there were hundreds of researchers in the use of Hadoop [52] [54]. Nowadays, it 
has become the mainstream technology of cloud computing. For example, universities, 
research institutions and the Internet companies research and use it [67]. Along with 
the increasing popularity of the cloud computing concept, Hadoop will get more 
attention and faster development [65].  
 
According to the digitized information report which was published by International 
Data Corporation (IDC) in 2011, the amount of global information would be doubled 
and redoubled every two years [1]. So, there is no doubt that it will give the data 
storage and computing power of servers much pressure, which cannot use traditional 
topic model algorithms to process large-scale text sets in high-performance servers 
[44] [69]. In addition, people cannot only hope that the improvement of computer 
hardware technology is able to enhance the processing efficiency, but they need to use 
efficient parallel computing technologies to apply to multi-core computers and cluster 
systems with high-performance. Through a combination of hardware and software, 
the accelerated processing can be accomplished in the process of complex 
calculations, solving the bottleneck of computation time and memory capacity. At the 
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same time, parallel computing can save cost to a certain extent, and complete 
large-scale computing tasks with a lower investment [51] [68] [70].  
 
When dealing with mass data, the disadvantage of LDA is that the computation 
complexity will be higher and processing time will be longer [17] [71] [72]. Thus, 
how LDA can model large-scale text effectively, meet the requirements of the 
computation time and memory capacity, and finally find out latent topic rules is 
another big issue. In order to improve the LDA model in processing mass data, the 
parallel LDA algorithm has become one of the research hotspots.  
 
To research MapReduce parallel algorithm and apply it to topic models has much 
practical significance [51] [52] [66]. Firstly, parallel algorithms can solve the problem 
of calculation and storage, and they can process large-scale data more efficiently. 
Secondly, parallel topic models are able to address many practical application 
problems, such as text classification, information retrieval, text summarization and so 
on [17] [73]. Finally, parallel topic models can analyze the massive Internet user 
behavior data to obtain useful information, which is able to be used in social 
networking websites, intelligent search and other Internet products [18] [72].  
 
1.2 Motivation of Work 
Automatic text classification involves data mining, computational linguistics, 
informatics, artificial intelligence and other disciplines, which is the basis and core of 
text mining. It is an important application field of natural language processing, and 
also a significant application technology of processing large-scale information [2] [4] 
[74]. In short, text classification technology is to make a large number of documents 
divide into one or a group of categories where each category represents different 
concept topics. Automatic text classification systems can help users organize and 
obtain information well, playing a significant role in improving the speed and 
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precision of information retrieval [5] [8]. Therefore, it has a very important research 
value. In text classification, the selection and implementation of classification 
methods are the core parts of classification systems. How to choose an appropriate 
classification model is an important issue [75] [76]. In addition, text feature selection 
is also another key technology in text classification [77] [78] [79].  
 
The main role of making probabilistic topic model apply to text classification is to 
achieve the dimensionality reduction of the text data representation space by finding 
out latent topic information from documents. In the early stage, the most typical 
representative was the LSI model. The dimensionality reduction effect of its feature 
space is significant, but its classification performance often decreases [80] [81]. 
Furthermore, its parameter space grows linearly with the training data because of the 
high computation complexity of SVD operation in LSI. These are limitations of LSI 
when it is applied to practical problems. PLSI can be seen as a probabilistic improved 
version of LSI, which can describe the probabilistic structure of the latent semantic 
space [25] [26]. However, PLSI still has the problem of the parameter space growing 
linearly with the training set [29] [40].  
 
Compared with LSI and PLSI, the LDA model is a completely probabilistic 
generative model so that it has a complete internal structure and it is able to use useful 
probabilistic algorithms to train and make use of the model. In addition, the size of the 
parameter space of the LDA model has nothing to do with the number of documents. 
Thus, LDA is more suitable to construct text representation model in a large-scale 
corpus [30] [32]. And, the LDA model has got successful applications in machine 
learning, information retrieval and other many fields. In the research of text 
classification, the LDA model is effective but its performance is not remarkable. The 
reason is that LDA is a non-supervised learning model so that it cannot be directly 
used in classification. It needs to be embedded into appropriate classification 
algorithms [82].  
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The LDA model itself is a generative model, and it is usually integrated with 
generative classification algorithms. In this generative integrated mode, the training of 
classifiers does not use the entire training corpus to gain a single LDA model, but the 
sub-LDA models of corresponding categories are obtained by each category of the 
training corpus. In fact, each sub-LDA model describes latent topics of corresponding 
categories of documents [32] [83]. Because of separate training, each category shares 
a group of topics, and topics between categories are isolated. But, one of main 
problems of this classification method is that the target document will take place the 
forced distribution of latent topics in categories which do not contain the target 
document, resulting in that the calculation of the generative probability produces the 
deviation in these categories so as to reduce the classification performance [84]. 
Therefore, how to choose a suitable classification algorithm combined with the LDA 
model to construct an effective classifier that has become a challenge. 
 
In the LDA model, topics obey Dirichiet distribution which assumes that the 
emergence of a topic has nothing to do with the emergence of other topics. But in the 
real data, many topics have associations between them. For example, when “PC” 
appears, the probability of “Computer” appearing will be quite high but it is unlikely 
for “Hospital” to appear. Obviously, this independent assumption is inconsistent with 
the real data. So, when using the LDA model to model the whole text set, the number 
of topics in the LDA model will influence the performance of modeling greatly [82]. 
Therefore, how to determine the optimal number of topics in the LDA model is 
another research hotspot of LDA.  
 
At present, to determine the optimal number of topics in the LDA model has two main 
methods: the selection method based on Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) [86] 
[87] and the standard method in Bayesian statistics [82]. The former uses the 
nonparametric feature of Dirichlet Process (DP) to solve the selection problem of the 
optimal number of topics in LDA. But, it needs to establish a HDP model and a LDA 
model respectively for the same one data set. Obviously, when processing practical 
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text classification problems, it will spend a lot of time in computing [86] [88]. The 
latter needs to specify a series of values of T manually, where T stands for the optimal 
number of topics in LDA. After carrying out Gibbs sampling algorithm and the related 
calculation, the value of T in the LDA model can be determined finally [82]. Thus, an 
algorithm needs to be designed to find out the optimal number of topics automatically 
with low consuming time and operation.  
 
In addition, in text classification, the quality of classifiers will affect the final 
classification result greatly. And, the quality of classifiers depends on the quality of 
the training text set to a great extent. In general, if classes of the training text set are 
more accurate and its content is more comprehensive, the quality of the obtained 
classifier will be higher [89] [90]. However, in practical applications, it is quite 
difficult to obtain this high quality of training text sets, especially large-scale text sets. 
Usually, the training data contains noise unavoidably, and the noise samples will have 
a significant impact on the final classification result [91].  
 
Usually, a mainstream approach of noise processing is to identify and remove noise 
samples from data sets [90] [91]. At present, there are two main noise processing 
methods based on LDA, the data smoothing method based on the LDA model [92] 
and the noise identification method based on the category entropy [93] [94]. They can 
remove a majority of noise samples from text sets effectively to some extent, but they 
cannot delete all the noise completely [95]. Furthermore, some normal samples will 
be wrongly removed as noise unavoidably [96]. Therefore, these issues also become a 
challenge in text classification.  
 
In order to meet the requirements of storage capacity and computation speed, the 
single-core serial programming is turning to the multi-core parallel programming 
technology gradually [41] [42]. Parallel programming applying to clusters or servers 
can solve some limitations when topic model learning algorithms process mass data 
[69]. So, parallel topic models are able to deal with large-scale data effectively. But, 
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each node may have different computation speed, communication capability and 
storage capacity in a heterogeneous cluster so that the load of tasks is unbalanced, 
which will reduce the computational efficiency of the cluster [70]. Therefore, the load 
of tasks in a cluster should keep balance as far as possible, decreasing the 
synchronization waiting time of each node.  
 
The task scheduler mainly solves the problem of load balancing. But in a 
heterogeneous computing environment, current main parallel computing platforms 
lack effective scheduling algorithms [70] [97]. For instance, there are three main 
schedulers in Hadoop, First in First out (FIFO), fair scheduler and capacity scheduler. 
They are applicable to a homogeneous environment, but they would waste a lot of 
resources and the overhead would be longer in a heterogeneous environment so as to 
affect the overall performance of the Hadoop platform. An idea of this thesis is to 
select and design an appropriate scheduling strategy and corresponding operation 
parameters. Compute nodes are in working condition all the time as far as possible so 
as to minimize the overhead of scheduling and synchronization, realizing load 
balancing and enhancing the performance of parallel programs.  
 
1.3 Major Contributions 
In simple terms, major contributions of this thesis are to improve the performance of 
the typical ordinary LDA algorithm from two aspects, which are increasing accuracy 
and speeding up. For the problems of text classification, the optimal number of topics 
in the model, noise processing and dealing with large-scale data sets, the appropriate 
and effective strategies are designed respectively based on the LDA algorithm. The 
followings are the details of major contributions in this thesis:  
 
 First of all, probabilistic topic models are reviewed, such as basic concepts and 
modeling process of LSI, PLSI and LDA. And, their advantages and 
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disadvantages are analyzed and compared. For the problem that latent topics are 
assigned by force so as to reduce the classification performance when the 
traditional LDA model is used in text classification, a method of text 
classification based on the LDA model is proposed. Its basic idea is to use the 
LDA algorithm to model the text set first and then obtain the probability 
distribution of documents in the topic set, which can decrease meaningless 
features to the classification performance and compress the high-dimensional 
sparse feature space. In the classifier design, the performance of SVM is better 
than other text classification algorithms in the aspect of processing 
high-dimensional data and classification accuracy, so the SVM algorithm is used 
to construct a text classifier. It can avoid the problems of traditional text 
representation methods, such as VSM generates high-dimensional sparse feature 
space. At the same time, it also can overcome the problem that the classification 
performance is damaged when using LSI. In addition, using LDA to model text 
sets can reduce the dimensionality of the feature space effectively, shorten the 
training time of SVM greatly and improve the efficiency of classification.  
 
 When the LDA model is used to model the whole text set, the number of topics 
will influence the modeling significantly. Thus, according to the idea of 
calculating sample density to measure the correlation between topics in the 
density-based clustering algorithm, a selection method of the optimal number of 
topics based on Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise 
(DBSCAN) is proposed. Firstly, the relationship between the optimal topic model 
and the topic similarity is proved in theory. When the average similarity of the 
topic structure is the smallest, the corresponding model will be optimal. And then, 
according to the constraint condition, the selection of the optimal value and the 
parameter estimation of the LDA model are combined in a framework. By 
calculating the density of each topic, the most unstable topic structure is found. It 
is iterated again and again until the model is stable, seeking out the optimal 
number of topics automatically.  
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 Combining the data smoothing method based on the LDA model and the noise 
identification method based on the category entropy, a noise data reduction 
scheme is put forward. Its basic idea is to bring in the concept of information 
entropy first. After noise processing based on the category entropy, most of noise 
samples have been removed, improving the quality of the training text set. And 
then, the generative process of the LDA topic model is used to smooth data so 
that the quality of the training text set gets further improvement. At this moment, 
an iterative process of the algorithm is completed. But, the training text set is 
usually affected by noise samples after one time of iteration. Thus, the whole 
process will need K times of iteration, where the smoothed training text set can be 
seen as the initial training data of the next iteration. After finishing iterations, the 
obtained training text set is the final training text set, which will be applied to 
classification. The proposed strategy weakens the influence of missing out noise 
samples in the noise filtering phase. Meanwhile, it maintains the size of the 
original training set.  
 
 By comparing and analyzing the current main methods of parallel LDA, the 
PLDA algorithm and its implementation process in the Hadoop platform are 
studied in detail. For the problem of load balancing in a heterogeneous 
environment, a static load balancing strategy based on a genetic algorithm for 
PLDA is proposed. According to the optimal principle of the divisible load theory, 
each data node should complete local Gibbs sampling at the same time 
theoretically. In addition, the concept of the mean square error is used to convert 
it into the fitness function of the genetic algorithm. In fact, to partition data before 
the start of tasks can minimize the synchronization waiting time between data 
nodes and improve the performance of the Hadoop cluster in a heterogeneous 
environment.  
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis 
Chapter 1 introduces the background and motivation of research works of this thesis. 
Besides, it describes major contributions of this thesis and Chapters arrangement 
briefly, which made significance, content and plan of the thesis clear.  
 
Chapter 2 first summarizes probabilistic topic models, introduces the basic concepts 
and the modeling process of LSI, PLSI and LDA in detail and analyzes and compares 
their advantages and disadvantages. And then, it summarizes three main inference 
algorithms of LDA model parameter, such as variational inference, belief propagation 
and Gibbs sampling. Next, it introduces the basic concepts, main steps and parameter 
settings of genetic algorithms. Finally, the related concepts of Hadoop are overviewed, 
which contains HDFS, MapReduce programming model, scheduling algorithms of 
Hadoop and the divisible load theory.  
 
Chapter 3 summarizes key technologies of text classification, including text 
preprocessing, text representation model, text feature extraction and dimension 
reduction, text classification model, and classification performance evaluation. After 
introducing the Gibbs sampling algorithm, a text classification method based on the 
LDA model is proposed. And then, the LDA topic model and SVM classification 
algorithm are combined to build a text classification system. At last, the validity and 
advantages of the proposed classification method are proved by contrast experiments.  
 
Chapter 4 introduces two current main methods which can determine the optimal 
number of topics in the LDA model, the standard method of Bayesian statistics and 
the method of selecting the optimal number of topics based on HDP. And then, 
according to the density-based clustering algorithm, the algorithm of selecting the 
optimal number of topics based on DBSCAN is put forward. The experiments prove 
its feasibility and validity. In addition, it also introduces two noise processing 
methods based on the LDA model, including the data smoothing based on the LDA 
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model and the noise identification based on the category entropy. Next, two methods 
are combined, and a noise data reduction scheme is proposed. At the end, the 
experiments verify its validity and the stable performance.  
 
Chapter 5 summarizes and compares the current main methods of parallel LDA, 
including Mahout’s parallelization of LDA, Yahoo’s parallel topic model, the 
algorithm of parallel LDA based on Belief Propagation (BP) and Google’s PLDA. 
After studying the PLDA algorithm and its implementation process in the Hadoop 
framework, a static load balancing strategy for PLDA based on a genetic algorithm is 
proposed. And, it describes the design and the implementation of the proposed 
strategy in detail. Finally, in the real homogeneous and heterogeneous Hadoop cluster 
environments, the experiments show that the PLDA algorithm is an effective method 
to deal with mass data. Moreover, in a Hadoop simulation environment, the 
experiment proves that the proposed strategy is effective and stable, and it can 
enhance the computational efficiency of the Hadoop cluster.  
 
Chapter 6 summarizes the major research works and contributions of this thesis. In 
addition, it points out the limitations of the thesis and the direction of future research 
works.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This Chapter introduces probability topic models first, and compares and analyzes the 
advantages and disadvantages of LSI, PLSI and LDA. And then, the main inference 
algorithms of LDA model parameters are described, such as variational inference, 
belief propagation algorithm and Gibbs sampling. Finally, the overview of genetic 
algorithm, the framework of Hadoop which includes HDFS, MapReduce and main 
scheduling algorithms and the divisible load theory is presented.  
 
2.2 Probability Topic Models 
Recently, probability topic models have had very wide range of applications. For 
example, they have obtained a quite good application effect in the fields of text 
classification and information retrieval [18]. If a document collection is given, 
probability topic models will find a set of low-dimensional polynomial distribution by 
parameter estimation. Here, each polynomial distribution is called a topic, which is 
used to capture the related information among words. They can extract the 
comprehensible and stable latent semantic structure without the computer really 
understanding natural language, finding a relatively short description for the 
documents in the large-scale data set [98].  
 
The main idea of probability topic models is to assume that the document is a mixed 
distribution of some topics, and each topic is a probability distribution of words. Thus, 
probability topic models can be seen as a text generation model. The generation of 
documents is a simple probability process based on topic models [18] [19]. For 
example, when a new text is to be generated, a topic distribution will be gained first. 
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Next, for each word in the text, a topic is obtained randomly by the topic distribution. 
At the end, a word will be got randomly by the word distribution of the topic.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: The generative process of the topic model.  
 
 
Figure 2.1 shows a simple text generation process. Topic 1 and topic 2 are associated 
with money and river, respectively. They have different word distributions so that 
they can constitute documents by choosing the words which have different 
importance degree to the topic. Document 1 and document 3 are generated by the 
respective random sampling of topic 1 and topic 2. But, topic 1 and topic 2 generate 
document 2 according to the mixture of their different topic distributions. Here, the 
numbers at the right side of a word are its belonging topic numbers. And, the word is 
obtained by the random sampling of the numbered topic. In this section, several 
traditional topic models are introduced briefly. And then, the main inference 
algorithms of LDA model parameters will be described in detail in the next section.  
money  0.446 
bank   0.277 
loan   0.277 
river   0.388 
bank   0.306 
stream  0.306 
Topic 1 Topic 2 
Document1 Document2 Document3 
money1 bank1 
loan1 bank1 
money1 loan1 
bank1 loan1 
 
money1 bank1 
river2 bank2 
loan1 stream2 
money1 bank2 
 
river2 bank2 
stream2 bank2 
river2 stream2 
river2 bank2 
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2.2.1 TF-IDF Model 
The Term Frequency-Invert Document Frequency (TF-IDF) model was proposed in 
1983 [99]. Its approach is to establish a DV   matrix, where V  represents a 
vocabulary that contains all the possible words. And, V  is the size of the 
vocabulary. D  stands for a text set, and D  is the size of the text set. For each 
word, the Term Frequency (TF) of them is calculated in all the documents, and the 
inverse of the number of all the documents which contain the word is also computed. 
Finally, the product of TF and Invert Document Frequency (IDF) is stored in the 
corresponding position of the matrix.  
 
According to the core idea of the TF-IDF model, if the frequency of a word appearing 
in the same one document is higher, which can be measured by TF, or the frequency 
of the word appearing in all the documents is lower, which can be measured by IDF, 
the word will be more important to the document. Thus, the importance of the whole 
document can be obtained by calculating the importance of all the words [103] [104]. 
Through some simple normalization processing, the probability distribution of these 
words in the whole text set can be gained [100].  
 
However, TF-IDF is not a real topic model. Its main contribution is to convert the 
documents with unfixed length to the matrix with fixed length. It does not identify the 
semantics, and it cannot recognize and deal with synonyms and polysemes [33]. The 
reason is that all the words are just simple textual characters in the TF-IDF model. 
Another problem of TF-IDF is that the required memory space and computational 
time are very huge. In order to contain more word information, it is necessary to 
expand the size of the vocabulary. In addition, for more model training, the number of 
the training documents has to increase [101]. Therefore, the needed storage space 
which saves the TF-IDF matrix will increase by several times.  
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2.2.2 Mixture of Unigrams 
Figure 2.2 (Left) shows that the boxes are “plates” that represent replicates. The outer 
plate represents documents, and the inner plate represents the repeated choice of 
words within a document. In addition, the filled circle represents the observed 
variable w . In the unigrams, the words in each document are generated from a 
polynomial distribution independently, which can be expressed as Equation (2.1). 



N
n
nwpwp
1
)()(                                                 (2.1) 
where N  is the number of words and nw  represents one of words. 
 
 
 
  
Figure 2.2: (Left) The unigrams.  
(Right) The mixture of unigrams.  
 
 
If a discrete random topic variable z is added into the unigrams, they will become the 
mixture of unigrams, which is shown in Figure 2.2 (Right). The hollow circle 
represents the latent variable z, and the black arrow represents the conditional 
dependency between two variables, namely the conditional probability. In the mixture 
of unigrams, for each document, a topic z is chosen first. And then, according to the 
conditional polynomial )|( zwp , N words of the document are generated 
independently [100]. So, the probability of each document can be obtained as 
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Equation (2.2):  
 

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1
                          (2.2) 
where N  is the number of words, nw  represents one of words, w  represents the 
word variable and z  represents the topic variable.  
 
When the whole text set is estimated, the mixture of unigrams will assume that each 
document only express one single topic. And, the distribution of the words can be 
seen as the topic representation under the assumption of each document 
corresponding to one topic [102], which can be expressed as Equation (2.3): 
   
w w z z w
zwPzPzPzwPwPdP )|()()()|()()(                (2.3) 
where d  represents the document variable, w  represents the word variable and z  
represents the topic variable. Because of the limitation of the above assumption, the 
mixture of unigrams is often ineffective when dealing with large-scale text set.  
 
2.2.3 LSI Model 
2.2.3.1 Basic Concepts 
At the earliest, the idea of probability topic model was originated from Latent 
Semantic Analysis (LSA). LSA was also known as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), 
which was proposed by Scott Deerwester et al as a semantic space model in 1990 [20]. 
It is an extension of the Vector Space Model (VSM), addressing the problems of 
TF-IDF. LSI assumes that the words in the documents have some latent semantic 
structure. For example, there is basically the same semantic structure between the 
synonyms. And, the polysemes must have a variety of different semantic structures. 
Its principle is to use the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique to convert 
the matrix of TF-IDF to a singular matrix. By removing the small singular value 
vectors and only retaining the top K maximum values, the original document vector 
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and the query vector are mapped from the word space to a K-dimensional semantic 
space. In the low-dimensional space, the latent semantic relation of the TF-IDF matrix 
will be kept, eliminating the influence of synonyms and polysemes and improving the 
accuracy of text representation [22] [23].  
 
The LSI model has been widely used in text classification because of its significant 
dimension reduction effect [20]. In fact, through the SVD of the word-document 
matrix, the LSI model maps the original matrix to a K-dimensional latent semantic 
space, where K stands for the number of chosen the largest singular values. After 
mapping, the singular value vector can farthest reflect the dependence relationship 
between words and documents. So, the dimensionality of the latent semantic space is 
much smaller than that of the original space so as to achieve the purpose of dimension 
reduction [21]. In the low-dimensional space, the documents which originally do not 
contain or just contain a few same words may have the large similarity because of the 
co-occurrence relation between the words.  
 
2.2.3.2 The Modeling Process 
At present, the classic method of singular value decomposition in matrix is used to 
achieve LSI. One of its advantages is that its decomposition effect is good and its 
scalability is strong [20] [105]. First of all, according to a training corpus, a 
document-word matrix C is constructed. In the matrix, each element stands for the 
frequency of the corresponding word appearing in a document. According to the SVD 
algorithm, the matrix C  can break up into three matrixes, which is shown in Figure 
2.3 and can be expressed as follows:  
TVUC                                                        (2.4) 
where C  means a mn  matrix, U  stands for a nn  orthogonal matrix, V  
represents a mm  orthogonal matrix, and   is defined as follows: 
),,,( 21 idiag                                               (2.5) 
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where },min{ mni   and 021  i . Equation (2.4) is referred to as the 
singular value decomposition form of C . i ,,, 21   are the singular values of C . 
The column vector of U  is left singular vector of C , and the row vector of V  is 
right singular vector of C .  
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: The diagram of singular value decomposition (SVD).  
 
 
As shown in Figure 2.3, the matrix   is a diagonal matrix. The diagonal elements 
which are the singular values of the original matrix C  are set to nonzero value in the 
descending order. The singular values of the matrix represent the characteristics of the 
matrix, and the larger singular values can stand for the main characteristics of the 
matrix. Therefore, the smaller singular values can be ignored so as to compress lots of 
space. When the matrix only keeps a part of values on the diagonal, namely k rows 
and k columns, the right part of U  and the bottom part of V  will reduce 
automatically. At this moment, three new matrixes are generated, such as )( knU k  , 
)( kkk   and )( mkVk  . And then, the three matrixes are multiplied to obtain a new 
similar matrix kC . 
kkkk VUC                                                      (2.6) 
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The new matrix kC  has the following two characteristics: 
 kC  ignores the smaller singular values so that some noise is removed from the 
original matrix C  to some extent. 
 The elements in the matrix C  stand for the frequency of the word appearing in 
the document, so it must be a high order and sparse matrix and difficult to use 
directly. But due to the deletion of the smaller singular values, each position in 
the new matrix kC  almost has a value.  
 
Based on the new features of kC , if it multiplies its own transposition, the similarity 
matrix between the words will be gained. The similarity matrix is a mathematical 
representation of the semantic space, which can be applied to keywords expansion 
and text classification [22]. For example, the cosine value between two row vectors of 
kC  or two column vectors of kkU   can reflect the similarity of the frequency of 
two words appearing in the text set. If the value is 1, the two words will have the same 
occurrence situation. On the contrary, if the value is 0, they will have completely 
different occurrence situation. If two documents are compared, the cosine value 
between two column vectors of kC  or two row vectors of kkV   will be able to 
reflect the similarity between the two documents [22]. When a new document d is 
compared with the documents in the training set, a vector 'd  can be obtained by 
1'  kk
TUdd . And then, the cosine value between the vector kd 
'  and kkV   
reflects the content similarity between the new document d and the documents in the 
training set.  
 
In text classification, the training text set is usually required to expand. If every 
expansion needs to carry out the singular value decomposition for the whole training 
text set again, it will spend too much time. Especially when dealing with large-scale 
data set, it may not be able to work because of the limited storage space. So, a simple 
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method, which is called folding-in, can solve this problem [24]. For example, if a new 
text vector d  is added, 'd  will be added to the column of kV . If a new word vector 
w  is added, w  will be mapped to a new document vector space, namely the column 
of kV , getting
1'  kk
TVww . And then, the word vector 'w  will be added to the 
column of kU . Therefore, the method of folding-in needs less time and storage space 
than recalculating the whole training text set.  
 
2.2.3.3 The Advantages of LSI 
 LSI can be seen as an improvement of VSM, which brings in the concept of latent 
semantic [23]. It can realize the semantic retrieval to a certain extent, and 
eliminate the influence which is caused by synonyms and polysemes of some 
words.  
 SVD in LSI is used to achieve the purpose of information filtering and removing 
noise. Meanwhile, matrix reduced-rank makes high-dimensional representation of 
the document in VSM map into the low-dimensional representation of the latent 
semantic space, reducing the scale of the problem greatly [22] [23].  
 SVD in LSI only executes mathematical treatment to the matrix, which does not 
need grammar, semantics and other basic knowledge of natural language 
processing [20]. Basically, it is an inflexible and easy method.  
 In the original matrix, a word only appears in a few documents so that many 
element values of the matrix will be zero. The data sparseness problem makes 
matrix manipulation quite difficult. But after SVD, the space dimension is 
reduced greatly, making the data sparseness problem get some improvement [21].  
 
2.2.3.4 The Disadvantages of LSI 
 The physical meaning SVD is not clearly defined. It’s hard to control the effect of 
the classification and clustering of meaning of words [25]. 
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 The process of the SVD algorithm cannot be controlled because its time, space 
and complexity are too large. Thus, it is difficult to deal with large-scaled data 
and real applications under the current operational capability [26].  
 The updated matrix after the SVD algorithm has both positive and negative 
values, which means that the value of the similarity between words and matrix 
may be negative [25]. So, it is hard to present a definite physical meaning of the 
matrix. In addition, the uncertainty of the value of the similarity would bring 
some difficulties to further applications.  
 The effect of solving synonyms and near-synonyms is not obvious although its 
dimension reduction effect is significant. The reason is that the process of 
dimension reduction is inflexible without the prior information [29]. Therefore, 
the final performance of text classification will be often damaged greatly [100]. 
 It is difficult to determine the value of K in the SVD algorithm. Generally, the 
value of K is often determined by empirical equations via comparing possible 
choices one by one [25] [26].  
 
2.2.4 PLSI Model 
2.2.4.1 Basic Concepts 
The second major breakthrough of probability models was the Probabilistic Latent 
Semantic Indexing (PLSI) model, which was presented by Hofmann in 1990 [25] [26]. 
PLSI is used to simulate the words generation process, extending LSI to the 
framework of probability statistics. It redesigns the idea of generating models. It 
abandons the method of matrix transformation in LSI, but makes use of the generative 
model. Compared with the non-generative model, the generative model describes the 
reason of generating some probability density functions and the process of the 
interaction between the factors. But, the non-generative model ignores all the 
generative process, and presents the final result of various factors superposition 
directly.  
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For a complex construction process, the non-generative model often needs a certain 
idealized processing to obtain the result by mathematical derivation. The generative 
model tends to use the approximate calculation method to approximate the exact 
solution. Considered the computing performance, the non-generative model even 
sometimes can show an exact solution through mathematical equations, but the 
computing time and complexity are unacceptable because the computational 
equations often involve some hyper-functions, such as summation, products and 
continuous integration. Therefore, the models cannot be represented by the classical 
algebra.  
 
PLSI is a probability model. Its main idea is to construct a semantic space where the 
dimension is not high. And then, all the words and documents are treated equally, and 
mapped to the semantic space. In this way, it not only solves the problem of high 
dimension, but also reflects the relationship between the words. For example, if the 
semantics of the words is much closer, the points corresponding to the words in the 
semantic space will be also closer. In the process of constructing the mapping, the 
PLSI model uses the iterative Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, making it 
more efficient [27] [28].  
 
2.2.4.2 The Modeling Process 
First of all, based on the probability principle, the relationship between the document 
d  and the word w  is established, which is the probability similarity between them 
and can be expressed as ),( wdP . Figure 2.4 is a schematic diagram of the PLSI 
model. The boxes are “plates” that represent replicates. The outer plate represents 
documents, and the inner plate represents the repeated choice of latent topics and 
words within a document. In addition, the filled circles represent the observed 
variable d  and w , the hollow circle represents the latent variable z, and the black 
arrow represents the conditional dependency between two variables, namely the 
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conditional probability. 
 
PLSI not only uses the idea of the generative model, but also reflects the internal 
relations between d  and w . Besides, in order to compress the data, the latent 
multi-dimensional variable z  is brought in, which can be understood as the semantic 
space or the topic space. The dimension of the space is a constant which is set 
manually. PLSI assumes that d  and w  are conditionally independent and the 
distribution of z  on d  or w  is conditionally independent. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: The graphical model representation of PLSI.  
 
 
Secondly, according to the above assumptions and the conditional probability 
equation, the following equation can be obtained: 



Zz
zdPzwPzPwdP )|()|()(),(                                     (2.7) 
where ),( wdP  represents the probability similarity between d  and w , )(zP  
means the latent semantic prior probability, )|( zwP  stands for the conditional 
probability of z  on w , and )|( zdP  shows the conditional probability of z  on 
d . In order to gain the above parameters in the unsupervised training, it is necessary 
to use EM algorithm to fit the latent semantic model [25] [28]. Different with the 
SVD, the decision function in PLSI is a more statistically significant minimum 
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entropy principle, which is to maximize the following function:  

 

Dd Ww
wdPwdfL ),(log),(                                        (2.8) 
where ),( wdf  means the initial value, which is the frequency of w  appearing in 
d .  
 
Thirdly, the following standard EM algorithm is used to optimize [25] [27] [28].  
E-step: 



Zz
zwPzdPzP
zwPzdPzP
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，                       (2.9) 
M-step: 
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wd
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,
),(                                             (2.13) 
After the initialization with the random numbers, E step and M step are used 
alternately to carry out the iterative calculation. After many iterations, the probability 
similarity matrix ),( wdP  between d  and w  can be gained. Furthermore, the 
probability similarity matrix ),( wwP  between the words and ),( ddP  between the 
documents also can be calculated, which can be applied to information retrieval and 
text classification, etc.  
 
For example, the output matrix ),( wdP  needs to multiply its own transposition, 
obtaining the probability similarity matrix ),( wwP .  



Dd
wdPdwPwwP )|()|(),( 2121                                    (2.14) 
 
The core issue of text retrieval is to calculate the similarity between keywords and 
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documents. The queried keywords are constructed to the word vector qw , and its 
dimension is equal to the row vector dimension of the matrix ),( wwP . The similarity 
between the queried keywords and the document nd  can be calculated as follow: 
T
nqnq wwwPwdwSimilarity  ),(),(                                  (2.15) 
 
In addition, the key issue of text classification is to calculate the similarity between 
the documents. Assume that the word vector ow  is extracted from the document od , 
and its dimension is equal to the row vector dimension of the matrix ),( wwP . Here, 
the elements of ow  are the normalized values of the frequency of words appearing in 
the document. Similarly, the word vector nw  of the document nd  can be gained. So, 
the similarity between od  and nd  can be computed as below:  
T
nono wwwPwddSimilarity  ),(),(                                  (2.16) 
 
2.2.4.3 The Advantages of PLSI 
 The latent semantic space z of PLSI has a clear physical meaning, representing 
the latent topic. In addition, other probability values also have their corresponding 
physical meanings [25] [26]. 
 PLSI could solve the problem of synonyms and polysemes effectively, and use 
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to train latent classes [27]. Compared 
with LSI, it has strong statistical basis. 
 PLSI uses the EM algorithm to get solutions by iteration while computing model, 
reducing time complexity greatly and raising computing speed [28]. Thus, it’s 
easier to achieve than SVD algorithm.  
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2.2.4.4 The Disadvantages of PLSI 
 EM of PLSI is a completely unsupervised algorithm so its convergence is slow 
while the algorithm iterates [29].  
 After getting the matrix ),( wdP  by the EM algorithm of PLSI, if there is a new 
batch of training data and the new updated matrix ),( wdP  is required, the only 
method is to iterate the algorithm from the beginning. Obviously, the efficiency is 
poor [39].  
 The parameters space of PLSI is proportional to the training data of PLSI so that 
it is not good for modeling large-scale or dynamic growth corpus [40]. 
 The PLSI model needs to get a prior probability, which is only based on the 
existing training set. For the text outside of the training set, there is no suitable 
prior probability [29].  
 Along with the increase of the training samples, the size of the matrix will 
increase linearly. Thus, PLSI has the problem of overfitting. The overfitting is 
that there are too many discrete characteristics in the PLSI model. Besides, these 
discrete characteristics are only suitable for the training text set but cannot 
describe other text which is outside of the training set [39] [40].  
 
2.2.5 LDA Model 
2.2.5.1 Basic Concepts 
Aiming at addressing the above problems in PLSI, Blei et al put forward the Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model in 2003 [17] [30] [32]. Based on the PLSI model, 
LDA use a K-dimensional latent random variable which obeys the Dirichlet 
distribution to represent the topic mixture ratio of the document, which simulates the 
generation process of the document. At present, the LDA model is one of the most 
popular probability topic models, and it has more comprehensive assumptions of text 
generation than other models. As shown in Figure 2.5, in the process of text 
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generation, LDA uses sampling from the Dirichlet distribution to generate a text with 
the specific topic multinomial distribution, where the text is usually composed of 
some latent topics. And then, these topics are sampled repeatedly to generate each 
word for the document. Thus, the latent topics can be seen as the probability 
distribution of the words in the LDA model. And, each document is expressed as the 
random mixture of these latent topics according to the specific proportion.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: The network topology of LDA latent topics.  
 
 
In addition, Girolami et al pointed out that the PLSI model can be seen as a special 
case of the LDA model when the Dirichlet distribution degenerates to unitary in 2003 
[39]. The LDA model inherits all the advantages of the PLSI model without adding 
any idealized condition, describing a semantic model more factually. For example, in 
the selection of topics, PLSI needs to determine a text class label. According to the 
label, the topic distribution is generated, where the probability between the different 
topics is independent with each other. But, the Dirichlet distribution is used to 
generate a topic set in LDA. The topic set is not a series of independent parameters of 
PLSI, but it is represented by the latent random variables. So, LDA matches the 
semantic conditions better than other models in reality, and it has a stronger 
descriptive power. Compared with the PLSI model, the parameter space of LDA is 
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simple. Besides, the size of the parameter space has nothing to do with the number of 
training documents in LDA so that there is no overfitting situation. Therefore, the 
LDA model is a complete probability generative model [39] [40].  
 
2.2.5.2 The Modeling Process 
It is necessary to briefly explain that how the LDA model generates a document. For 
example, suppose that a corpus contains three topics, such as sports, technologies and 
movies. A document which describes the film production process may contain both 
the topic technologies and the topic movies. The topic technologies have a series of 
words that are related with technologies. And, these words have a probability, which 
means the probability of these words appearing in the document with the topic 
technologies. Similarly, there are a series of words that are related with movies in the 
topic movies, and there is a corresponding probability. When generating a document 
about film production, the topics will be chosen randomly first. The probability of 
choosing two topics of technologies and movies will be higher. And then, a word will 
be selected. The probability of choosing the words that are related with the two topics 
will be higher. So, the selection of a word is completed. After selecting N words 
continually, a document is created.  
 
The LDA model is a probability generative model which models discrete data sets, is 
a three-tier Bayesian model, and is a method of modeling the topic information of 
documents [30] [32]. It describes documents briefly and keeps the essential statistical 
information, helping to process large-scale text set efficiently. As shown in Figure 2.6 
(Left), the text set d  like the top great circle can be divided into several latent topics 
),,,( 21 nttt L  like the bottom small circles, and the topological structure of these latent 
topics is linear. Furthermore, to use probability inference algorithms can express a 
single document as the mixture of the specific proportion of these latent topics.  
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Figure 2.6 (Right) is the graphical model representation of LDA. The boxes are 
“plates” that represent replicates. The outer plate represents documents, which means 
that the topic distribution   is sampled repeatedly from the Dirichlet distribution for 
each document in the document collection. And, the inner plate represents the 
repeated choice of topics and words within a document, which means that words in a 
document are generated by repeated sampling from the topic distribution. In addition, 
the hollow circles represent the latent variables  ,  ,   and z, the filled circle 
represents the observed variable w , and the black arrow represents the conditional 
dependency between two variables, namely the conditional probability.  
 
Furthermore, Figure 2.6 (Right) shows that the LDA model is a typical directed 
probability graph model with a clear hierarchical structure, such as the document 
collection-tier, the document-tier and the word-tier. The LDA model is determined by 
the parameters ),(   of the document collection-tier, where   reflects the 
relationship between the latent topics in the document collection and   reflects the 
probability distribution of all the latent topics themselves.   and   are assumed to 
be sampled once in the process of generating a document collection. The random 
variable   is the document-tier parameter, and its components stand for the 
proportion of various latent topics in the destination document.   is sampled once 
per document. In addition, z  and w  are the word-tier parameters, where z  
represents the proportion of the destination document assigning the latent topics to 
each word and w  is the representation of the word vector of the destination 
document. z  and w  are sampled once for each word in each document. In brief, 
for a document, its topic distribution   is a Dirichlet prior function based on the 
parameter  . For a word w  in a document, its topic z  is generated by the topic 
distribution  , and the word w  is generated by the parameter  .  
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Figure 2.6: (Left) The structure diagram of LDA latent topics.  
(Right) The graphical model representation of LDA.  
 
 
Therefore, the process of LDA probability topic model generating a document is 
described as follows [30]: 
Step 1: For the topic j , according to the Dirichlet distribution )(Dir , a word 
multinomial distribution vector )( j  on j  is obtained. 
 
Step 2: According to the Poisson distribution )(Poisson , the number of words N in 
the document is gained. 
 
Step 3: According to the Dirichlet distribution )(Dir , a topic probability 
distribution vector   of the document is got, where   is a column vector and   
is a parameter of the Dirichlet distribution.  
 
Step 4: For a word nw  of N words in the document: 
 A topic k  is chosen randomly from a multinomial distribution Multinomial ( ) 
of  . 
 A word is selected from a multinomial conditional probability distribution 
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Multinomial ( )(k ) of the topic k , which can be seen as nw .  
 
If there are T latent topics, the probability of the i-th word iw  appearing in the 
document d  can be expressed as follows: 



T
j
iiii jzPjzwPwP
1
)()|()(                                    (2.17) 
where iw  is the i-th feature word in the document d , j  is the j-th latent topic and 
jzi   means that iw  takes the j-th latent topic. )|( jzwP ii   is the probability of 
the word iw  belonging to the topic j . )( jzP i   is the probability of the topic j  
belonging to the document d . Let the i-th topic j  be expressed as the multinomial 
distribution of w words, which can be represented as )|()( jzwPjzw 
 . The 
document d  can be expressed as the random mixture of T latent topics like 
)()( jzPd jz  . So, the probability of the word w  appearing in the document d  
can be shown as below: 



 
T
j
d
jz
jz
wdwP
1
)()()|(                                             (2.18) 
 
In order to make the model deal with new documents outside of the training corpus 
easily, the prior probability of the Dirichlet )(  in )(d  is assumed in the LDA 
model [30]. Similarly, the prior probability Dirichlet )(  in )( z  is supposed so as to 
infer the model parameters, as follows: 
)(~),(~,|
)()()(  DirichletDiscertezw iii zzzii                         (2.19) 
)(~),(~|
)()()(  DirichletDiscertez iii dddi                           (2.20) 
where the extent of using topics and words is determined by the specific values of   
and  , and different words and topics are used in the same way basically. Thus, it 
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can be assumed that all the values of   are the same and all the values of   are 
also the same, which can be called the symmetrical Dirichlet distribution [32].  
 
The LDA model uses the Dirichlet distribution as the conjugate prior of the 
multinomial distribution   and  , simplifying the statistical derivation of the model 
[30]. For T-dimensional multinomial distribution ),,( 1 Tpppp  , the 
corresponding Dirichlet distribution probability density is as follows: 



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
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j j
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jpDir
1
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

                                  (2.21) 
where the parameters T ,,1   are called the hyper-parameter of the multinomial 
),,( 1 Tpppp  . j  is the priori observation of the frequency of topic j  
appearing in the document, which means that topic j  has appeared j  times 
before sampling any real word in the document.  
 
In order to simplify the model, LDA uses the symmetrical Dirichlet distribution, 
namely let   T21 . Obviously, Dirichlet prior distribution can 
smooth the distribution of the multinomial ),,( 1 Tpppp   by the 
hyper-parameter , preventing the problem of overfitting to the data set. If the value 
of   is greater, the multinomial distribution will be more converged to the center. 
Therefore, via choosing an appropriate , the problem of overfitting can be avoided 
[17]. However, if the value of   is too large, the obtained distribution will not 
reflect the real distribution of the data set.  
 
As shown in Figure 2.6 (Right), the distribution of the hyper-parameters   and   
can control the topic distribution   and the word distribution on topics   by the 
Dirichlet distribution )(Dir  and )(Dir [30]. And then,   and   codetermine 
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each word in the document. For the document d , the joint distribution of all the 
known and latent variables is as follows: 
)|()|()|()|(),|,,,( ,1
)(
,
,  ddnd
N
n
z
ndddd pzpwppzwp
d nd       (2.22) 
 
After eliminating the variables dd z,, , the probability distribution of dw  is 
obtained as below: 
  
d nd
N
n d
z
dnddd ddwpppwp 1
)(
, ),|()|()|(),|(
,      (2.23) 
Therefore, for the whole text set D , its corresponding probability distribution is as 
follows: 
  
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(2.24) 
 
2.2.5.3 The Advantages of LDA 
 The LDA model is the total probability generative model so that it has a 
clear internal structure, and can use efficient probability inference algorithms to 
calculate model parameters [30] [39]. 
 The size of the LDA model parameter space has nothing to do with the number 
of training documents. Therefore, it is more suitable for handling large-scale 
corpus [29]. 
 The LDA model brings in the hyper-parameter to document-topic tier, which is 
better than PLSI [40]. The priori information is added, which means that the 
parameters can be seen as the random variables. Besides, it makes LDA become a 
hierarchical model with more stable structure, avoiding the overfitting [39].  
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2.3 An Overview of the Main Inference Algorithms of LDA 
Model Parameters 
According to the assumptions which were supposed by Blei et al [30], when LDA 
models the documents, the topic distribution parameter   and Dirichlet distribution 
parameter   are fixed in the generative process of text sets. So, for the document d , 
the posterior probability distribution of its latent variables is as follows: 
),|(
),|,,(
),,|,(



wp
wzp
wzp                                     (2.25) 
 
In the above equation, the normalized item ),|( wp  can be calculated by 
Equation (2.23). After bringing in )(Dir  and )(Dir , a new equation can be 
obtained: 
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It can be seen that for a document d , the posterior probability distribution   and 
  of its latent variables   and   cannot be gained by calculation directly. Usually, 
there are three main inference methods to estimate the approximate value and infer 
the model parameters, such as Variational Inference (VI) [31] [32], Belief Propagation 
(BP）[106] and Gibbs Sampling (GS) [107] [108]. Finally, the latent topic structure of 
data and the important information of documents are obtained.  
 
2.3.1 Variational Inference (VI) 
Blei et al [30] defined a distribution ),|,(  zq  and brought in the variational 
parameters   and  . And then, the variational parameters are used to rewrite the 
posterior probability distribution of the latent variables   and z , to approximate the 
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real posterior probability distribution. The expression of the rewritten posterior 
distribution is as follows: 



dN
n
nnzqqzq
1
)|()|(),|,(                                     (2.27) 
where   and   are the parameters of q . In addition, VI converts an original 
complex graphical model like Figure 2.6 (Right) to a simple graphical model which is 
shown in Figure 2.7. Figure 2.7 is the graphical model representation of the 
variational distribution used to approximate the posterior in LDA. The boxes are 
“plates” that represent replicates. The outer plate represents documents, and the inner 
plate represents the repeated choice of topics within a document. In addition, the 
hollow circles represent the latent variables, where   and   are the variational 
parameters and   and z  are the latent variables. And, the black arrow represents 
the conditional dependency between two variables, namely the conditional probability. 
Assume that   and nz  are independent with each other, the word variable w  is 
removed [32].  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7: The LDA probabilistic graphical model with the variational parameters. 
 
 
The whole approximation process can be seen as the process in which to find the 
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suitable variational parameters   and   makes the Kullback-Leibler Divergence 
(KLD) [109] between the estimated posteriori distribution and the real posteriori 
distribution minimum, which can be expressed as the following equation: 
)),,|,(||),|,((minarg),(
),(
** 

wzpzqD                       (2.28) 
where the definition of KLD is that for the discrete distribution P  and Q , the KLD 
between them can be shown as below [110]: 

i iQ
iP
iPQPD
)(
)(
ln)()||(                                          (2.29) 
 
The parameter estimation process uses Variational EM to make the lower bound of 
the logarithmic similarity maximized. The specific process can be divided into the 
following two steps: 
E-step： 
To minimize the variational parameters of KLD can be obtained by the fixed-point 
iteration method [105]. So, its updated equations are as follows: 
]},|)[log(exp{  iqiwni En                                      (2.30) 
 
N
n niii 1
                                                 (2.31) 
In Equation (2.30), )()(]|)[log(
1 
T
j jiiq
E  , where   stands for the 
first partial derivative of log  function. It can be gained by Taylor approximation 
[111].  
 
For a document d , the optimal variational parameters }:,{
**
Dddd   can be 
found according to Equations (2.30) and (2.31).  
 
M-step： 
In order to estimate the parameters   and   in the LDA model, the parameters 
which can make the log-likelihood function of the document set maximized need to 
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be found [28]. For a document set D , its log-likelihood function is defined as 
follows: 



D
d
dwpl
1
),|(log),(                                          (2.32) 
 
It is difficult to get ),|( dwp  by calculation directly, so the EM algorithm is used 
to find the parameters which can make the lower bound of the function in Equation 
(2.32) maximized as replace [111]. The parameter   can be obtained by lagrange 
multiplier method [112], which can be expressed as below: 

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dndniij
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w
1 1
*                                                (2.33) 
where ij  expresses the probability of the topic 
iz  on the word jw , iz  means 
that the value of the topic variable z  is i  and jw  means that the value of the word 
variable w  is j . D  represents the number of documents, dN  expresses the 
number of words, *dni  means the i-th optimizing variational parameter for each word 
in each document, dnw  is a word-level variable and is sampled once for each word in 
each document, and jdnw  represents that the value of dnw  is j . In addition, the 
parameter   can be gained by the Newton-Raphson method [113]. 
 
In brief, according to the obtained approximate value in E-Step, the parameters   
and   can be gained by maximizing the lower bound of the function in the VI 
algorithm.  
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2.3.2 Belief Propagation (BP) 
Belief Propagation (BP) is an algorithm which uses the information transfer mode to 
infer graphical model parameters. It is an effective method of solving the conditional 
marginal probability. BP is applied to the graphical model containing variables and 
factors, localizing and distributing variables. In other words, it distributes the process 
of calculating global integral to the information transfer of each node, and each node 
is interacted with their adjacent nodes. According to BP algorithm, the calculated 
amount can be changed from exponential growth to approximate linear growth, 
making parameter inference methods apply to complex models.  
 
In 2011, Jia Zeng first applied the BP algorithm to the parameter inference of the LDA 
model [106]. Figure 2.8 is a factor graph based on the LDA model. The model 
parameters d  and w  are called factors, which are represented by squares. Other 
variables which connect two factors are called topic labels, which are expressed by 
circles [114]. Thus, the factor d  connects the topic labels of all the documents in 
the text set, and the factor w  connects the topic labels of all the words in the word 
list. d  connects two latent variables dwZ ,  and dwZ , , where dwZ ,  stands for the 
collection of all the words except for w  in the document d  being assigned the 
topic labels. So, d  connects the topic labels of different words in the same one 
document. In addition, w  connects two topic labels dwZ ,  and dwZ , , where dwZ ,  
means the collection of the topic labels of the same one word in all the documents 
except for the document d . So, w  connects the collection of the topic labels of the 
same one word in all the documents. The observational variables w  and d  in LDA 
classic graphical model are hidden in the factors d  and w . 
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Figure 2.8: Belief propagation in the LDA model based on the factor graph.  
 
 
As shown in Figure 2.8, the hollow circles represent the latent variables, but the 
squares represent two factors d  and w . In addition, the black arrows stand for the 
direction of information transfer. When BP algorithm is used to estimate the LDA 
parameters, the topic labels information of words in documents will be determined by 
the information of the connected factors d  and w . In other words, it will be 
determined by the information of different words in the same one document and the 
information of the same one word in different documents in the previous iteration 
process [106]. The main steps of the BP algorithm are described as follows: 
Step 1: The parameters  ,  , T , K  and )(, kdw  are initialized, where   and 
  are the latent parameters in LDA, T  represents the iterations of the algorithm 
convergence, K  represents the number of topics, and )(, kdw  represents the 
information content.  
 
Step 2: For all the documents in a text set, K  information content is calculated from 
each word. And, the K  information content is saved to update )(, kdw . 
 
d  w  
 
   
   
dwZ .  
dwZ ,  
dwZ ,  
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Step 3: The updated )(, kdw  is used to update the model parameters d  and w . At 
the moment, 1 tt , where t  represents the current number of iterations, and its 
initial value is zero. 
 
Step 4: If Tt  , repeat step 2 and step 3. When Tt  , the BP algorithm is 
converged and end. 
 
Step 5: The final results of d  and w  are output.  
 
The main equation of the information updating is as follows: 
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In contrast, for the generated information at every time, the information in the BP 
algorithm is also transmitted from variables to factors [106]. According to Equations 
(2.35) and (2.36), the information can be transmitted to factors d  and w  
retroactively. Therefore, it is a mutual process. After much iteration, the algorithm can 
achieve convergence finally, obtaining the parameters of the LDA model   and   
as below: 
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2.3.3 Gibbs Sampling (GS) 
Griffiths et al [82] proposed Gibbs sampling which was a kind of Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, which is easy to implement and can extract topics 
from large-scale corpus very effectively. Besides, its perplexity and operating speed 
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are better than other algorithms. Thus, the Gibbs sampling algorithm has become the 
most popular extraction algorithm of the LDA model [111]. Gibbs sampling is a 
simple realization form of MCMC [115] [116]. Its basic idea is to structure the 
Markov chain which converges to a target probability distribution and extract the 
samples which are considered close to the values of the probability distribution from 
the chain by sampling from the posterior probability distribution. The key of using 
Gibbs sampling to infer LDA model parameters is that the model parameters are not 
obtained directly, but they are gained by sampling the topics of each word indirectly 
[107]. In other words, the values of model parameters   and   can be obtained 
indirectly by calculating the posterior probability. The details of Gibbs sampling 
algorithm will be introduced in Section 3.3.1 in Chapter 3.  
 
2.3.4 Analysis and Discussion 
The obtained model by variational inference has some difference with the real 
situation. And, EM algorithm often cannot find the optimal solution because of the 
local maximization problem of the likelihood function. Thus, its accuracy is worse 
than GS and BP. Besides, VI algorithm brings in the complex digamma function, 
making iteration and updating parameters need more time and the computational 
efficiency reduce greatly. BP algorithm uses the idea of information transfer to solve 
LDA modeling problems and keep all the information in the process of information 
transfer. Its accuracy is very high, but it has some problems such as taking too much 
memory and low efficiency. In addition, the studies showed that when processing 
large-scale real data, the model convergence of GS was faster than variational EM and 
BP [72]. The scalability of MCMC was better than variational EM and BP. 
Furthermore, many parallel LDA algorithms made use of GS [117]. Therefore, Gibbs 
sampling algorithm is used in this thesis, solving the parameters inference problem of 
the LDA model.  
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2.4 An Overview of Genetic Algorithm 
2.4.1 The Basic Idea of Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a product which combines life sciences and engineering 
science, is a calculation model of the biological evolution process of simulating 
genetic selection and natural elimination. It was proposed by professor Holland at the 
University of Michigan in 1969, and he published an influential book which was 
called “Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems” [118]. After the generalization 
and summarization by Dejong and Goldberg et al, a new global optimization search 
algorithm was put forward [119]. In addition, GA was derived from Darwin’s 
evolution theory, Weizmann’s species selection theory and Mendel’s population 
genetics theory. Holland not only designed the simulation and the operating principle 
of GA, using statistical decision theory to analyze the search mechanism of GA, but 
also established the famous schema theorem and implicit parallelism principle, laying 
the foundation for the development of GA [120] [121]. 
 
The basic idea of GA is to simulate breeding, crossing and mutation in the process of 
natural selection and natural genetic [118]. When dealing with the practical problem, 
every possible solution of the problem will be coded into a chromosome. A number of 
chromosomes constitute the population. Each chromosome can get a numerical 
valuation by the fitness function, eliminating the individuals with low fitness and 
choosing the individuals with high fitness to participate in the genetic operation. After 
crossover and mutation operators, these chromosomes will generate the next 
generation of new population. The performance of the new population of 
chromosomes is better than the previous generation because the new population 
inherits some excellent features from the previous generation. The optimal solution of 
the problem is found by generation after generation until the condition of convergence 
is met or the pre-set number of iterations is achieved [119] [121]. Therefore, GA can 
be seen as a kind of iterative algorithms, and a gradual evolution process of the 
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population which are composed by feasible solutions, which has a solid biological 
foundation [122].  
 
2.4.2 The Main Steps of Genetic Algorithm 
Since Holland systematically put forward the complete structure and theory of GA, 
many scholars proposed various kinds of improved genetic algorithms. The genetic 
algorithm which was proposed by Holland is usually called Simple Genetic Algorithm 
(SGA) [118] [122]. SGA mainly includes coding mechanism, fitness function, 
selection, crossover and mutation. In the practical application, the design of GA is 
considered from the above five basic factors. The specific details are as follows: 
 
2.4.2.1 Coding Mechanism 
The structure of many application problems is very complex, but they can be reduced 
to a simple coding representation of bit string form. The process of making the 
problem structure convert into the coding representation of bit string form is called 
coding. It is the basis of GA, which influences the performance of the algorithm 
greatly. The coding representation of bit string form is called chromosomes or 
individuals. The collection of strings constitutes the population, and individuals are 
strings. For example, in the optimization problem, a string corresponds to a possible 
solution. In the classification problem, a string can be interpreted as a rule. In SGA, 
the character set is composed of 0 and 1, and the coding method adopts binary coding. 
But for the general GA, they can be not limited. In addition, many scholars have done 
various improvements about the coding of GA, such as Gray coding, dynamic 
parameter coding, float-point coding, decimal coding, symbolic coding, multi-value 
coding, Delta coding, hybrid coding, DNA coding and so on [122].  
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2.4.2.2 Fitness Function 
In order to reflect the adaptive capacity of chromosomes, a function which can 
measure every chromosome in the problem is brought in, which is called fitness 
function. When searching the possible solutions, GA basically does not use the 
external information. According to the fitness function, the values of the fitness of 
each individual in the population are used to search. The fitness function is the 
criterion which evaluates each individual in the population, reflecting the principle of 
survival of the fittest in natural evolution. For optimization problems, the fitness 
function is usually the objective function [121].  
 
The fitness function should reflect the difference between each chromosome and the 
chromosome with the optimal solution of the problem effectively. If the difference is 
smaller, the difference between their respective values of the fitness function will be 
smaller, or it will be bigger. When using GA to solve specific problems, the choice of 
the fitness function will influence the convergence of the algorithm and the 
convergence rate greatly. Thus, for different problems, the related parameters are 
determined as a matter of experience [121].  
 
2.4.2.3 Selection  
Selection operation is also called copy operation, its role is to decide whether 
individuals are eliminated or inherited in the next generation according to the values 
of the fitness function of individuals in the population. In general, selection makes the 
individual with bigger value of the fitness have bigger chances of survival, but the 
individual with smaller value of the fitness have smaller chances of survival. 
Selection operator can ensure that excellent individuals transmit continuously in 
genetic operations, making the whole population evolve to an excellent population. 
SGA makes use of the roulette wheel selection mechanism. In addition, Potts et al 
summarized about 20 other selection methods, such as random traversal sampling 
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method, local selection method, championships selection method, steady state copy, 
optimal string copy, optimal string retention, fitness linear scale variation and so on 
[123].  
 
2.4.2.4 Crossover 
Crossover operation is to replace and recombine part of the structure of two parent 
individuals to generate new individuals. Its purpose is to compose new individuals, 
and search in the string space effectively meanwhile reduce the probability of failure 
to the effective model. Crossover operation is an important feature which can make 
GA differ from other evolutionary algorithms [122]. Various crossover operators 
consist of two basic contents [124]: firstly, in the formed population by selection 
operation, individuals will random pair. And, according to a preset crossover 
probability cP , each pair of individuals will be determined that whether they need 
crossover operation or not. If the value of cP  is bigger, the probability of gene 
exchange will be higher, or it will be lower. Secondly, if the cross point is set, the part 
of the structure of the match pair of individuals before and after the point will 
interchange. In SGA, single point crossover is used. In addition, Potts et al 
generalized almost 17 crossover methods, such as two point crossover, uniform 
crossover, multipoint crossover, heuristic crossover, sequence crossover, mixed 
crossover and so on [123].  
 
2.4.2.5 Mutation 
Mutation operation is to change the values of some genes of individuals in the 
population randomly by a very small mutation probability mP . Its aim is also to 
generate new individuals, overcoming the problem of premature convergence caused 
by losing effective genes. It includes determining the location of the change point and 
replacing genic values. In general, the importance of mutation operation ranks only 
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second to the crossover operation, so its role cannot be ignored [118]. In the SGA, for 
the binary coding, the strings of individuals in the population are selected by mP , and 
these genes will be changed. For example, if the value is 1, it will be changed to 0. Or 
if the value is 0, it will be changed to 1. Furthermore, Potts et al summarized three 
mutation technologies including management mutation, changed mutation probability 
and single valued operation. Besides, they also summed up a variety of mutation 
operations, such as basic bit mutation, uniform mutation, Gaussian mutation, 
non-uniform mutation, adaptive mutation, multi-level mutation, and so on [123].  
 
2.4.3 The Parameter Settings of Genetic Algorithms 
Generally, the parameter settings of GAs contain population size, crossover 
probability and mutation probability, etc, which can influence accuracy, reliability, 
computing time and system performance of GAs [118]. At present, the reasonable 
selection of the parameter settings of GAs lacks relevant theory as the guidance so 
that the parameters are usually set according to the experience or experiments [121].  
 
The total number of chromosomes in a population is called the population size. If the 
population size is too small, the search space of GAs will be limited and it is difficult 
to find out the optimal solution. On the contrary, if it is too big, the convergence time 
will increase and the program running time will rise [118]. Thus, different problems 
may have their own appropriate population sizes. Usually, the population size is set 
from 20 to 200 [125]. 
 
In SGA, crossover probability cP  and mutation probability mP  are fixed, which are 
determined by the experience [122]. When a population size is set from 20 to 200, 
Schaffer suggested that the optimal parameter value range of cP  would be set 
between 0.5 and 0.95 [122]. If the value of cP  is bigger, the speed of generating new 
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individuals will be faster. However, if it is too large, the probability of damaging the 
genetic model will be greater. If it is too small, the search process will be slower even 
stagnant. In addition, the value of mP  is usually set between 0.01 and 0.05 [122]. If 
the value of mP  is too small, it will be difficult to generate new genetic structures. 
But if it is too large, GAs will become simple algorithms of random search.  
 
2.5 An Overview of Hadoop 
Hadoop [196] was a distributed computing open source platform, which was 
developed by Doug Cutting. By using a simple programming model in a computer 
cluster, distributed application programs can be written and carried out to process 
large-scale data [60] [61] [62]. It originated in a subproject Nutch in Apache Lucene, 
which accomplished MapReduce [66] algorithm and designed its own Hadoop 
Distributed File System (HDFS) according to Google GFS [54]. Hadoop is mainly 
composed of HDFS and the distributed computing framework MapReduce. The 
former is the open source implementation of Google GFS. The latter is the open 
source implementation of Google MapReduce. Furthermore, Hadoop also includes 
other subprojects, such as Avro, Core, Zookeeper, HBase, Hive, Pig, ChuKwa [60].  
Both of HDFS and MapReduce of Hadoop use master/slave architecture [64]. 
Masternode is composed of Namenode and Jobtracker, and provides some tools and 
opens the browser view function of the Hadoop status. Besides, Slave node is made 
up of Datanode and Tasktracker. Usually, the master/slave architecture has one 
masternode and several slavenodes. The masternode is a manager or controller, and 
the slavenode accepts the control of the masternode. In brief, the master/slave 
architecture of Hadoop is mainly reflected in two key technologies: HDFS and 
MapReduce [68]. Namenode and Datanode are responsible for completing jobs of 
HDFS, and Jobtracker and Tasktracker are responsible for finishing jobs of 
MapReduce.  
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2.5.1 HDFS 
HDFS is mainly used to store all the data in the cluster nodes, and it can achieve the 
growth of storage capacity and computing power by only adding the number of 
computers. It is developed by Java language so that it can run in many low-cost 
computers and has strong fault tolerance. Thus, it provides basement support for 
distributed computing and storage [60] [62].  
 
A HDFS cluster is often made up of one Namenode and a certain number of 
Datanodes. Usually, each node is an ordinary computer [65]. The Namenode is a 
central server, which manages the Namespace of the file system and the client 
accessing to files. The Datanode manages the storage in local node. The data of users 
are divided into lots of data blocks which are stored in different Datanodes dispersedly. 
Datanodes would report the listing of blocks to the Namenode periodically. Both of 
Namenode and Datanode are designed to run in normal low-cost computers with 
Linux [67].  
 
The Namenode is the core of the whole HDFS, which carries out the Namespace 
operations in the file system, such as open, close, rename a file or directory. And, it is 
also responsible for determining that data blocks map to specific Datanodes [63]. The 
Datanode is responsible for dealing with the read-write requests of the client in the 
file system, and executing create, delete and copy to data blocks under the unified 
scheduling of the Namenode. In a given period, the Datanode gives the Namenode 
heartbeat reports. And then, the Namenode controls Datanodes by the heartbeat 
reports, and tests health status of Datanodes continuously.  
 
For users, they only need to use the Namespace which is provided by HDFS to access 
and modify files, but they do not need to know that which Datanode does read-write 
the data and which Datanode stores the backup data [65]. When users carry out file 
operations in HDFS, the effect will be the same with file operations in a stand-alone 
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system. For example, in a typical cluster, a computer runs only one Namenode, and 
other computers run one Datanode respectively [65].  
2.5.2 MapReduce Programming Model in Hadoop 
The framework of MapReduce in Hadoop includes one Jobtracker and a certain 
number of Tasktrackers [62] [68], which is shown in Figure 2.9. The Jobtracker often 
runs on the computer which has the Namenode. In a cluster, each of other nodes runs 
one Tasktracker. The Jobclient is responsible for submitting the user-defined Mapper 
class and Reducer class to the system, and setting various system parameters. It sends 
MapReduce jobs to Jobtrackers. After accepting the task, Jobtrackers are responsible 
for the task scheduling of work nodes, monitoring them periodically and handling 
failed tasks. The Tasktracker is responsible for reporting the process information to 
Jobtrackers periodically and executing specific Map/Reduce operations [64].  
 
 
 
Figure 2.9: The typical MapReduce framework in Hadoop. 
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The programming framework of MapReduce divides a task into two phases, Map 
phase and Reduce phase. And, the processed data structures in two phases are (key, 
value) pairs [52] [68]. Users only need to define their own Map function and Reduce 
function respectively, and then give them to Hadoop. But, they do not need to care 
about complex basement details, such as task distributing, concurrency control, 
resource management and fault tolerance.  
 
Map phase [65] [66]: firstly, the framework of MapReduce divides the input data into 
many data blocks which are independent with each other so that Map operations can 
achieve concurrent execution completely. And then, each block will be assigned to 
different Map tasks. Each Map task will read-in the assigned blocks in the form of (k1, 
v1). After processing by Map function, intermediate results are generated. Finally, 
intermediate results will be stored in local intermediate files. Here, intermediate 
results are output in the form of (k2, v2).  
 
Reduce phase [65] [66]: the number of Reducer can be designed by users, and it can 
be one or more than one. In the Reduce process, because its input is from the 
intermediate results which are generated by Map tasks that distribute in multiple 
nodes, the intermediate results need to be copied in the local file system of the nodes 
with Reduce tasks by the network transmission way. In the output result from 
Mappers, Hadoop makes values with all the same keys store in an iterator and 
transmit to Reducers. After Reducers receiving the input, values with all the same 
keys will be merged. At the end, the merged result will be output into the specified 
output file.  
 
2.5.3 Hadoop Scheduling Algorithms 
The job scheduling in Hadoop is a process of the Jobtracker assigning tasks to the 
corresponding Tasktrackers to run [66]. When multiple tasks running at the same time, 
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the sequence of job execution and the allocation of computing resource will affect the 
overall performance of the Hadoop platform and the utilization rate of the system 
resources. The scheduler is a pluggable module. Users can design the scheduler 
according to their practical application requirements, and then specify the 
corresponding scheduler in configuration files. When a Hadoop cluster starts, the 
scheduler will be loaded. At present, Hadoop has several schedulers, such as First In 
First Out (FIFO), fair scheduler and capacity scheduler [60] [70].  
 
The FIFO scheduler is a Hadoop default scheduler. Its basic idea is to put all the 
MapReduce jobs into the only one queue. And then, the Jobtracker will scan the 
whole job queue by the priority sequence or the submission time sequence. Finally, a 
job which meets the requirement is chosen to run [60]. Fair scheduler was first 
proposed by the Facebook. Its purpose is to make the MapReduce programming 
model in a Hadoop cluster deal with the parallel processing of different types of jobs, 
and guarantee that each job can get equal resources as far as possible. Capacity 
scheduler was put forward by Yahoo, and its functions are similar to fair scheduling. 
But, there are many differences in their design and implementation [52].  
 
FIFO is simple and clear, but it has large limitation. For example, it ignores the 
differences of operational requirements. The last task in the scheduling queue has to 
wait for that all previous tasks complete job executions, influencing the overall 
performance of the Hadoop platform and the utilization ratio of the system resources 
seriously. Fair scheduler has some improvement, but it cannot support large memory 
operations. Compared with FIFO, capacity scheduler is able to optimize the resource 
allocation effectively, enhancing the operating efficiency of jobs. However, it must 
configure lots of parameter values manually, which is quite difficult to normal users 
who do not understand the overall situation of the cluster and the system [68] [70].  
 
In addition, [97] pointed out the disadvantages of existing schedulers in Hadoop. 
Hadoop scheduling mechanism is based on the following assumptions [97]: 
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 All the nodes run by the same speed. 
 In the whole operational process, tasks run by the constant speed. 
 There is no overhead when starting backup tasks. 
 The task progress can represent the work which has been done. In the Reduce 
phase, copying, sorting and merging of tasks take up one third of the whole 
completion time respectively.  
 
Assumed conditions 1 and 2 are based on a homogeneous environment, but they are 
not effective in a heterogeneous environment. So, existing schedulers in Hadoop have 
not considered the differences of the processing speed between different nodes in a 
heterogeneous environment. Besides, assumed conditions 3 and 4 are even invalid in a 
homogeneous environment. [97] pointed out reasons that these assumptions are 
invalid one by one. To sum up, existing schedulers in Hadoop are suitable for a 
homogeneous environment. But in a heterogeneous environment, they will waste a lot 
of resources and spend much overhead, affecting the overall performance of the 
Hadoop platform. 
 
2.5.4 Divisible Load Theory 
Load scheduling including the division and the transmission of the load is one of key 
factors which influence the performance of parallel and distributed computing [126]. 
Load scheduling problem can be divided into two categories: non-divisible load 
scheduling and divisible load scheduling. Some parts of non-divisible load jobs 
cannot be divided, but they only can be processed by a processor as a whole [130]. 
For applications, basic assumptions in the divisible load theory are that applications 
are able to be divided into any size of subtasks. They are independent with each other, 
and they can run the parallel execution completely. Thus, these applications are called 
divisible load [127] [128] [129].  
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An important feature of divisible load scheduling is that data communication only 
occurs in two phases which are before the start of the calculation and the end of the 
calculation. Its aim is to assign a given application to each processor, making the 
completion time of the whole application the shortest [131] [132]. In addition, the 
divisible load theory provides a useful framework for the divisible load scheduling in 
a heterogeneous environment. For a given task, if processing nodes and the network 
heterogeneity are considered fully, the divisible load theory will provide an efficient 
task division mode and scheduling mode [133] [134] [135].  
 
In Hadoop, the features of the PLDA algorithm include that firstly, the input data can 
be divided into any size of sub-data. Secondly, the data communication only occurs in 
two phases which are data distribution phase and returning results from processors 
phase. It can be seen that the PLDA algorithm in Hadoop is completely in conformity 
with assumptions of the divisible load theory.  
 
In conclusion, considered that various nodes in a heterogeneous cluster have different 
computing speed, different communication capability and different storage capacity, a 
static load balancing strategy based on genetic algorithm for PLDA will be proposed 
in Chapter 5 in this thesis. In this allocation strategy, because it combines with the 
optimal principle of the divisible load theory, all the data nodes should complete local 
Gibbs sampling at the same time theoretically, making the completion time of parallel 
LDA minimum and improving the performance of Hadoop clusters in a 
heterogeneous environment.  
 
2.6 Summary 
At the beginning, this Chapter introduced the basic concepts and the modeling process 
of LSI, PLSI and LDA, and analyzed and compared their advantages and 
disadvantages. LDA topic model is a completely probability generative model, which 
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can use mature probability algorithms to train models directly. And, it is easy to make 
use of the model. The size of its parameter space is fixed, which has nothing to do 
with the scale of text sets. So, it is more suitable for large-scale text sets. Besides, 
LDA is a hierarchical model, which is more stable than the non-hierarchical model. 
By describing and comparing main inference algorithms of LDA model parameters 
like variational inference, belief propagation and Gibbs sampling, the research work 
of this thesis will be focused on the LDA model with Gibbs sampling algorithm.  
 
And then, basic concepts, main steps and parameter settings of genetic algorithm were 
introduced. Next, the related concepts of Hadoop were presented, which containing 
HDFS, MapReduce programming model and Hadoop scheduling algorithms. At 
present, Hadoop existing schedulers are suitable for a homogeneous environment. But 
in a heterogeneous environment, they will waste lots of resources and spend much 
overhead, which affects the overall performance of the Hadoop platform. Finally, the 
divisible load theory was recommended as a theoretical basis of the proposed static 
load balancing strategy in Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 3 Text Classification with Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Automatic text classification is a research hotspot and core technology in the field of 
information retrieval and text mining. Recently, it has got widespread concern and 
made remarkable progress. It is one of the hotspots and key technologies of 
information retrieval, machine learning and natural language processing [75] [76]. Its 
aim is to find classification rules from the known training text set, obtain a learner, 
and make the learner classify the unknown new text with good prediction accuracy 
[136]. This chapter begins with an overview of several key technologies of text 
classification. Then, a text classification method based on the LDA model is proposed, 
which uses LDA topic model as a text representation method. Each text is represented 
as a probability distribution on a fixed latent topic set. SVM is chosen as a 
classification algorithm. Finally, the proposed method shows a good classification 
performance, and its accuracy is higher than other two methods. 
 
3.2 Overview of Text Classification 
Text classification is a process in which a category label is added automatically or 
manually into the given text according to its content. By classifying text, users can not 
only find needed information more accurately, but also can browse information quite 
conveniently [13] [14]. Automatic text classification is a supervised learning process. 
According to the given training document collection, a relational model between 
document feature and document categories is built by some method. And then, the 
relational model is used to classify the given unknown documents [76]. 
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From the view of mathematics, text classification is a mapping process, which maps 
the unclassified text to an existing categorization [75]. This mapping can be a 
one-to-one mapping, or a one-to-many mapping, because a document can be 
associated with multiple categories. The mapping rule of text classification is that the 
system summarizes the classified rule and establishes discrimination equations and 
discrimination rules according to information of several samples in each existing 
category. The system determines their classes when dealing with new documents 
based on the discrimination rules. 
 
Overall, automatic text classification consists of five parts as shown in Figure 3.1: text 
preprocessing, text representation model, text feature extraction and dimension 
reduction, text classification model, and classification performance evaluation [75] 
[137]. In this chapter, the Vector Space Model (VSM) [23] [138] [139] is chosen as 
text representation, selecting words as the feature, making text collection structure a 
high-dimensional and sparse word-document matrix. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: The typical process of automatic text classification. 
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Dimensionality reduction of word-document matrix is beneficial to improve the 
efficiency and performance of the classifier. Therefore, one of the most typical 
probabilistic topic models, Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), is used to map data from 
the original high-dimensional space to a new low-dimensional space by space 
transformation [20] [21] [22]. It is a method which can explore latent semantic 
relation among words according to the word co-occurrence information. Its basic 
principle is to use the SVD technique in matrix theory to transform a word frequency 
matrix into a singular matrix. It only keeps K maximum values from the singular 
value vector, mapping text vector and query vector from the word space to a 
K-dimensional semantic space. The dimension reduction effect of LSI in text 
classification is remarkable, but it may filter out very important features for rare 
category in the whole document collection, leading to impact on the final 
classification performance [24] [98]. Moreover, the complexity of the algorithm 
implementation is another problem of the LSI model, which cannot be ignored [140].  
 
Therefore, this chapter presents a text classification method based on LDA. LDA is a 
probabilistic growth model, which models discrete data sets such as text collection. It 
is a three-tier Bayesian model, containing words, topics and documents three-tier 
structure [30] [31]. Each document is expressed as a mixture of topics, and each topic 
is a multinomial distribution on a fixed vocabulary. These topics are shared by all 
documents in the collection. Each document is generated by sampling a specific topic 
proportion from the Dirichiet distribution. SVM is chosen as classification model, 
because its separated surface model can overcome sample distribution, redundant 
features, over-fitting and other factors effectively [141] [142] [143]. In addition, the 
study showed that SVM has the advantages of efficiency and stability compared with 
Naive Bayes, linear classification, decision trees, KNN and other classification 
methods [144] [145] [146].  
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3.2.1 The Content of Text Classification  
Text classification is a process which classifies a large amount of documents into one 
or more categories on the basis of document’s content or properties. The content can 
be media news, technology reports, emails, technology patents, web pages, books or 
part of it [7] [13]. Text classification concerns text categories including topics of text 
(such as sports, politics, economy, arts, etc.), the style of text, or the relationship 
between text and other things. If documents are classified manually, people need to 
read through all the articles, then classify and keep them. It requires many experts 
with rich experience and specialized knowledge to do lots of work. Obviously, this 
process has some disadvantages such as long cycle, high cost and low efficiency. It is 
difficult to meet the real needs [75] [147]. Thus, this chapter focuses on how text can 
be classified automatically.  
 
3.2.2 Text Preprocessing 
The purpose of text preprocessing is to structure the unstructured text, and keep the 
key words which are useful to distinguish the categories of text topics [148]. Its 
process includes text representation, removing function words and content words that 
are not useful to represent category. Generally, natural language text contains a large 
number of function words which have no specific meaning, such as prepositions, 
articles, conjunctions, pronouns, etc. Besides, there are some common content words 
which have very high frequency in almost all of the text, can not distinguish text, and 
even interfere with keywords, reducing the processing efficiency and accuracy of the 
classification system. So they should be filtered out. 
 
As a result, removing the non-feature words can be done through the following two 
steps [149]: Firstly, according to a word segmentation system, part of speech is tagged, 
and then all the function words are deleted, such as articles, prepositions, adverbs, 
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modal verbs, conjunctions and pronouns, etc. Secondly, a stop words list is 
established, and then those content words which have high frequency in all categories 
are put in that list. The words and phrases in the stop words list are filtered out while 
analyzing the text. After the above two steps, the text becomes a sequence of feature 
words. For each document, the frequency of occurrence of each word is counted.  
 
3.2.3 Text Representation 
Text representation is to use a certain feature words to represent the document [150]. 
In text classification, only the feature words need to be processed in order to 
accomplish the processing of the unstructured text, which is a converted step from 
unstructured text to structured text. Therefore, establishing a text representation is an 
important technology, relating to how documents are applied to the classification 
system. As we know, the computer does not have the human intelligence. After 
reading the article, people can have fuzzy understanding for its content based on their 
own comprehensive ability. But the computer can not really understand the article. 
Hence, the text itself can not be directly used for classification. It must be represented 
as a mathematical model to facilitate machine processing [11].  
 
In practical application, the related text vector or word frequency matrix is very large, 
and the processing of text information can not be completed because of the 
dependence between words. So generally, it assumes that words are mutually 
independent in the process in order to reduce the complexity of text information 
processing [151]. Although this assumption is inconsistent with practical situation, the 
complexity of computing is greatly reduced for text classification and the 
classification performance has also been improved significantly. Therefore, many 
classification algorithms are based on this assumption as a prerequisite. This method 
is called the “bags of words” model. Counting the frequency of occurrence of each 
word in each document is the basis for modeling algorithms. Counting the frequency 
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of occurrence of all words in all documents can produce the word frequency matrix. 
Text information based on natural language that is difficult to use numbers to describe 
is expressed as a mathematical matrix form, which can handle text according to the 
matrix operations [152].  
 
This thesis uses the vector space model to represent text as a vector that is made up of 
feature words. VSM has good computability and operability, is a text representation 
method with good performance in recent years, and is one of the most classic models 
at present [138] [139]. It assumes that the categories of documents are often only 
related to the frequency of occurrence of certain specific words or phrases in the 
document, but have nothing to do with their location or sequence in the document. It 
ignores the complex relationship among paragraphs, sentences and words in the text 
structure. A document can be expressed as a multi-dimensional vector form that is 
composed of feature words [23].  
 
For example, documents and the whole feature set compose a matrix )( ijmn aA   
together, in which the value of ija  stands for the weights of the i-th feature 
word )10(  mi  in the j-th document )10(  nj . Each row represents a 
feature word and each column represents a document after feature selection. Generally, 
the TP-IDF is used to do weight calculation [103] [104]. After calculating the weights, 
the normalization processing is needed. Equation (3.1) or (3.2) represents the final 
weight calculation.  
2
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where ),( dtW

is the weight of word t in document d

. ),( dttf

 is the word frequency 
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of word t in document d

. N is the total number of training samples. tn  is the number 
of times of t appearing in the training text set. The denominator is the normalization 
factor.  
 
3.2.4 Text Feature Extraction and Dimension Reduction 
For an ordinary text, the word frequency information is extracted as the classification 
feature [81] [154] [155]. However, the number of text words is quite large, hence 
dimensionality reduction is needed [80] [81] [153]. There are two main reasons: 
Firstly, to increase the speed and improve the efficiency of classification. Secondly, 
the values of different words for classification are different. For instance, the 
contribution of some common words in each of the categories to text classification is 
small, but the contribution of some words which have a major proportion in certain 
specific class and a minor proportion in other classes to text classification is large. In 
order to improve the classification accuracy, those weak expressive words should be 
removed or weakened for each class, screening out the feature set for the class, so as 
to highlight the effective features of classification. 
 
For example, the number of feature words is often able to reach 410  or more, but in 
fact real key feature words are just a small part of them. So, the really needed feature 
subspace is required to be found from the huge feature space. This thesis uses a 
wrapper approach to reduce the space [154]. It maps data from the original 
high-dimensional space to a new low-dimensional space by space transformation. The 
value of each dimension in the low-dimensional space is obtained by a linear or 
nonlinear transformation from the original space. It uses the linear or nonlinear 
transformation to make redundant or invalid information map to relatively weak 
dimensions, so as to ensure the effect of feature extraction [155]. 
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In brief, the basic idea of feature extraction and dimensionality reduction is as follows 
[80] [81] [155]: 
 Initially, the feature set includes all the words appeared in the document.  
 Vectorizing all training documents constitutes a vector matrix. 
 Using a probabilistic topic model makes the vector matrix transform into a small 
matrix. At the moment, the space where the new matrix is new feature space. 
After that, it is trained by the classifier.  
 To be classified documents are transformed into the vector of original feature 
space. Then, the vector is transformed into the vector of new feature space by the 
corresponding conversion method. At this time, this vector of the new feature 
space is the final vector. 
 
Taking the LSI model as an example, the detailed description is as follows: it assumes 
that D is the initial training set of documents. dt  represents the document-word 
matrix, which is the matrix in the original feature space. Each row of the matrix 
stands for a document vector. And it assumes that r is the rank of D. D can be 
expressed as TVUD   through SVD, where  is a rr  matrix. Each value in 
the matrix corresponds to the singular value of D. U is a rt   matrix composed of 
the left singular column vector, V is a rd   matrix composed of the right singular 
column vector. The k largest singular values and their corresponding singular value 
vector are only retained, obtaining an approximate kD  which can be represented 
as Tkkkk VUD  . This value of kD  is the optimal k approximation of D. At this 
moment, kU  that is a kt   matrix can map the column vector d of lt   matrix to 
k-dimensional vectors: dUd Tkk  . The vectors obtained by the above conversion can 
be used to training and classification [20] [22].  
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3.2.5 Text Classification Algorithms 
The core issue of text classification is that how a classification function or 
classification model can be constructed from a large number of labeled training 
samples according to certain strategy, and how this model can be used to map the 
unknown class text to the specified class space. At present, common classification 
methods based on VSM include the Naïve Bayesian algorithm, K-Nearest Neighbor 
(KNN), SVM, and so on [75] [76]. There are other methods based on machine 
learning such as decision trees and neural network methods. They have been widely 
applied to information retrieval, text classification, knowledge management, expert 
systems and other areas. In terms of the accuracy of algorithms, SVM is the best, but 
it needs long time and large computation overhead [145]. KNN is second, but its 
computational time increases linearly when the training set grows. The Neural 
network classification algorithm is better than the Naïve Bayesian algorithm in recall 
and precision. The Naïve Bayesian algorithm has a strong theoretical background, and 
its computing speed is the fastest [146]. 
 
Vapnik et al. proposed SVM, a method of machine learning according to the statistical 
theory in 1995 [156]. Joachims introduced SVM into text classification, which can 
make a text classification problem transform into a series of second-class 
classification problems [141]. Its basic principle is that the vector space is divided into 
two disjoint spaces first. The features in the feature space become flat on two sides of 
the plane by constructing a hyperplane. The feature points of two sides of the plane 
belong to different classes so that the points of the space can be assigned to two 
different classes [144].  
 
When SVM is used for text classification, a vector space for SVM is constructed first, 
which means that all training texts are mapped to a vector space. Then, a hyperplane 
which can classify the training text correctly or approximately correctly is built in this 
space. This hyperplane is needed to satisfy classification features of the original 
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training text as far as possible. Next, the text to be classified is mapped to this vector 
space by the same procedure. Finally, to estimate the relationship between the mapped 
vector and the hyperplane can determine which class the text to be classified belongs 
to [142] [145].  
 
Figure 3.2 shows the separating hyperplane of SVM algorithm, where circle and triangle 
respectively stand for two classes of text. O1 is the classification line. H1 and H2 are 
respectively the samples which are the closest to the classification line in two classes, 
and are straight lines which paralleling to the classification line. The distance between 
them is called classification interval. The optimal classification line not only can 
separate two classes correctly, but also can make the classification interval the largest. 
In Figure 3.2, the sample points in H1 and H2 are called the support vector.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: The separating hyperplane of SVM algorithm.  
 
 
Suppose a given set of training data ),( ii yxT  , where ni ,,1 , 
d
i Rx   is the 
O1 
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feature vector of the i-th sample,  1,1iy  is the category tag of the i-th sample. 
A real-valued function is found on di RXx   so that ))(sgn()( xgxf  . When g(x) 
is a linear function, bwxxg  )()( , and function )(xf  determines classification 
rules, which is called a linear classification learning machine. When g(x) is a 
nonlinear function, it is called a nonlinear classification learning machine [141].  
 
For the linear classification problem, the general form of linear discriminant function 
in a d-dimensional space is bwxxg )( , the hyperplane equation is 0bwx . 
After normalizing the discriminant function, all samples satisfy 1)( xg . If the 
hyperplane can classify all samples correctly, it should satisfy the following equation: 
01][  bwxyi ， ni ,,1                                       (3.3) 
 
At this point, the classification interval is w/2 . The largest interval is obtained when 
the value of 
2
w is minimized so that wwww 
2
1
2
1
)(
2
. If the hyperplane can 
satisfy Equation (3.3) meanwhile minimizing )(w , it is called the optimal 
hyperplane [145]. It is a quadrtic optimization problem, so the above optimal 
hyperplane problem can be transformed into the dual form of optimization problem by 
a Lagrange multiplier method. The equation is ,0
1



n
i
ii y  where i  is the 
Lagrange coefficient, nii ,,1,0  . To solve the following maximum function 
there is a unique solution.  
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If *i  is the optimal solution, 


n
i
iii xyw
1
** . According to Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
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[141], this optimization problem must meet 0)1)((  bwxy iii , where 
ni ,,1 . From the above equation, the samples which are away from the 
hyperplane corresponding to i  must be zero. But non-zero i  corresponding to 
samples must be located on the hyperplane, which are called support vectors. The 
value of *b  can be brought in the optimal hyperplane equation by any support vector, 
obtaining )(
2
1 **
sr xxwb  , where rx  and sx  are any support vectors from two 
classes respectively and they meet r >0, 1ry ; s >0, 1sy . Finally, the 
optimal classification function can be got as follows: 
]'),(sgn[]sgn[)(
11
*** 

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n
i
iii
n
i
bxxybxwxf                        (3.5) 
For nonlinear problems [145] [156], the original feature space can be mapped to a 
high-dimensional space by the kernel function, making the original samples linearly 
separable in a high-dimensional space. Constructing the optimal classification 
hyperplane in a high-dimensional space can transform nonlinear problems into linear 
problems. Assuming that nonlinear mapping HRd  : , and the input space 
samples dR  are mapped to a high-dimensional feature space H. when the optimal 
classification hyperplane is constructed in the feature space, the algorithm only uses 
dot product, namely ),( ji xx , in the space rather than individual )( ix . Hence, a 
function K needs to be found, which can satisfy Equation )()(),( jiji xxxxK  . In 
fact, the inner product operation is required only in the high-dimensional space, which 
can be achieved by the functions of the original space. Therefore, using appropriate 
inner product ),( ji xxK  in the optimal classification hyperplane can accomplish 
linear classification after a nonlinear transformation. At this moment, Equation (3.4) 
can be changed to Equation (3.6).  

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And the corresponding classication function can be changed to Equation (3.7).  
]''),(sgn[)(
1



n
i
iii bxxKyxf                                      (3.7) 
In Equation (3.7), ''b is the classification threshold. If 0)( xf , x  belongs to one 
class; Otherwise, it does not belong to another class. 
 
SVM has many unique advantages when it deals with small samples, nonlinear and 
high-dimensional pattern recognition problems [141] [143]. For example, the SVM 
algorithm is not limited in samples tending to infinity theory. It is also suitable for text 
classification of a large sample set, and for function fitting and other machine learning 
issues. Therefore, this chapter mainly introduces and uses SVM as the text 
classification algorithm. But the research showed that when SVM is used alone, its 
training speed is influenced greatly by the size of the training set because of the high 
computational overhead [142]. 
 
3.2.6 Classification Performance Evaluation System 
In general, the text classification results are evaluated from three aspects: validity, 
computational complexity and simplicity of description [157]. Validity measures the 
ability of a classifier classifying correctly. Computational complexity includes time 
complexity and space complexity, which means the classification speed and the size 
of the employed hardware resources. Simplicity of description means that algorithms 
are described as simply as possible. In these three aspects, validity is the most 
important factor which can determine whether the text classification system is 
qualified, and also is the basis for other evaluation indicators [158]. The specifics are 
shown in Section 3.4.4 Evaluation methods.  
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3.3 Text Classification based on LDA  
3.3.1 Gibbs Sampling Approximate Inference Parameters of LDA 
Model 
In order to obtain the probability topic distribution of text, this thesis does not directly 
calculate the word distribution on topic   and the topic distribution on document  . 
Instead, according to the visible word sequence in document, the posterior probability 
)|( zwp  namely probability of word w giving topic z can be obtained. At last, using 
the Gibbs sampling algorithm can indirectly gain the value of   and   [30] [108] 
[111]. 
 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [107] [108] [159] is an approximate iterative 
method, which can extract sample values from a complex probability distribution. It 
allows the Markov chains converge to target distribution, and then sample from the 
Markov chain. Each state of the Markov chain is assignment for sampling variables. 
Transitions between states follow simple rules. Gibbs sampling [108] [111] is a simple 
realization form of the MCMC, its purpose is to construct the Markov chain which 
converges to a probability distribution of the target, and extract the samples which are 
considered close to the value of the probability distribution from the Markov chain. 
So to determine the probability distribution function of the target is the key of Gibbs 
sampling. 
 
For each word iw , the corresponding topic variable iz is assigned an integer t 
in ],,2,1[ T , which means that this word corresponds to the t-th topic. For each word 
token i in the text set, iw  and id  respectively express its word index and document 
index. Gibbs sampling processes each word token one by one. In the conditions of the 
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known topic distribution of other word token, the possibility of current word token 
belonging to each topic is estimated. Based on the conditional distribution namely the 
posterior probability, a topic is reselected as current topic of word token. This 
conditional distribution can be represented as ),|( iii wzjzp  , where jzi   
means that iw  is assigned to topic j. iw  not only represents a word, but also relates 
with its position in the text. iz  shows the topic of other all word token except for 
current word token, which means the assignments of all )( ikzk  .  
 
For the LDA model of texts, the words of topics only need to be assigned, which 
means that variable iz  will be sampled. Its equation is the following [38]:  
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where T  is the number of topics and W is the number of words in the uniqueness 
vocabulary. 
)(
,
iw
jin  is the number of times of iw  that is assigned to topic j. 
)(
,
id
jin  is 
the number of words of id  that are assigned to topic j. 
(*)
, jin  is the number of all the 
words that are assigned to topic j. 
)(
,*
id
in  is the number of all the words that are 
assigned to topics in id . This is a non-standard probability distribution and it is not 
normalized. The complete Equation (3.9) is that Equation (3.8) divides by the sum of 
the probability of the corresponding all topics [82].  
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where T  is the number of topics and W is the number of words in the uniqueness 
vocabulary. 
)(
,
iw
jin  is the number of times of iw  that is assigned to topic j. 
)(
,
id
jin  is 
the number of words of id  that are assigned to topic j. 
(*)
, jin  is the number of all the 
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words that are assigned to topic j. 
)(
,*
id
in  is the number of all the words that are 
assigned to topics in id . The number of all words does not include the assignment of 
jzi  .  
 
To sum up, the basic idea of Gibbs sampling algorithm is to use the obtained 
distribution of all topics on words   and the obtained distribution of document d on 
topics d  to infer current sampling word diw  belonging to topic diz . It is an 
iterative process to get all the latent variables [108]. According to the above process, 
it can be seen that to assign a word to a topic is influenced by two probability 
distributions: one is the distribution of topics on words  , another is the distribution 
of documents on topics  . 
 
Equation (3.9) also shows that for a given word token i, the factors that affect topic 
label include two parts. The left part corresponds to the probability of word iw  on 
topic j. The right part corresponds to the probability of topic j appearing on the topic 
distribution of document d. Once a word’s many word tokens are labeled as topic j, 
the probability of any word token of this word being labeled as topic j will increase.  
 
Therefore, Gibbs sampling algorithm in the LDA model applying to topic modeling of 
corpus is detailed below [82] [107] [111]:  
Firstly, iz  is initialized to a random integer between 1 and T namely 
],1[ Tzi  , ],1[ Ni , where T is the number of topics and N is the number of all the 
feature words appearing in the text in corpus. It is the initial state of the Markov 
chain. 
 
Secondly, all of the N word tokens in the text set are in turn re-assigned a new topic in 
each round of Gibbs sampling, which means that i loops from 1 to N 
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namely ),,1(  iNiifor . According to Equation (3.9), words are assigned to 
topics so that the next state of the Markov chain can be calculated and obtained.  
 
Thirdly, in the early stage of the sampling process, the result of Gibbs sampling is not 
accurate enough because the simulation of posterior probability is inadequate. After 
enough iterations to the second step and after the early stage, the result of Gibbs 
sampling approaches the target distribution gradually. At last, it is a steady state that 
is very close to the target distribution. At this moment, the Markov chain approaches 
the target distribution. The current value of iz  is taken and recorded as a sample.  
 
Finally, in order to ensure that the autocorrelation is small, other samples are recorded 
after a number of iterations. Word token is abandoned and w represents unique word. 
For every single sample,   and   can be estimated by the following equations: 



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w
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)(~                                                 (3.10)         
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where )(wjn  is the frequency of word w being assigned to topic j. 
(*)
jn  is the number 
of all words being assigned to topic j. 
)(d
jn  is the number of words in document d 
being assigned to topic j. )(*
dn  is the number of all the words in document d being 
assigned to topics.  
 
3.3.2 The Specific Steps of Text Classification 
The research showed that the training convergence rate of SVM on a large data set is 
slow. And it needs a lot of storage resource and very high computing power. However, 
its maximum interval classification model can effectively conquer the sample 
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distribution, redundant features, over-fitting and other factors. Besides it has good 
generalization ability. Compared with other classification algorithms, SVM has the 
advantages of effect and stability. [142] [145] has proved that its performance in text 
classification is more excellent than other algorithms. This chapter uses feature words’ 
probability distribution of the LDA model, and then trains SVM classifier on the 
latent topic-document matrix. In order to improve the performance of text 
classification, the good ability of features dimension reduction and text representation 
of the LDA model and the strong classification capacity of SVM are combined.  
 
The text classification method based on the LDA model uses LDA to model the text 
set. Using Gibbs sampling infers and indirectly calculates model parameters, 
obtaining the probability distribution of documents on topics [108]. After that, SVM is 
chosen and trained on the latent topic-document matrix. Finally, a text classification 
system is constructed. The specific steps are as follows: 
Step 1: For the original text set, extracting stem and removing stop words form a 
collection of feature words. Or choose a suitable and processed text set. 
 
Step 2: The number of optimal topics selection method is used to determine the 
number of optimal topics T of the LDA model. It can make the model fit the effective 
information in corpus data best. Details of the method are given in the next chapter.  
 
Step 3: LDA is used to model the training text set. Model parameters are inferred by 
the Gibbs sampling algorithm. After enough times of iterations, each text stands for 
the probability distribution of fixed latent topic set. The latent topic-document matrix 
of the training text set A dt  is gained, where t is the number of topics of the latent 
topic set and d is the number of documents.  
 
Step 4: SVM is trained on the above matrix A dt . Then, a text classifier is constructed, 
which is a SVM classification model based on LDA. 
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Step 5: The documents to be classified after preprocessing taking the place of 
document d in Equation (3.8) are processed by Gibbs sampling algorithm. After few 
times of iterations, the value of   and   can be calculated according to Equation 
(3.10) and (3.11). In addition, the probability distribution vector of latent topic set of 
document d to be classified is obtained.  
 
Step 6: To bring in the constructed SVM classification model forecasts the categories 
of documents to be classified.  
 
The documents to be classified are those new documents that have not been processed 
when the corpus is trained. If every unknown text is added to corpus, the whole model 
will be retrained. Obviously, it wastes too much time, and also it is not necessary. In 
this thesis, the documents to be classified after preprocessing are only processed by 
Gibbs sampling algorithm, reducing the number of iterations.  
 
3.4 Experiment and Analysis 
3.4.1 Experimental Environment 
This experiment was done under a personal laptop. Its CPU is Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 
Duo CPU T8100 2.10GHz, 2.09GHz. Its memory is 3.00 GB. The capacity of hard 
ware is 160G. The operating system is Microsoft Windows XP Professional Version 
2002 SP3. The development environment is Matlab 7.0. 
 
3.4.2 Training Environment for SVM 
LIBSVM [160] [161] is a simple, fast and effective general SVM software package, 
which was developed by Dr Chih-Jen Lin et al. It can solve classification problems 
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(including C-SVC and n-SVC), regression problems (including e-SVR and n-SVR), 
distribution estimation (such as one-class-SVM) and other issues, providing four 
common kernel functions which are linear function, polynomial function, radial basis 
function (RBF) and S-shaped function. It can effectively solve multi-class problem, 
cross-validation choosing the parameters, weighting for the unbalanced samples, 
probability estimation of multi-class problem and so on.  
 
LIBSVM is an open source software package [161]. It not only provides algorithm 
source code of C++ language of LIBSVM, but also supplies Python, Java, R, 
MATLAB, Perl, Ruby, LabVIEW, C#.net and other languages’ interface. It can be 
used in Windows or UNIX platform expediently [160]. Therefore, this experiment 
makes use of Libsvm 3.0 as the training environment for SVM, and also python2.71 
and graphics software gnuplot 4.4.3.  
 
In brief, the general steps of using LIBSVM are [160] [161]: 
Step 1: According to the required format of LIBSVM software package, the data set is 
prepared. 
Step 2: The simple scaling operation is performed on the above data. 
Step 3: RBF kernel function is considered to use like
2
),(
yx
eyxK



. 
Step 4: Use cross-validation to select optimal parameters C  and  . 
Step 5: Use the above optimal parameters C  and   to train the whole training set, 
obtaining the SVM model. 
Step 6: The above gained model is used to test and forecast.  
 
3.4.3 The Data Set 
The quality of the training text set can influence the performance of machine learning 
classifier greatly [24]. Thus, the training text set must be able to represent various 
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documents which need to be processed by the classification system accurately, while 
training documents are able to reflect the complete text statistical information of the 
class accurately. In general, the text set should be recognized and classified corpus in 
the study of text classification so that the performance of different classification 
methods and systems can be compared accurately [14] [162].  
 
Currently, the commonly used text set includes WebKB，Reuters21578，Reuters 
Corpus Volumnl(RCVl) and 20Newsgroup etc [163]. WebKB data set was done by 
the World Wide Knowledge Base Project of Carnegie Mellon University text learning 
group, which is consisted of web data from web sites of several universities’ 
departments of computing. The Reuters21578 text set contained text which Reuters 
has been collecting since 1987. Furthermore, text indexing and classification were 
done manually by Reuters. The RCV1 data set is also from Reuters, and mainly for 
multi-label text classification.  
 
The 20Newsgroup data set contains about 20000 documents from 20 news groups 
[163] [164]. This is a balanced corpus, and its each class has 1000 documents 
approximately. As shown in Table 3.1, this experiment chooses comp subset where 
there are five classes. Likewise, each class has almost 1000 documents. In addition, 
the training set and test set were divided according to the ratio of 3:2. 
 
 
Table 3.1: The distribution of five classes of text in the 20newsgroup corpus. 
 
Class number Class The number of texts Distribution 
1 comp.graphics 975 19.94% 
2 comp.os.ms-windows.misc 983 20.10% 
3 comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware 985 20.14% 
4 comp.sys.mac.hardware 961 19.65% 
5 comp.windows.x 986 20.16% 
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3.4.4 Evaluation Methods 
In order to evaluate the validity of the automatic text classification system, the 
traditional evaluation criteria are used as evaluation methods firstly, which contains 
Precision P, Recall R and F1 measure F1 [157] [158]. Their equations are as follows: 
i
i
i
m
t
P                                                          (3.12) 
where it  is the number of correctly classified texts in the i-th class. im  is the 
number of texts which are classified by a classifier as belonging to the i-th class. 
Equation (3.12) shows the precision of the i-th class.  
i
i
i
n
t
R                                                          (3.13) 
where it  is the number of correctly classified texts in the i-th class. in  is the 
number of texts belonging to the i-th class in the original text set. Equation (3.13) 
means the recall of the i-th class. 
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1                                                  (3.14) 
where iP  is the precision of the i-th class. iR  is the recall of the i-th class. Equation 
(3.14) expresses the comprehensive classification rate of the i-th class, and it is a 
usual method of performance evaluation which combines precision and recall 
together.  
 
However, precision, recall and F1 measure are all for the performance of a single 
class. When the whole performance of a classification method is evaluated, the results 
of all classes need to be considered and combined. In general, there are two kinds of 
comprehensive methods, macro-average and micro-average [157]. Compared with 
micro-average index, macro-average index is affected greatly by small classes. They 
respectively include macro-average precision PMacro _ , macro-average 
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recall RMacro _ , macro-average F1 measure 1_ FMacro , micro-average 
precision PMicro _ , micro-average recall RMicro _ and micro-average F1 
measure 1_ FMicro . 
 
Macro-average is the arithmetic mean of performance index of each class, and 
micro-average is the arithmetic mean of performance index of each document [157]. 
For a single document, its precision and recall are the same. In addition, a document 
only can give a predicted class, which is either 1 or 0. Therefore, its micro-average 
precision and recall are the same. According to Equation (3.14), for the same data set, 
its micro-average precision, micro-average recall and micro-average F1 measure are 
the same. Their equations are as follows: 



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k
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1
1
_                                               (3.15) 
where iP  is the precision of i-th class and k is the total number of classes of the 
original text. 

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where iR  is the recall of i-th class and k is the total number of classes of the original 
text. 
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where PMacro _  is macro-average precision and RMacro _  is macro-average 
recall.  
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where it  is the number of correctly classified texts in the i-th class, im  is the 
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number of texts which are classified by a classifier as belonging to the i-th class, and 
k is the total number of classes of the original text.  
 
3.4.5 Experimental Results  
First of all, the original text of experiment data set is preprocessed, which includes 
extracting word stem, Stemming and removing stop words [148]. For example, 
Stemming function of Snowball (porter2) can be used to extract word stem, forming 
feature words, such as “success” instead of “successful”. The Stemming technology 
can make the inflections revert to the original word. Some stop words’ contribution to 
the classification accuracy is little, which should be abandoned. Such as “a，an，the，
of”. So that, it can effectively reduce the dimension of the feature space, improve the 
processing speed and decrease overheads of the algorithm [149].  
 
Then, the whole training set is modeled by LDA, and setting T/50 , 01.0  
according to the experience [165]. The number of topics is given as 120 namely 
120T , the reason and details will be showed in Section 4.2 in the next chapter. 
After 1000 times of iterations of Gibbs sampling algorithm, the latent topic- document 
matrix A dt  is obtained. At this moment, each document represents the probability 
mixture distribution )|( dzp  in the topic set which has 120 topics. Finally, a 
classifier based on SVM is built on the matrix A dt . SVM classification algorithm is 
achieved by Libsvm and Matlab platform.  
 
VSM is used for text representation, and SVM is used for classifying after extracting 
features as contrast experiment 1. The word-document matrix is decomposed by SVD 
of LSI, building a latent semantic matrix, realizing the dimension reduction of 
features, and combining with SVM algorithm as contrast experiment 2. This process 
is finished by Matlab. For example, function svds is invoked to decompose the 
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word-document matrix, generating a latent semantic space. Commonly, the value of k 
is between 100 and 300 [166]. If the value of k is too small, the useful information 
may be lost. But if it is too large, the storage space will limit it. According to the 
training text set in this experiment, the different values of k were tested, finally it was 
set to 150. The results of the proposed text classification method based on the LDA 
model in this chapter, contrast experiments 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 3.3 and Table 
2.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Comparison of the performance of three methods on each class. 
 
 
If the difference among the classes in the data set is large, the difference between 
macro-average and micro-average will be relatively large. In Table 3.2, their 
difference is little, which indicates the difference among the classes in the training set 
is small. It is consistent with the actual situation. Since the five classes in this 
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experiment belong to the same comp subset, the difference between each other is 
little.  
 
 
Table 3.2: Comparison of three methods’ macro-average and micro-average. 
 
Methods Macro_P Macro_R Macro_Fl Micro_Fl 
VSM+SVM 0.804153 0.805347 0.805023 0.80574 
LSI+SVM 0.825966 0.822337 0.82398 0.828164 
LDA+SVM 0.865325 0.86968 0.864919 0.868738 
 
 
After preprocessing, the number of features in the feature set of the original corpus is 
36487. In contrast experiment 2, the dimension of semantic space can be reduced 
greatly by SVD of LSI. And compared with contrast experiment 1, contrast 
experiment 2 uses less number of features and also guarantees the effect of 
classification. The experimental results show that a text classification method based 
on LDA which uses Gibbs sampling to infer modeling parameters and chooses SVM 
as classification algorithm obtains a better effect of classification. In Table 3.2, all of 
its evaluation parameters reach 86%, which are higher than the other two methods.  
 
 
Table 3.3: Comparison of three methods’ dimensionality reduction degree to corpus. 
 
 VSM LSI LDA 
The number of features after 
dimensionality reduction 
1600 150 120 
Dimensionality reduction degree 95.615% 99.589% 99.671% 
 
 
Furthermore, it can be showed that a LDA model with 120 topics modeling text set 
can decrease feature space up to 99.671% and reduce the training time of SVM in 
Table 3.3. And the results show that its performance of classification is not affected. It 
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not only can overcome the problem of the damaged classification performance which 
is caused by feature dimension reduction, but also avoid the issue which does not 
consider the semantic relations among words while extracting features. Compared 
with two contrast tests, the method of constructing a text classifier based on LDA and 
SVM can improve the performance and efficiency of text classification effectively. 
 
3.5 Summary 
At the beginning, this chapter summarized the key technologies of text classification, 
including text preprocessing, text representation model, text feature extraction and 
dimension reduction, text classification model, and classification performance 
evaluation. And then, a method of text classification was proposed. It made use of 
LDA probabilistic topic model as text representation, which is combined with SVM 
classification algorithm to construct a text classifier. Each document is represented as 
a probability distribution of the fixed latent topic set. A detailed description about how 
to use Gibbs sampling algorithm to estimate the modeling parameters was introduced. 
Besides, the steps of the proposed classification method were described. Finally, the 
validity and advantages of the text classifier based on LDA and SVM were validated 
by contrast experiments of three methods, which are VSM+SVM, LSI+SVM and 
LDA+SVM. 
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Chapter 4 Accuracy Enhancement with Optimized 
Topics and Noise Processing 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In the LDA model, topics obey Dirichlet distribution. This distribution assumes that a 
topic has nothing to do with other topics. But in fact, there is a relationship among 
topics. The contradiction between this independent assumption and the real data 
makes the changes of the number of topics affect the LDA model greatly. Therefore, 
when the corpus is modeled by LDA, the number of topics T has a great effect on the 
LDA model fitting the text set. In addition, some research showed that noisy data in 
the training text set can influence the result of text classification badly. So in addition 
to an efficient and feasible classification algorithm, it is necessary to process noisy 
data in the training text set before constructing the classifier and performing 
classification. This way, the quality of classifier and the accuracy of the result of 
classification can be ensured.  
 
4.2 The Method of Selecting the Optimal Number of Topics 
In the last chapter, the corpus was modeled by LDA and the SVM algorithm was 
combined so as to build a classifier. The number of topics was 120 in the experiment. 
Thus, each document was expressed as 120-dimensional polynomial vector of topic 
set, and the feature space was reduced by 99.671%. But, how was the optimal number 
of topics 120 determined? The method of selecting the optimal number of topics will 
be introduced below.  
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4.2.1 Current Main Selection Methods of the Optimal Number of 
Topics Based on LDA Model.  
Topics in the LDA model can capture the relationship among words, but LDA cannot 
express the relationship among topics because the sampling based on the Dirichlet 
distribution assumes that topics are independent with each other. It will limit the 
capabilities of LDA representing the large-scale data set and predict the new data. 
Therefore, many scholars have begun to research more abundant structure to describe 
the relationship among topics. Blei, etc. presented the Correlated Topic Model (CTM) 
[85]. The key of CTM is that it uses the Logistic-Normal distribution instead of the 
Dirichlet distribution to describe latent topics of document collections. The 
Logistic-Normal distribution has two sets of parameters, mean vector and covariance 
matrix. The role of mean vector is similar to the Dirichlet parameters in LDA, which 
is applied to express the relative strength of latent topics. Covariance matrix 
represents the correlation between each pair of latent topics. The above structure 
information is not involved in the LDA model.  
 
But, CTM also has limitation which can only describe the correlation between two 
topics. Thus, the Pachinko Allocation Model (PAM) was put forward further [167]. 
Its core idea is to use the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) to represent the structure 
among latent topics. In DAG of PAM, each leaf node stands for a word, every 
intermediate node represents a topic, and each topic is a multinomial distribution 
based on its child node. PAM can extend the meaning of topics. It not only can be a 
multinomial distribution based on the word space, but also can be a multinomial 
distribution based on other topics which are called super topics. Therefore, PAM can 
not only describe the relationship among words, but also describe the relationship 
among topics flexibly [167].  
 
However, it is the same as other topic models where the number of topics T has to be 
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determined manually. To set the number of topics T will affect the extracted topic 
structure directly.  
 
4.2.1.1 The Method of Selecting the Optimal Number of Topics Based on HDP 
Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) was proposed by Y.Teh [88] as a hierarchical 
modeling approach in 2005, which is a kind of generative model. In addition, Y.Teh 
[86] put forward using HDP to find the optimal number of topics T in LDA. HDP is a 
kind of distribution on random probability measure set, which can model the grouped 
data which has a predefined multilayer structure. HDP model is shown in Figure 4.1, 
the rectangular boxes are “plates” that represent replicates. The hollow circles 
represent the latent variables 0G , jG  and ji , and the filled circle represents the 
observed variable jix . In addition, the squares represent the parameters or the base 
distribution H ,   and 0 , and the black arrow represents the conditional 
dependency between two variables, namely the conditional probability. HDP contains 
a global probability measure 0G . Each predefined group is expressed by a Dirichlet 
Process（DP）. This DP corresponding probability measure jG  can be obtained from 
the upper level of DP sampling, such as ),(~,| 0000 GDPGG j  . The members of 
0G  are shared by all the DP, but the different DP has a different mixing ratio jG . The 
hyper-parameters of HDP include the base distribution H , aggregation degree 
parameter   and 0 . H provide prior distribution for ji . 0G  obeys the DP with 
H and  , such as ),(~,|0 HDPHG  . If an HDP model can be used as a grouped 
data about the prior distribution of ji , for any group j, it assumes that 
jijj  ,,, 21   are independent identically distributed random variables of jG , such 
as jjji GG ~| . Each ji  distribution can be used to generate the corresponding 
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observed variable jix , such as )(~| jijiji Fx  .  
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: HDP model. 
 
 
HDP model can be seen as a nonparametric model of LDA. In the LDA model, the 
weights of T topics in the text should be determined according to the Dirichlet 
distribution firstly. Next, one of T topics is chosen, and the specific words are selected 
according to the probability of all words in the topic. Furthermore, the number of 
topics in the HDP model can be extended. Y.Teh considered that the structure of HDP 
is similar to the structure of LDA so that the nonparametric feature of HDP was used 
to solve the problem of selecting the optimal number of topics in LDA [86]. Its basic 
idea is to use a near-infinite probability measure 0G  to replace the finite mixture of 
topics in LDA. A new DP and jG  are built for each document depending on the 
different mixing ratio. All documents share the mixing element of 0G . The 
experiment found that the optimal number of mixing element was consistent with the 
optimal number of topics in LDA by analyzing the histogram of sampling the number 
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of mixing element in the HDP model [86]. Therefore, it can solve the problem of 
selecting the optimal number of topics T in LDA.  
 
However, the above method has to establish respectively an HDP model and a LDA 
model for the same one data set. Obviously, when a large set of documents or the real 
text set is processed, the method based on HDP will spend lots of time in computing 
[87] [168].  
 
4.2.1.2 The Standard Method of Bayesian Statistics 
In the LDA topic model, the selection of the number of topics needs to be given 
manually. And, the number of topics will affect the quality of LDA modeling 
document collection directly. The classic method is to use the standard method of 
Bayesian statistics [82] to select the optimal number of topics T. In the LDA model, 
  and   respectively are the Dirichlet prior probability hypothesis on the 
multinomial distribution   and  . The feature of its natural conjugate means that 
the value of the joint probability ),( zwp  can be obtained by integrating   and  . 
Because )()|(),( zpzwpzwp   where   and   appear in the first and second 
item of the right side of the equation respectively, the value of the first item )|( zwp  
can be gained by integrating  . The corresponding equation is as follows: 
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where, (*)  is the standard gamma function. )(wjn  stands for the frequency of word 
w being assigned to topic j. 
(*)
jn  represents the number of all the words being 
assigned to topic j. )|( Twp  can be approximate to the average value of )|( zwp , 
and M is defined as the frequency of sampling in the Gibbs sampling algorithm. The 
corresponding Equation is as follows: 
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The probability distribution of the different number of latent topics for modeling text 
set can be obtained by Equation (4.2), which is the value of )|( Twp . The value of 
)|( Twp  is proportional to the fitting degree of the LDA model to effective 
information in the text set, to determine the optimal number of latent topics T [82].  
 
4.2.2 A Density-based Clustering Method of Selecting the Optimal 
Number of Topics in LDA  
The clustering is to gather a large number of data samples into many classes, which 
can make the similarity among samples in the same class maximum but in the 
different class minimum. From this perspective, a density function can be designed to 
calculate the density around each sample. According to the value of the density 
around each sample, the areas where the samples are relatively concentrated can be 
found. These areas are the targeted classes. This clustering method is called 
density-based clustering [169] [170]. Its basic idea is to use the high-density areas 
among the low-density areas in the data space to be defined as classes. The adjacent 
text areas with a major distribution density of the data space are connected to 
recognize the irregular shape of classes, remove some noisy data and process 
abnormal data effectively. In other words, as long as the density of points in an area is 
greater than a threshold value, the points will be added into the cluster which is close 
to them. In addition, it has been proved that the density-based clustering is a very 
effective clustering method. The representative algorithm is the Density-Based Spatial 
Clustering of Application with Noise (DBSCAN) [171] [172] [173] [174].  
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4.2.2.1 DBSCAN Algorithm 
First of all, DBSCAN defines two parameters: the cluster radius  and the value of 
MinPts. The former is the cluster density which is represented by the mean distance 
among clusters. The latter is the number of text within the scope of a single cluster. 
Then, several basic concepts of DBSCAN algorithm will be introduced as follows 
[171] [172] [175]:  
 
 Density: the density of any point in space is the number of points in the circular 
area where the centre of the circle is the point and the radius is  . 
  -Neighborhood: the neighborhood of any point in space is the points in the 
circular area where the centre of the circle is the point and the radius is  . 
 Core Object: if the density of any point in space is greater than a given threshold 
MinPts, it is called a core object. 
 Border Object: if the density of any point in space is less than a given threshold 
MinPts, it is called border object. 
 Directly Density Reachable: a data set D,   and MinPts are given, and 
DqDp  , . If q is a core object and p is the  -Neighborhood of q, p is 
directly density reachable from q. 
 Density Reachable: a data set D,   and MinPts are given. If there is a chain 
),1( niDpi   and ppqp n  ,1 , and ip  can reach 1ip  directly, p is 
density reachable from q. 
 Density Connected: a data set D,   and MinPts are given, and DqDp  , . If 
there is an object r, and p and q are density reachable from r, p and q are density 
connected.  
 Cluster: it is the collection of the maximum density connected points based on 
directly density reachable.  
 Noise: the noise is the objects which are not included in any cluster.  
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In summary, the basic idea of DBSCAN algorithm is that for each object in a cluster, 
the number of objects in the neighborhood with the given radius   must be greater 
than a given value. In other words, the neighborhood density must be greater than a 
certain threshold MinPts. According to the above nine definitions, it can be seen that 
DBSCAN algorithm is based on that any core point object can determine a unique 
class [174]. 
 
In brief, its algorithm process is as follows [171] [173]: firstly, the core object is 
searched in a data set. Once a core object is found, a cluster with this core object is 
generated. Next, DBSCAN will search directly density reachable objects from these 
core objects by loop iteration, in which some density reachable clusters may be 
merged. Finally, the end condition of this algorithm is that no any new sample points 
can be added to any cluster.  
 
In addition, the density-based clustering algorithm DBSCAN is suitable for 
processing large-scale text set without specifying the number of classes. And, it also 
has a high processing speed, handles noise points effectively, and discovers arbitrary 
shape of clusters [171] [175].  
 
4.2.2.2 The Relationship between the Optimal Model and the Topic Similarity 
The LDA model can extract the latent topic structure in data set by analyzing a large 
number of statistical data. And, each data set has an optimal structure. Thus, when the 
average similarity among topics is the smallest, the model will be optimal. The 
following is the relevant proof in theory.  
 
The distribution of topic in a V-dimensional word space in   matrix )|( iv zwp  is 
used to represent topic vector, and the relevance among topic vectors is measured by 
standard cosine distance of vectors: 
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The smaller the value of ),( ji zzcorre , the more independent the relevance between 
topics. At this moment, the average similarity among all the topics is used to measure 
the stability of the topic structure:  
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According to Bayes’ theorem [82], )()|()|( nnnnn wpwzpzwp  . Thus, Equation 
(4.5) can be converted into the function about )|( vi wzp . Combined with the 
constraint condition of the LDA model 


T
i
vi wzp
1
1)|( , when all vw  on a certain z 
get obvious peaks, the above equation can meet the condition. The condition can be 
further expressed as: 


T
i
vi wzp
1
2)|(max                                                (4.6) 
Meanwhile, the optimization function can be stated as Equation (4.7) in the process of 
EM algorithm iteratively computing the model parameters   and  . 



Dd
i
i
dpDp ),|(maxarg),|(maxarg),( **                   (4.7) 
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where 
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Blei et al used variational method to approximate inference [32], two latent variables 
  and   were brought in. Equations (4.9) and (4.10) can be obtained as follows: 
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where ni  stands for the probability )|( ni wzp  that the n-th word is generated by 
topic iz .  
Equations (4.9) and (4.10) are put into Equation (4.8), to deduce that Equation (4.8) 
will satisfy the following relationship:  

 
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i
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1 1
2)(),|(                                            (4.11) 
 
Obviously, when Equation (4.6) is satisfied, ( , )p d    can reach maximum. 
According to Equation (4.7), it meets the condition of the optimal model at this 
moment. Therefore, it is proved that when the average similarity among topics is the 
smallest, the model is optimal in the LDA model.  
 
4.2.2.3 A Method of Selecting the Optimal Number of Topics Based on DBSCAN 
As the standard method of Bayesian statistics in Section 4.2.1.2, the optimal number 
of topics in LDA can be found under the condition of the given number of topics [82]. 
By the theoretical proof in Section 4.2.2.2, the relationship between the optimal LDA 
model and the topic relevance can be obtained. Namely, when the average similarity 
of the topic structure is the smallest, the corresponding model is optimal. Using it as a 
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constraint condition, selection of the optimal number of topics T and parameters 
estimation of the LDA model are combined in a framework. According to the idea 
which calculates the density of samples to measure the correlation among topics based 
on the density-based clustering algorithm, a method of selecting the optimal number 
of topics based on DBSCAN is proposed in this chapter.  
 
Its basic idea is to calculate the density of each topic, and find the most unstable topic 
under the known structure. Then, it is iterated until the model is stable. Next, the 
optimal number of topics in the LDA model can be found automatically without a 
given number of topics in advance. At the end, the effectiveness of the proposed 
method will be verified by experiment in Section 4.2.3. 
 
At the beginning, according to the basic idea and concepts of DBSCAN [171] [172] 
[173], three definitions are made as follows: 
 Topic density: topic Z and distance R are given. Draw a circle with the centre of 
the circle being Z and the radius R. According to Equation (4.3), the similarity 
between topic Z and other topics is calculated respectively. The number of topics 
with the similarity values falling within the circle is called the density of Z based 
on R, written as Density (Z, R).  
 Model parameter: a topic model M and a positive integer n are given. The 
number of topics whose density is less than or equal to n in the model is called 
the base of the model, written as Parameter (M, n).  
 Reference sample: for a point z in the topic distribution, radius r and a threshold 
m, if Density（z，r）  m, z representing the word space vector is called a reference 
sample of topic z. But, a reference sample is not a real document vector in the 
data set. It is a virtual point in the spatial distribution of words.  
 
On the basis of the above definitions, the process steps of the method of selecting the 
optimal number of topics based on density are as follows: 
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Step 1: According to any given initial values of K, the complete statistical matrix of 
the Dirirchlet distribution is initialized by random sampling, to obtain an initial model 
LDA（α，β）. 
 
Step 2: Taking the topic distribution matrix   of the initial model LDA（α，β） as 
a result of the initial clustering, the similarity matrix among all the topics and the 
average similarity are calculated according to Equation (4.3), )(_ correavgr  . 
Based on r, the density of all topics is obtained, which is represented as Density（Z，r）. 
According to the second definition, let n = 0, parameter P of this model M can be 
calculated, which is expressed as P = Parameter (M, 0). 
 
Step 3: According to the reference value of K in Step 2, the model parameters of LDA 
will be re-estimated. The updated function of K is as follows:  
)()(1 nnnn PKrfKK                                         (4.12) 
In Equation (4.12), )(rf  stands for the direction of change of r. When it is opposite 
to the previous direction, )(1)(1 rfrf nn  . When it is the same as the previous 
direction, )()(1 rfrf nn  . Let 1)(0 rf , when 1)( rf , topics will be sorted by 
density from small to large. The first P topics are regarded as reference samples, and 
then the complete statistical matrix of the next LDA model parameter estimation is 
initialized. Step 2 and step 3 are repeated until the average similarity r and parameter 
K converge at the same time.  
 
Equation (4.12) shows that the condition of K convergence is )min(arg nn PK  . From 
the definition of model parameters, P increases with the decrease of the average 
similarity r, and nn KP  . When r is the minimum, P is the maximum. Hence, r and 
K can be guaranteed to converge at the same time. At this moment, the obtained value 
of K is the optimal number of topics in the LDA model.  
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4.2.3 Experiment and Result Analysis 
In this Chapter, the experiment environment, data set and the related data 
preprocessing are the same as the previous Chapter. The basic idea of this experiment 
is to use the standard method of Bayesian statistics in Section 4.2.1.2 to find the 
optimal number of topics T in the LDA model firstly. Then, the value of T is regarded 
as a reference value. Finally, the obtained optimal number of topics by the proposed 
method based on density is compared with the reference value, to verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed method.  
 
Let 01.0,/50   T  [165], and T take different values, such as 20, 40, 60, 80, 
100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200. According to different values of T, Gibbs sampling 
algorithm is run respectively, and the changes of the values of )|(log Twp  are 
observed. The experimental result is shown in the Figure 4.2 below.  
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Figure 4.2: The relationship between logP(w|T) and T. 
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It can be seen from Figure 4.2 that when the number of topics T is 120, the value of 
)|(log Twp  is the minimum. After that, it begins to increase sharply. This result 
shows that when the number of topics T is 120, the model can fit the useful 
information of the corpus best. Therefore, the number of topics was set to 120 in the 
experiment in Chapter 3. In other words, the optimal number of topics in the LDA 
model is 120, which will serve as a reference value to prove that the proposed method 
based on density in this Chapter is effective and feasible.  
 
The method based on density of selecting the optimal number of topics is used. T is 
initialized with seven different values for seven groups of tests, such as 10, 50, 100, 
200, 300, 400 and 500. Their results are shown in Table 4.1. It can be seen from Table 
4.1 that the proposed method can mainly find the optimal value of T after several 
iterations, meanwhile the optimal value of T is 120. In addition, if the initial value is 
closer to the optimal value of T, the number of iterations will be less.  
 
 
Table 4.1: Results of the proposed algorithm to find the optimal value of topic.  
 
Initial values of topics The optimal value of topic Iterations 
10 118 19 
50 117 27 
100 125 6 
200 124 14 
300 123 25 
400 126 31 
500 124 38 
 
 
In the standard method of Bayesian statistics, the number of topics T has to be 
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assigned a series of values manually. After Gibbs sampling algorithm for the LDA 
model, the corresponding values of )|(log Twp  are gained in sequence so that the 
optimal number of topics can be determined. However, the given values of T are not 
universal, and the values of )|(log Twp  have to be calculated. Therefore, its 
processing time is long, and its efficiency is poor.  
 
The method based on DBSCAN of selecting the optimal number of topics can find the 
optimal number of topics in the LDA model automatically with relatively less 
iterations, which does not need to be assigned the number of topics manually. It can 
be seen from the above experiment that the propose method based on density is able 
to find the optimal number of topics in the LDA model. Therefore, it is effective and 
feasible.  
 
4.3 Noisy Data Reduction 
4.3.1 The Noise Problem in Text Classification 
In order to deal with huge amounts of text information and improve the efficiency of 
classification, the automatic text classification based on statistical theory and machine 
learning has replaced the manual text classification gradually. Generally, automatic 
text classification is divided into two stages. In the first stage, a classifier is 
constructed by the training text set with category labels. In the second stage, new 
documents are classified by the constructed classifier. As can be seen, the quality of 
the classifier will influence the final result of text classification directly, and it 
depends on the quality of the training text set to a great extent. Generally speaking, if 
classes of the training text set are more accurate and its content is more 
comprehensive, the quality of the obtained classifier will be higher [89].  
 
But in the actual application of text classification, it is difficult to provide the training 
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text set of high quality and precise classification in advance [91]. Some coarse 
classification data is often used as training text directly, such as the collated webpage 
data according to the predefined classes and papers which are divided into various 
classes in journals. These data has the class features, which means that data in each 
class has some common features. But in the text set of various classes, there are a 
certain number of documents which have wrong class labels. In other words, the 
content of the documents does not match with the tagged classes. These documents 
with wrong class labels are called noise data in text classification. If the text data of 
coarse classification with noise data is used to training classifier, the accuracy of the 
classification result will be influenced [90].  
 
Generally, the noise data can be divided into two categories [89]: characteristic noise 
and category noise. In a text classification system, all the categories are usually on the 
same level, which means they are in the same plane of the class space. When the 
classification operation is executed, text to be classified will be compared with all of 
the categories. The text will be assigned to appropriate categories. In the field of text 
classification, the characteristic noise of the training text set usually can not be 
considered. The influence of the category noise to the classification result is mainly 
reflected in the following two aspects: 
 
 In the process of classification, except for the classifier which is really associated 
with text to be classified, the output of other classifiers is noise information 
which affects the final classification result. It is difficult to correct classification 
error which is caused by the classification noise. And in the practical application 
of text classification, a large number of classes and large ambiguity among 
classes make this kind of noise influence the classification performance more 
seriously. 
 
 In the method of plane classification, when the number of categories increases, 
the processing time of the classifier and the computational cost will increase. For 
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either the single classification system where the classifier only outputs one of the 
most relevant classes, or the multi-classification system where the classifier can 
output multiple related classes, the number of categories which are really related 
to the text to be classified is limited. In fact, lots of processing time and memory 
space is spent on dealing with category noise, which leads to the increase in the 
cost of the classifier and the decrease in the response time and classification 
effectiveness.  
 
In addition, there are two kinds of sources in category noise [91]: the first one is the 
inconsistent sample. For example, the same one sample is in different categories. 
Another one is the wrong label. For instance, the training samples are classified 
manually with wrong labels. The latter often happens in the classification of 
large-scale training set, so the research of this chapter only focuses on the second 
form of category noise.  
 
4.3.2 The Current Main LDA-based Methods of Noise Processing  
4.3.2.1 The Data Smoothing Based on the Generation Process of Topic Model 
In the classical LDA model, each text has its own independent topic distribution. In 
text classification, assume that the documents in the same class have the same 
probability distribution of topics. Thus, the construction process of the training text 
set can be regarded as a generation process of topic model. Each class in the text set 
has a corresponding latent probability topic model. For text collection which is 
corresponding to each class in training set, a probability topic model can be obtained 
by a topic extraction algorithm. The new text which is generated by the topic model 
still belongs to the class which is corresponding to this model [92].  
 
To sum up, if word token i is kept, Equation (3.10) and Equation (3.11) in Section 
3.3.1 in Chapter 3 can be changed to:  
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where W stands for the number of all the words in the text set. T represents the 
number of all the topics in the text set. D means the number of all the documents in 
the text set. WTC  and DTC  are respectively the integral matrix of TW   and 
TD . WTijC  stands for the frequency of word iw  being assigned to topic j. 

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 represents the frequency of all words being assigned to topic j. 
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means the frequency of words in all the text being labeled. 
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 shows the 
total number of times words in all the text being labeled with topics.  
 
Therefore, as long as the probability topic models which are corresponding to each 
class can be extracted from the training text set, the whole training text set is able to 
be regenerated by these models. The regenerated new text obeys the probability 
distribution of real data, which can be widely used in smoothing noise and other fields 
[92] [176] [177]. The process of the algorithm which can extract the LDA model from 
the text collection of a single category is shown as follows:  
Step 1: All the words in the text set are statistic to construct the vector 
),,,( 21 Ntttt 

 , where N is the total number of words.  
 
Step 2: Word index WS  and document index DS  of each word are established. 
iWS  stands for the word index of the i-th word. iDS  represents the document index 
of the i-th word, which means that the i-th word is from the iDS -th document.  
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Step 3: The topic label vector of words z

 is initialized randomly. For example, iz  
shows that the i-th word is labeled to the iz -th topic. 
WTC  and DTC are updated at 
the same time, and vector zt  is used to record the number of occurrences of each 
topic.  
 
Step 4: For each word iw , let the corresponding values of 
WTC , DTC  and zt  
decrease by 1, where },,2,1{ Ni L . 
 
Step 5: According to Equation (3.9) in Section 3.3.1 in Chapter 3, the probability of 
each word iw  belonging to various topics ),|( iii wzjzp   can be computed, 
where Tj ,,2,1 L . 
 
Step 6: According to the value of ),|( iii wzjzp   namely a new probability 
distribution of topics, a topic j is chosen randomly as a new topic of word iw , and all 
the words in the text set are performed in turn. Besides, WTC , DTC  and zt  are 
updated at the same time, meanwhile their corresponding values will increase by 1.  
 
Step 7: All the words in the text set are repeated by steps 4, 5 and 6. 
 
Step 8: The steps 4, 5, 6 and 7 are one computation period of Gibbs sampling. Repeat 
the process until that the sampling result reaches convergence or the maximum 
number of iterations is reached. 
 
Step 9: According to Equations (4.13) and (4.14), the approximate solution '  and 
'  of   and   can be obtained. 
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Step 10: The LDA model with '  and '  is output and stored in the local hard disk. 
Usually, the extracted LDA model contains a large amount of data, and takes up 
major memory space. If there are many classes in the training text set, the LDA model 
will not be suitable to be stored in memory. So in step 10, the LDA model is stored in 
the local hard disk. When many classes of the training text set are processed, the 
model will be loaded into memory so as to save memory space.  
 
After finishing extraction of the LDA model of a class, the model can be used to 
generate the text which belongs to the class. In brief, the specific process of the LDA 
model generating a text is as follows [92]:  
Step 1: The LDA model is loaded from the above stored file so that the approximate 
solution '  and '  can be gained. 
Step 2: The average length N of all the documents which belong to the class in the 
training text set is calculated.  
Step 3: Let the length of new text be d , and d Ø. 
Step 4: According to the topic probability distribution of text ' , a topic j is selected 
randomly as the topic which the current word belongs to.  
Step 5: According to word probability distribution on topic j )(' jz , a word w is 
chose randomly as a new word in the new text. And, let  wdd  . 
Step 6: If d ＜N, return to step 4, namely, repeat steps 4 and 5 until Nd  . 
Step 7: The document d  is output.  
 
In general, in the text set with noise samples, the number of noise samples in each 
class relative to the number of normal samples in the same class is the minority [177]. 
The obtained LDA model by the Gibbs sampling algorithm can almost reflect the 
correct semantic information of the class. Although it will be influenced by noise 
samples, the new generated text is basically close to the class. Based on this point, for 
each category of the training text set, the corresponding LDA model can be got by the 
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Gibbs sampling algorithm. Then, the obtained LDA model is used to regenerate all 
samples of the corresponding classes, which can replace the original samples as the 
new training samples. Finally, this method can achieve data smoothing and weaken 
the influence of noise to some extent [92] [95].  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3: The data smoothing based on LDA weakens the influence of noise samples. 
 
 
For example, there are two classes in location A in the original training data in Figure 
4.3. The samples of class 2 are incorrectly labeled to class 1. If they are processed 
without data smoothing, the noise samples will influence the obtained classifier. Some 
samples with obvious class features may be sorted into wrong classes. If the training 
set is processed by data smoothing based on the generative process of the LDA model, 
the quality of the regenerated training data is significantly higher than the original 
data with noise. 
 
4.3.2.2 The Category Entropy Based on LDA Model 
The concept of entropy is from thermodynamics. In thermodynamics, entropy is 
defined as the Log Koc of the number of available system states, which is called 
thermal entropy. It is a physical quantity which can express the degree of molecular 
The original data 
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state clutter. Information entropy was first proposed by the American electrical 
engineer C.E.Shannon in 1948 [178], which brought the thermodynamics entropy into 
information theory. The studies have shown that thermal entropy and information 
entropy are connected on the quantity. The symbols of information entropy and 
thermodynamic entropy should be opposite [94]. Information entropy can measure the 
uncertainty or amount of information of a random event. For example, the size of the 
uncertainty of the random event can be described by its probability distribution 
function. And, the amount of information can be expressed by the size of the 
eliminated uncertainty. If a system is more ordered, the information entropy will be 
smaller. Conversely, if a system is more chaotic, the information entropy will be 
higher. Therefore, information entropy is also a measurement of the degree of the 
system ordering.  
 
Suppose a discrete random event X has n states, which are nxxx ,, ,21  . Their 
corresponding priori probabilities are nppp ,,, 21  , where 
jixXxXp ji  ,0)|(  and 


n
i
ip
1
1. The information entropy H(X) satisfies 
the following three conditions [178]:  
 
 Continuity: ),,,( 21 npppH   is the continuous function of ip , where 
ni ,,2,1  . 
 Symmetry: ),,,( 21 npppH   has nothing to do with the ordering of 
nppp ,,, 21  . 
 Additivity: if 21 QQpn   and 0,0 21  QQ , 






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The only expression of information entropy H is: 



n
i
iin xpxppppH
1
21 )(log)(),,,(                               (4.15) 
where   is a positive integer. In general, 1 , Equation (4.15) can be changed to 
Equation (4.16): 



n
i
iin xpxppppH
1
21 )(log)(),,,(                                (4.16) 
 
Equation (4.16) is the most basic expression of information entropy, where   is 
related to the unit of information entropy. When 2 , the unit of entropy is bit. 
When e , the unit of entropy is nat. When 10 , the unit of entropy is dit 
[178].  
 
There are always some documents in the training text set. When they are processed by 
a classifier, it is not very definite that which class they should belong to. Because they 
may be noise, or may be normal samples which lie on the boundary of classification. 
If they are the latter, they can be used to improve the accuracy of the classifiers.  
 
However, the possibility of these samples belonging to normal samples of the 
boundary of classification is very small in a noisy environment. If they are kept, there 
will be a huge risk. Therefore, a method of category entropy based on the LDA model 
can eliminate noise samples effectively [179] [180].  
 
If we assume that the training text set contains n categories which are 
},,,,,{ 21 ni CCCCC  , the training set can be divided into n subsets which are 
},,,,,{ 21 ni DDDDD   according to the categories. The corresponding LDA 
models },,,,,{ 21 ni MMMMM   are extracted by the Gibbs sampling 
algorithm from these subsets. For each document d in the training set, the similarity 
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between document d and model iM  can be used to represent the likelihood of it 
belonging to class iC : 

 

d
ii
W
w
T
t
t
MMi wtMdP
1 1
)( )()(),(                                      (4.17) 
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),(                                          (4.18) 
where dW  stands for the number of all the words in document d. )(tiM  means the 
probability of topic t appearing in model iM . )(
)( wtM i  shows the probability of word 
w which belongs to topic t appearing in model iM .  
 
Obviously, if the similarity between document d and a model iM  is very high but 
the similarity between document d and other models is quite low, the possibility of 
document d belonging to the class which is corresponding to the model iM  will be 
very large [94]. On the other hand, if the similarity between document d and every 
model is similar, it will be difficult to determine which class document d belongs to. 
According to the concept of information entropy, the category entropy of each 
training sample is calculated. Then, the samples with uncertain categories are 
removed by the comparison of category entropy [178]. The category entropy of 
document d can be calculated by the following Equation: 



n
i
ii MdsimMdsimdH
1
)),(lg(),()(                               (4.19) 
 
As can be seen from Equation (4.19), if the category of document d is more 
indeterminate, the corresponding category entropy )(dH  is higher. Because the 
uncertainty of category of noise samples is larger, their corresponding category 
entropy is higher than the normal samples [181]. Thus, the category entropy of all the 
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samples in the training text set should be calculated firstly. Then, all the samples are 
sorted by their category entropy. Finally, the samples which have the highest values 
of the category entropy will be removed according to a certain ratio or a threshold, 
abandoning most of noise samples effectively [93].  
 
4.3.3 A Noise Data Reduction Scheme 
At present, major studies have focused on classification algorithm research, such as 
feature selection, selecting the training text and the combination of some algorithms, 
to improve the performance of the classifier [182]. But, the algorithms about 
improving the quality of training data are neglected. Although the above two methods 
of noise processing based on the LDA model can remove most of noise samples in the 
text set effectively, they cannot remove all the noise completely [93] [94]. In addition, 
some normal samples are wrongly deleted as noise inevitably [96]. Therefore, a noise 
data reduction scheme is proposed here in the thesis, which combines the method of 
data smoothing and the method of noise identification based on the category entropy. 
The specific steps of the algorithm are described as follows: 
 
Input: the original training text set D, the ratio of noise reduction q and the maximum 
number of iterations K. 
Output: the final training text set fD .  
 
Step 1: The original training text set is duplicated as the current training text set 1D . 
 
Step 2: In the new training text set 1D , the LDA models },,,{ 21 nMMMM   are 
extracted from 1D  for all the classes },,,{ 21 nCCCC   by the Gibbs sampling 
algorithm.  
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Step 3: For each sample d )( 1Dd  , their category entropy )(dH  is calculated 
respectively according to the models M. 
 
Step 4: The obtained category entropy is sorted. Then, the samples which have the top 
values of the category entropy in 1D  will be removed, obtaining the training text set 
2D  after noise reduction, where the number of the removed samples is 1Dq . 
 
Step 5: In the training text set 2D , the new LDA models },,,{ 12
1
1
11
nMMMM   
are extracted by the Gibbs sampling algorithm. 
 
Step 6: In the training text set 2D , new documents are generated by models 
},,,{ 12
1
1
11
nMMMM   for all the classes },,,{ 21 nCCCC  , where the 
number of new documents is the same as the number of documents in each class in 
1D . Then, the training text set 3D  is gained after data smoothing. 
 
Step 7: If the current number of iterations k reaches the maximum number of 
iterations K, the algorithm will go on to the next step. Otherwise, let 31 DD   and 
return to step 2. 
 
Step 8: At the end, the final training text set fD  is obtained as: 3DD f  . 
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Figure 4.4: The flow diagram of a noise data reduction scheme.  
 
 
The algorithm flow chart in Figure 4.4 can summarize the above process briefly. In 
step 5, most of noise samples have been removed by the noise processing based on the 
category entropy, improving the quality of the training text set. Therefore, 1M  is 
closer to the real topic model than M . In step 6, the new training text set is generated 
by 1M  so that the quality of the training text set is improved further, where the 
number of generated texts is the same as the number of the original training text set. 
At this time, an iterative process of the algorithm is completed. 
 
However, the training text set is usually still influenced by noise samples after an 
iterative process. And, there is the space for improving the quality of the training text 
set. Thus, the smoothed text set will be the initial training data of the next iteration. 
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After iterations, the obtained new text set is the final training text set. The whole 
process needs K times of iterations. Then, a new classifier can be constructed as the 
optimal classifier of text classification according to the appropriate classification 
algorithm. Usually, 3 times of iterations can make the algorithm achieve the optimal 
state. But if the number of iterations is too much, the effect will be reduced because of 
information lose. The reason and details will be given in Section 4.3.4.  
 
4.3.4 The Experiment and Result Analysis 
In this chapter, the experiment environment, experiment data set and related data 
preprocessing are the same as the experiment in Chapter 3. As shown in Table 4.2, the 
texts which are from class 1 and class 2 in Table 3.1 are mixed as the first group of 
data. Then, the texts which are from class 3, class 4 and class 5 in Table 3.1 are mixed 
as the second group of data. Finally, the texts which are from all the five classes in 
Table 3.1 are mixed as the third group of data. The training set and test set are still 
divided according to the ratio of 3:2. And, SVM is chosen as the classification 
algorithm like in the experiment in Chapter 3. 
 
 
Table 4.2: Experimental data sets. 
 
Group of data Class The number of texts 
1 comp.graphics, comp.os.ms-windows.misc 1958 
2 comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware, 
comp.sys.mac.hardware, comp.windows.x 
2932 
 
3 
comp.graphics, comp.os.ms-windows.misc, 
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware, 
comp.sys.mac.hardware, comp.windows.x 
 
4890 
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In addition, the method of adding noise into the training text set in this chapter is that 
the text is randomly selected from each class according to a certain ratio firstly. Then, 
the selected text will be added into any class in the training text set as the noise data. 
Here, the noise ratio is the proportion of noise data in all the data of the text set. In the 
experiment, the values of noise ratio are respectively 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 
0.35 and 0.4. Next, in order to test that different noise ratios influence the 
classification result, the noise ratio will be increased little by little. 
 
First of all, how the number of iterations K in the proposed algorithm of noise 
processing influences the effect of noise processing will be tested on the first group of 
data. Here, the precision is the proportion of correct samples in the text set after 
removing noise. As shown in Figure 4.5, the precision decreases slowly after more 
than three times of iterations with various noise ratios. The reason is that too many 
times of iterations will cause some information which is beneficial to classify after 
data smoothing to be lost, which affects the effect of classification. Based on this 
point, in order to save computational overheads at the same time, the maximum 
number of iterations is generally not more than three. Therefore, the number of 
iterations K is set to 3 in this experiment, and the ratio of noise reduction q is set to 
0.4.  
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Figure 4.5: The relationship between the number of iterations and the effect of noise 
processing with different noise ratios. 
 
 
In order to verify the performance and feasibility of the proposed strategy based on 
the LDA model, the following four methods are used as four contrast experiments, 
and SVM is chosen as the classification algorithm for them. First, the training data has 
no any noise processing, which is test 1. Second, the training data is only processed 
by the data smoothing method based on the generative process of the topic model, 
which is test 2. Third, the training data is only processed by the method of category 
entropy based on the LDA model, which is test 3. Fourth, all the noise samples are 
removed from the training data directly and accurately and other normal samples are 
kept fully, which is test 4. The fourth method is a benchmark reference method. 
Usually, its result is the best that an algorithm of noise reduction can achieve.  
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Figure 4.6: Classification results of different methods with various noise ratios in first 
group of data. 
 
 
Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the classification results of different 
methods with various ratios of noise, where NEW is the proposed method in Section 
4.3.3. In short, except for test 4, the performance of NEW is significantly better than 
other methods in the vast majority of cases because its classification precision is 
affected by the noise ratio weakly, and its performance is stable. Sometimes, the 
fluctuation of the classification precision of test 3 is large in the same data set. The 
reason may be that it removes some samples with the top of category entropy 
according to a certain ratio or threshold. If the threshold is set too large, some normal 
samples will be abandoned mistakenly. On the contrary, if it is set too small, the effect 
of noise reduction will be influenced.  
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Figure 4.7: Classification results of different methods with various noise ratios in 
second group of data. 
 
 
In Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, when the noise ratio is low, all the methods 
of noise reduction can guarantee good classification precisions. When the noise ratio 
is high, basically, the performance of NEW can still remain stable. But, the 
classification precision of test 1 declines rapidly, the classification precision of test 3 
sometimes has large fluctuation.  
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Figure 4.8: Classification results of different methods with various noise ratios in third 
group of data. 
 
 
In addition, as can be seen from Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 that the classification 
precision of NEW sometimes is better than test 4. The reason may be that noise 
samples in training text set are removed by test 4, reducing the size of the training 
data. The size of training data in NEW is the same as the size of the original training 
data, which is able to fully reflect all information in the training data and is beneficial 
to improve the classification precision. Another reason is that there may be some 
amount of noise samples or the samples which can interfere with the classifier in the 
original data set. These samples also can be removed by the noise processing in NEW, 
enhancing the classification precision.  
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4.4 Summary 
At the beginning, this Chapter introduced two current main methods of selecting the 
optimal number of the LDA model, the standard method of Bayesian statistics and the 
method of selecting the optimal number of topics based on HDP. Then, according to 
the idea which calculates the density of samples to measure the correlation among 
topics based on the density-based clustering algorithm, a method of selecting the 
optimal number of topics based on DBSCAN was proposed. Its feasibility and 
validity was proved by the related experiments. Besides, compared with the above 
two current methods, the proposed method can find the optimal number of topics in 
the LDA model automatically with relatively small number of iterations, which did 
not need to be assigned the number of topics manually. 
 
Next, two current main LDA-based methods for noise processing were introduced, the 
data smoothing based on the generation process of the topic model and the category 
entropy based on the LDA model. This chapter combined the two methods, and then 
proposed a noise data reduction scheme. Its basic idea is to filter out noise samples 
according to the method of category entropy based on the LDA model firstly. And 
then, the generative process of LDA topic model was used to smooth the data. This 
strategy not only reduced the influence of noise samples to text classification, but also 
kept the size of the original training set. The experimental results showed that the 
proposed method can reduce the noise in the data set greatly. When the noise ratio in 
the training data set was large, its classification precision was still good. In addition, 
its classification precision was affected by noise ratio weakly, and its performance 
was stable.  
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Chapter 5 Genetic Algorithm based Static Load 
Balancing for Parallel Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The topic models such as LDA has become the important tools in the field of text 
mining. It is convenient to query, classify and manage text by latent topic information. 
However, the traditional stand-alone LDA has been difficult to meet the real needs of 
massive data because of the limitation of storage and computing capacity [72] [117]. 
The development of clustered hardware system and parallel computing software 
technology has brought an opportunity to solve this issue. Parallel programming 
technology can deal with computing and storage problems well in the cluster, so 
parallelization of LDA is one of current main methods of processing large-scale data 
[45] [69]. In addition, load balancing is a common problem in parallel computing. To 
choose or design a reasonable scheduling strategy and related parameters is able to 
minimize synchronization waiting time among the processors in the heterogeneous 
cluster, improving the efficiency of parallel computing [130] [133].  
 
This chapter begins with a brief introduction of four parallel LDA methods: Mahout’s 
parallelization of LDA, Yahoo’s parallel topic model, the algorithm of parallel LDA 
based on Belief Propagation (BP) and Google’s PLDA. Then, the basic structure and 
working process of MapReduce on Hadoop parallel computing platform is introduced 
briefly. The distributed programming model of MapReduce is used to study the 
implementation of paralleling AD-LDA. Next, a static load balancing strategy based 
on genetic algorithm for PLDA is proposed, which can improve the performance of 
parallel program. Finally, the experiments prove that the efficiency of parallel LDA 
based on the MapReduce framework is higher than the traditional stand-alone model, 
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and the proposed load balancing strategy is feasible.  
 
5.2 The Current Main Parallelization Methods of LDA 
The essence of LDA is a serial algorithm, so the current parallel approaches inevitably 
use approximate assumptions to transform it to parallel LDA algorithm [72] [188]. Its 
basic idea is to make every computer in a cluster model and learn local files only, and 
transfer, exchange and update the required parameters by network.  
 
At present, there are three main parallel programming technologies, such as shared 
memory model which is represented by OpenMP [49] [50], message passing model 
which is represented by Message Passing Interface (MPI) [50] and data parallel model 
which is represented by MapReduce [52] [66]. They can implement parallel 
computing of three LDA model parameters inference methods which are Variational 
Bayes (VB) [31] [32], Gibbs Sampling (GS) [107] [108] and Belief Propagation (BP) 
[106]. The followings are their parallel algorithms in detail.  
 
5.2.1 Mahout’s Parallelization of LDA 
In the early phase, the research of parallel topic model focused on the algorithm of 
parallel variational EM [183]. Parallel sampling is carried out by the parallel 
execution of E-steps and M-steps. Considering that the computational overhead of 
E-steps is relatively larger and easier to be parallelized, Nallapati et al mainly 
parallelized E-steps to improve the efficiency of the algorithm [184]. Wolfe et al 
proposed the variational EM method which can parallel E-steps and M-steps at the 
same time, and have proved the effect in a series of network topology [185].  
 
Mahout [186] is one of open source libraries for machine learning algorithms in the 
Apache project, which can process large-scale data. Its distributed algorithm is mainly 
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based on the Hadoop Map-Reduce architecture. The distributed LDAEM algorithm in 
[184] is used in Mahout. Its basic idea is to use variational inference and EM 
algorithm to approximate the posterior probability of latent variables. In E-steps, the 
update task of parameter   and   is assigned to multiple slave nodes. Each slave 
node will calculate the corresponding statistics according to the updated local 
parameter   and  , and return the statistics to master node. Finally, the master node 
will gather all the statistics and carry out the process of estimating model parameter 
  and   in M-steps. 
 
The basic process of Hadoop which realizes Mahout’s parallelization of LDA is 
described as follows [184] [187]. Firstly, the input text data should be formatted as the 
form of key-value pairs, where key stands for the document label and value represents 
the vector that is made up of words and their frequency. Then, the formatted data is 
stored in Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). HDFS can store the input data in 
different machines, but execute file management operations according to a unified 
logical address. In the map phase, E-steps in LDA based on variational inference are 
carried out in parallel, updating the variational parameters of each document and 
returning the intermediate results and the normalized items. In the reduce phase, the 
obtained intermediate results from the map phase will carry out simple vector addition 
according to values. At the end, the matrix   is normalized to gain final topic-word 
probability parameter  . Here, it is assumed that the initial parameter   in each 
document is fixed so that it is not necessary to estimate the variational parameter  . 
Logarithmic function is used to represent the intermediate results, which can convert 
complex operation of vector multiply-divide to simple operation of vector 
add-subtract, reducing the computational overhead.  
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5.2.2 Yahoo’s Parallel Topic Model 
The framework of parallel topic model [188] is a parallel framework of LDA, which 
was proposed by Yahoo Lab [189]. Its core idea is that the update speed of global 
statistics (topic-word matrix) and the update speed of local statistics (document-topic 
matrix) are different in the process of Gibbs sampling. So the global statistics is 
updated belatedly, reducing the overhead of passing parameters. And, the 
asynchronous update is adopted among the different machines, which can avoid that 
the machines with a fast sample rate wait for the machines with a slow sample rate 
[190].  
 
The framework of Yahoo’s parallel topic model divides the algorithm of 
parallelization into two parts [188] [190]: single machine multi-core parallelization 
and multi-machine parallelization. The basic idea of single machine multi-core 
parallel algorithm is that a single document relative to the massive text set affects the 
global statistic weakly, which is assumed. The global statistics can be updated 
belatedly after a single document finishing Gibbs sampling, which means that the 
global statistic is constant when a single document executes Gibbs sampling. Thus, 
the process of Gibbs sampling can be decomposed into multiple sub-processes. A 
large number of threads are simultaneously used to carry out Gibbs sampling in 
parallel to each word in each document by the pipeline process, decreasing the time 
overhead. The basic idea of multi-machine parallelization is that a local statistics and 
a shared global statistics are maintained in each machine. Each machine finishes 
Gibbs sampling of local document according to the local global statistics, 
asynchronously synchronizes the updated data into the shared global statistics of other 
machines. Therefore, the update of the global statistics can be completed 
asynchronously so that the algorithm can keep on the next iteration of Gibbs sampling 
without waiting for all the machines finishing the current round of Gibbs sampling 
and completing the update of the global statistics. It can enhance the efficiency of the 
algorithm’s parallelization greatly.  
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The basic process of achieving Yahoo’s parallel topic model is that [188] [191] the 
input text data is formatted as the form of key-value pairs firstly. And then, key-value 
pairs will be stored in HDFS. In single multi-core parallelization, the pipeline 
processing is used to carry out Gibbs sampling to a single document by Intel 
Threading Building Blocks (Intel TBB) [192], realizing the algorithm. Intel TBB is a 
multithreaded programming library based on C++, which makes users write software 
that can take full advantage of the performance of multi-core processor conveniently.  
 
In multi-machine parallelization, the corresponding server and client are established 
in each machine by the Internet Communications Engine (ICE) [193], to transfer the 
global statistics and update local global statistics asynchronously. ICE is a 
content-oriented distributed tool, which was provided by ZeroC company. It provides 
the API of distributed programming. On the client-side, the data is stored in hash table. 
The operation request of Put&Get is launched to the server-side by the mechanism of 
Asynchronous Method Invocation (AMI). On the server-side, the data is stored in the 
distributed hash table.  
 
5.2.3 The Algorithm of Parallel LDA Based on Belief Propagation  
Jia Zeng and Newman used OpenMP and MPI to implement the algorithm of parallel 
LDA based on BP, which can deal with the bottlenecks of computation time and 
memory storage on the share-based memory [72] [106]. In brief, OpenMP is an 
extensible standard, which can support multiple programming languages, cross 
platforms. And, it provides users with a simple and flexible interface [49]. OpenMP 
uses the Fork-Join parallel model to achieve the parallelization of tasks. Data 
interaction is realized by accessing the same shared memory address. MPI is one of 
the most popular parallel programming mechanisms, which is used in parallel 
computers, workstations and clusters of distributed storage. MPI divides a large-scale 
computing task into many small parts first. Then, the small parts will be assigned to 
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different nodes of the cluster to achieve the parallelization of task. Finally, the model 
parameters are updated by the Map-Reduce synchronization or Receive-Send 
asynchronization to achieve the data interaction [50].  
 
The basic idea of MPI implementing the algorithm of parallel BP is to segment the 
document-word co-occurrence matrix first. And then, the data will be assigned to all 
nodes of the cluster, obtaining local model parameters by using the algorithm of BP. 
At the end, the synchronization and updates of the global model parameters are 
realized by calling a library function MPI_Allreduce in MPI. The basic process of 
implementation is that D training documents are assigned to P processors in the 
cluster evenly so that each processor can gain D/P documents. Next, the parameters 
are initialized. The algorithm of BP is executed in each processor, obtaining local 
parameters   and  . After enough iterations, the model is converged at the end. 
Finally,   is reduced by calling a library function MPI_Allreduce, gaining the global 
model parameters [50] [106].  
 
The basic idea of OpenMP implementing parallel BP is to distribute large-scale data 
to multiple processors. Each process runs independently but shares the memory 
address, so the model parameters are global. Here, the model parameters are atomized 
so that it can avoid the access conflict to the same address effectively. The 
corresponding basic process of implementation is that the parameters are initialized 
first. Then, the text set is assigned to multiple threads to execute the algorithm of BP 
in parallel. The information content in each word that is in text of a single thread is 
calculated. Here, the information content which is carried by   is atomized so that 
multiple threads will not read and write the same memory address at the same time. It 
can avoid the access conflict. Next, in order to avoid access conflict as well, the 
model parameters are updated and the information content which is carried by   is 
atomized again. Finally, the above process is iterated until the algorithm is converged, 
obtaining the global model parameters [50] [106].  
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5.2.4 Google’s PLDA 
Newman et al proposed the parallel LDA model based on Gibbs sampling, 
Approximate Distributed LDA (AD-LDA) and Hierarchical Distributed LDA 
(HD-LDA) [72] [117]. Each thread calculates the local model parameters in AD-LDA, 
and then the global model parameters are updated by reduction. HD-LDA adds a 
super parameter in topic-word tier, and analyzes many aspects of the performance of 
the algorithm in detail, such as perplexity, convergence and speed-up ratio. Asuncion 
et al put forward an asynchronous parallel topic model, and gave the implementation 
of two main algorithms LDA and HDP [194]. Porteous et al proposed a fast Gibbs 
sampling method and the corresponding parallel LDA algorithm [71]. Wang et al 
proposed a parallel LDA algorithm based on MPI and MapReduce, and compared the 
features and results of the two implemented methods. In addition, the experiments 
proved its feasibility and efficiency [195].  
 
PLDA is a parallel LDA algorithm, which was proposed by Google based on 
AD-LDA [195]. It can estimate the posterior distribution of latent variables by Gibbs 
sampling, and realize the parallel algorithm respectively on MPI and MapReduce 
distributed programming platforms. In AD-LDA, the word-topic distribution is 
initialized randomly, and the statistics of word-topic in the whole text set is computed 
first. Then, the input data will be assigned to different processors. The assigned part of 
the text set which is regarded as the whole text set is executed Gibbs sampling in each 
process. After all the processors finish the Gibbs sampling, the word-topic distribution 
in the whole text set will be gathered to get the global statistics. Finally, the obtained 
global statistics will become the initial value of the global statistics in the next 
iteration of Gibbs sampling.  
 
In the implementation of PLDA based on MPI [195], each node will call the 
AllReduce API of MPI after finishing local Gibbs sampling. After finishing current 
iteration of Gibbs sampling in all nodes, the change information of the statistics in 
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each node will be transferred to other nodes, and be accumulated to the global 
statistics. Meanwhile, the change information of the statistics in other nodes and the 
updated global statistics are received, which will be regarded as the initial value of the 
global statistics in the next iteration of Gibbs sampling. 
 
In the MapReduce version, the Hadoop parallel computing platform is used to 
implement PLDA [195]. In each iteration of Gibbs sampling, each mapper node carry 
out Gibbs sampling to local data, which is called Map phase. The changes of local 
statistics and the new topic which is assigned to each word are recorded. After all 
mapper nodes finishing local Gibbs sampling, the data is transferred among all the 
nodes, which is called Shuffle phase. The changes of local statistics as the 
intermediate results are transferred to reducer nodes, which is called Reduce phase. 
The reducer nodes gather the updates of all mapper nodes and work out the new 
global statistics, which will be regarded as the initial value of the global statistics in 
the next iteration of Gibbs sampling. After enough iterations, the global model 
parameters   and   will be obtained.  
 
5.2.5 Analysis and Discussion 
In Mahout’s parallelization of LDA, multiple processors operate the shared variables 
at the same time result in read-write conflict, which makes the efficiency of parallel 
variational EM algorithm relatively low. Compared with Mahout’s parallelization of 
LDA and Google’s PLDA, Yahoo’s parallel topic model can improve the efficiency of 
parallel computing greatly. But, its basic idea is to assume that to update the global 
statistics belatedly will not affect the final inference result, which means that the 
global statistics is constant in a single document sampling process. Unfortunately, the 
experiments proved that it sacrifices some accuracy when dealing with the real data 
set.  
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In fact, when parallel BP algorithm based on MPI deals with large-scale data, the 
proportion of communication time in each processor increases with the increasing 
number of processors. Meanwhile, the memory employ is large. Therefore, there is 
some limitation for its application in ultra-large-scale topic modeling. In addition, the 
parallel BP algorithm based on OpenMP works on shared memory. So it almost only 
occupies 1/P in the algorithm based on MPI, which reduces the memory consumption 
greatly. Here, P is the number of processors. Besides, it does not have the reduced 
communication time among the MPI threads, decreasing the calculation time greatly. 
However, all the threads run independently but share the memory address. So, 
multiple threads may carry out read-write operations on the same memory address at 
the same time, causing the memory access conflict. In addition, the algorithm based 
on OpenMP can only be used in the shared memory systems, namely, its scalability is 
not strong. 
 
 
Table 5.1: The features comparison of implementing PLDA with MPI and MapReduce. 
 
Distributed 
programming models 
Communication mode Fault-recovery 
MPI Through memory/network Not supported 
MapReduce Through GFS/Disk IO Built in 
 
 
Table 5.1 shows the features comparison of implementing PLDA with MPI and 
MapReduce. Without considering computing failure of the processor, the efficiency of 
MPI-PLDA is higher than MapReduce-PLDA because the data of its iterative 
calculation is kept and added up in the memory, and the whole process does not need 
disk IO. But, if the number of processors and the size of processed data increase, the 
failures in some processors can not be ignored. MapReduce has the function of fault 
recovery but MPI does not support. Under the circumstances, once a machine fails, 
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the whole calculation process in MPI-PLDA will be forced to restart. Therefore, this 
chapter focuses on MapReduce-PLDA, and there will be a detailed research about its 
algorithm implementation in the next section. In addition, the overhead of disk IO is 
very large in MapReduce-PLDA because the map phase needs to record the status of 
the topics being assigned to words in the text set to the hard disk [117] [195].  
 
5.3 Paralleling LDA with MapReduce/Hadoop 
Based on the above analysis and comparison, the Hadoop distributed platform and the 
PLDA algorithm are used to study the implementation process of parallel LDA in this 
chapter. Gibbs sampling in LDA is a serial algorithm in essence, so to parallelize 
Gibbs sampling is based on the following assumption: there are m processors, and all 
the data can be divided into m parts. Each processor executes Gibbs sampling to local 
data set independently. As long as the global statistics in each processor is updated in 
time, the final inference result is approximate with the serial inference result. In other 
words, the effect of distributed sampling on the final result can be ignored, which has 
been proved in [188]. 
 
5.3.1 The Working Process of MapReduce on Hadoop 
In the Hadoop parallel platform, its bottom is HDFS. It stores the files of all the 
storage nodes in a Hadoop cluster [63] [64]. The upper tier of HDFS is the 
MapReduce engine. MapReduce is composed of two user-defined functions, Map 
function and Reduce function. The input and output of Mapper and Reducer are stored 
in HDFS. Programmers only need to focus on specific computing tasks of the Map 
function and Reduce function, other complex problems in parallel calculation will be 
processed by the operation system background of MapReduce, such as partition of 
data set, job scheduling, fault tolerance and communication among nodes [65] [66]. A 
typical working process of MapReduce is shown as follows [52] [61] [64] [66]: 
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 Input phase: when a map task runs, the path of input and output and some other 
operating parameters should be indicated. The InputFormat class analyzes the 
input files, and splits the large data file into a number of independent data blocks. 
The data blocks are read in the format of key-value pairs < key1, value1 >.  
 Map phase: A user-defined mapper class can carry out any operation on the 
key-value pair < key1, value1 >. After the operation, the OutputCollect class is 
called to generate a batch of new intermediate results in the format of key-value 
pairs < key2, value2 >. The type of key-value pair < key2, value2 > can be 
different from the input key-value pair < key1, value1 >. 
 Shuffle and Sort phase: in order to ensure that the input of Reduce is the 
sequenced output of Map, the intermediate results with the same key are 
processed by one Reduce as far as possible. In the Shuffle phase, the intermediate 
results with the same key are gathered into the same one node as far as possible. 
In the Sort phase, the input of Reduce will be sorted by the model according to 
the value of key. Usually, the two phases of Shuffle and Sort are executed in 
parallel.  
 Reduce phase: in all intermediate data, the user-defined Reduce function is 
carried out to each unique key. The key-value pairs with the same key will be 
merged, where input parameter is < key2, (list of values2) > and the output is new 
key-value pairs < key3, value3 >.  
 Output phase: the results of Reduce are outputted to HDFS by calling the 
OutputCollect class.  
 
5.3.2 The Algorithm and Implementation of PLDA 
Every iteration of Gibbs sampling in PLDA [195] is regarded as a MarReduce job in 
Hadoop. When each data node carries out Gibbs sampling, two matrixes will be 
calculated. One is the word-topic count matrix WordC , where each element wkC  
represents the frequency of word w being assigned to topic k. Another is the 
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document-topic count matrix DocC , where each element kjC  expresses the 
frequency of words in document jd  being assigned to topic k. Briefly, when Hadoop 
is used to implement PLDA, Gibbs sampling is executed to local data in the Map 
phase and text distribution, topic distribution and WordC  are updated in the Reduce 
phase.  
 
Hadoop assigns D training texts to P mappers, and each mapper deals with 
PDDp /  texts. The corresponding distributions of text W and topic Z are also 
assigned to P mappers, which is expressed as },,{ |1| PWW   and },,{ |1| PZZ  . Here, 
PW|  and PZ |  stand for that they are only processed in mapper p. Thus, the 
document-topic count matrix DocC  is also distributed to each mapper, which is 
represented as DocpC| . Each mapper keeps its own word-topic count matrix 
WordC . At 
this moment, text is the key, text distribution and topic distribution are the value.  
 
Each mapper executes Gibbs sampling to local data which is treated as the whole text 
set. Mapper updates the corresponding topic distribution of each text, and then output 
text distribution and topic distribution to Data Reducer. Text is key, text distribution 
and topic distribution are value. After the iteration of Gibbs sampling to all the 
documents, mapper will output WordC  which is the update of WordC  to Model 
Reducer. Word is key, and WordC  is value. Therefore, when PLDA is realized by the 
Hadoop parallel platform, two reducers are used to process and output the updated 
text distribution, topic distribution and WordC . In the Reduce phase, the output of map 
is respectively transferred to Data Reducer and Model Reducer, which identify the 
input key and invoke different reduce algorithms accordingly.  
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Figure 5.1: The framework of one Gibbs sampling iteration in MapReduce-LDA. 
 
 
As shown in Figure 5.1, Data Reducer saves the output of map text distribution and 
topic distribution to HDFS after Gibbs sampling iteration. For each word, Model 
Reducer will gather and output the updated WordC  of this word. After all mappers 
completing Gibbs sampling, Data Reducer and Model Reducer will aggregate the 
intermediate results, obtaining the updated global statistics which is treated as the 
initial value of next iteration of Gibbs sampling. The input and output of the 
MapReduce job in PLDA are the same in terms of format, both containing text 
distribution, topic distribution and word-topic count matrix WordC . So the Gibbs 
sampling iteration of PLDA in Hadoop can be ensured, namely each output of reduce 
can be the input of map.  
 
5.4 A Static Load Balancing Strategy Based on Genetic 
Algorithm for PLDA in Hadoop 
In the algorithm of PLDA, after each data node finishing Gibbs sampling to local data, 
data exchange will be executed to achieve synchronization of parallel algorithms. If 
the load of each node is imbalanced, the nodes with a small load will wait for the 
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nodes with a large load, which will influence the parallel efficiency. Therefore, this 
chapter proposes a static load balancing strategy based on a genetic algorithm for 
PLDA in a heterogeneous cluster. Data partitioning is executed before the start of the 
task. According to the divisible load theory, the synchronization waiting time among 
data nodes should reduce as far as possible, enhancing the performance of parallel 
execution [127] [128] [129] [131] [133].  
 
5.4.1 The Algorithm Design 
First of all, in Hadoop, the total time T of a mapper processing a data block includes 
the following four parts: 
 
 Data copying time ct : it is the time of a data block being copied from HDFS to a 
local hard disk. In reality, it depends on the realistic network bandwidth and 
writing speed of the hard disk.  
 Data processing time pt : it is the computing time of the mapper to process a data 
block.  
 Merging time of intermediate data mt : in the Shuffle phase, it is the operating 
time that the intermediate data which is outputted by mapper with the same key is 
merged to transfer to reducer as the input.  
 Buffer releasing time bt : it is the time of releasing the filled buffer until empty. 
 
Therefore, bmpc ttttT  .                                     (5.1) 
 
Then, before the algorithm design, the following assumptions are made. sD  is the 
size of the data block. wH  is the writing speed of the hard disk, and its unit is MB/S. 
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nB  is the realistic network bandwidth, and its unit is MB/S. sP  is the speed of the 
processor running the mapper process, and its unit is MB/S. sB  is the size of the 
buffer of the mapper. aR  is the ratio of the size of intermediate data to the size of the 
original data block. fN  is the frequency of processing the intermediate data. bN  is 
the number of times of the buffer being filled up. bV  is the amount of the processed 
data when the buffer is filled up. hS  is the sort factor of Hadoop.  
 
Thus, 
),min( nw
s
c
BH
D
t                                             (5.2) 
where ct  depends on the practical hard disk and network bandwidth. Their speed 
will affect the time of the data being copied from HDFS to the local hard disk of the 
mapper. In addition, it is obvious to gain Equation (5.3).  
s
s
p
P
D
t                                                          (5.3) 
 
When a buffer is being filled, the processor needs to continue to write the 
intermediate data to the buffer, and meanwhile the process of releasing maintains that 
the sorted data is written to the hard disk from the buffer. So, the speed of filling a 
buffer can be expressed as was HRP  . Then, the time of a buffer being filled up is 
was
s
HRP
B

. As a result, when a buffer is filled up, the processor will generate the 
intermediate results with the size of bV  which can be represented as Equation (5.4).  
)(
was
s
asb
HRP
B
RPV

                                        (5.4) 
 
The total amount of intermediate data being generated from the original data block 
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with the size of sD  can be expressed as as RD  . Therefore, the number of times of 
a buffer being filled up can be expressed by Equation (5.5).  
b
as
b
V
RD
N

                                                    (5.5) 
If the time of a buffer being released once is 
w
s
H
B
, the time of a buffer being released 
for bN  times will be 
w
s
b
H
B
N  . So,  
w
s
bb
H
B
Nt                                                     (5.6) 
The frequency of processing the intermediate data fN  can be defined by Equation 
(5.7). 
1
h
b
f
S
N
N                                                     (5.7) 
 
When the intermediate data begins to be merged, the time of all the intermediate data 
being written into the hard disk is 
w
as
H
RD 
. If the process of merging happens fN  
times, the operation time of disk IO will be 
w
as
f
H
RD
N

 . Therefore,  
w
as
fm
H
RD
Nt

                                                 (5.8) 
 
In Hadoop MapReduce, the total time of processing data blocks in one processing 
wave allT  depends on the maximum consumed time of k participating mappers, 
which can be shown in Equation (5.9). 
),,,max( 21 kall TTTT                                              (5.9) 
because the finished processing mappers have to wait for other mappers to complete 
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processing. 
 
In order to realize the minimization of allT , according to the divisible load theory 
[132] [133] [134], it is assumed that all the mappers which are involved in the 
calculation complete local data processing at the same time. In other words, it can be 
expressed as the following Equation.  
kTTT  21                                                    (5.10) 
 
5.4.2 The Design and Implementation of Genetic Algorithm 
A genetic algorithm is a self-adapting and global optimizing probability search 
algorithm, which can make computer simulate the genetic and evolutionary behaviors 
in living nature [122]. The basic idea of this algorithm is that the initial population is 
composed by coding first. According to the fitness function, the genetic operators 
such as selection, crossover and mutation are used in the evolution of population. 
Finally, the global optimal solution will be obtained [197] [198]. 
 
5.4.2.1 Encoding Scheme 
When solving practical optimization problems, genetic algorithms can process 
chromosome (individual) in the form of genes string. Thus, a genetic algorithm has to 
convert the solutions of an optimization problem into the form of chromosomes. In 
fact, the coding process is that the problem space is mapped to the chromosome space 
[199].  
 
Usually, genetic algorithms adopt binary coding. Its advantages are simple operations 
of coding and decoding, which will be beneficial to achieve crossover and mutation 
operations. However, when Hadoop is used to implement PLDA in a heterogeneous 
computing environment, a huge amount of text data will be processed. In this case, 
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binary coding makes the length of chromosome too long and requires too much 
memory, which will influence the performance of the whole computing platform. In 
addition, binary coding cannot reflect the inherent structure of the problem directly. 
When it is used to solve the high-dimensional optimization problem, the accuracy is 
not high. 
 
In order to overcome the disadvantages of binary coding, this chapter uses decimal 
coding. It can treat the size of the data block which is assigned to each mapper as 
chromosomes so as to execute genetic operations directly.  
 
5.4.2.2 The Initialization of Population 
Usually, the size of population is set from 20 to 200 [125]. After many experiments, 
the size of population is set to 100 in this chapter. After setting the size of population, 
its initialization process is to generate 100 chromosomes randomly. This chapter uses 
decimal coding rather than indirect coding, so the length of each chromosome and the 
value of genes depend on the assigned data block from the Hadoop platform to each 
mapper.  
 
5.4.2.3 Fitness Function 
Generally, converting an objective function into a fitness function should follow two 
principles [120] [122]: 
 The fitness must be non-negative. 
 The change direction of the objective function in the optimization process is the 
same with the change direction of the fitness function in the group evolution 
process.  
 
According to the algorithm design in Section 5.4.1, the fitness function of 
Hadoop-based parallel LDA can be expressed as Equation (5.11). 
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  
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TTTf
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2)()(                                            (5.11) 
where iT  stands for the processing time of the i-th mapper. T  means the average 
time of k mappers processing data, which can be expressed as 
k
T
T
k
i i  1 . 
 
As long as the value of fitness )(Tf  of the individual is smaller than a given fitness 
threshold, which means that k mappers almost complete local data processing at the 
same time, the iteration of the genetic algorithm will be converged and end. 
Otherwise, the obtained new generation of population will replace the previous 
generation, and return to the genetic operations to continue the loop execution until 
the iterative convergence. In addition, the maximum number of generations for the 
algorithm can be set as another iterative termination condition, avoiding that the 
algorithm cannot converge. As long as the iterations reach the given maximum 
number of generations, the genetic algorithm will be terminated.  
 
5.4.2.4 Crossover 
The crossover operator of genetic operations is the main method to generate new 
individuals, which determines the global search ability of genetic algorithm and plays 
a central role in genetic algorithm. Crossover is an operation that part of genes string 
in two parent individuals is exchanged and recombined to generate new individuals in 
some way [124]. Crossover operator can maintain the features of excellent individuals 
in the original population in a certain extent, and it also can make the algorithm 
explore the new gene space. So the new individuals are generated in the next 
generation, maintaining the diversity of individuals in the new population [200].  
 
This chapter adopts single-point crossover, which is often used in simple genetic 
algorithms. The specific operations are as follows: the crossover probability cP  is set 
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to 0.5 in this chapter. According to this cP , two individuals are selected randomly 
from the population as parent individuals. If the length of the gene string is L, and a 
crossover point is determined randomly, there may be L-1 crossover locations. When 
the chromosomes cross, the code value of the crossed genes in two selected 
individuals will be exchange and two new individuals will be generated. But, the new 
individuals may not be all retained in the next generation. They need to be compared 
with the original parent individuals. If the new individuals can adapt the fitness 
function better, they will be kept in the next generation.  
 
5.4.2.5 Mutation  
The basic idea of a mutation operator is that the genetic values of some locations in 
the individual gene string in the population are changed to generate a new individual. 
Mutation is a kind of local random search methods [200]. When it is combined 
together with a crossover operator, some permanent loss of information caused by the 
crossover operator can be avoided and the effectiveness of genetic algorithms can be 
guaranteed. Besides, it can make the search avoid falling into local optimum [201].  
 
Furthermore, in order to prevent some genes in the population from being stuck in a 
constant state, mutation operation is required [122]. It makes genetic algorithms 
maintain the diversity of the population, ensuring that the population can continue to 
evolve and preventing the premature convergence [200]. Therefore, mutation in 
genetic algorithms is a helper method to generate new individuals, and an effective 
measure to avoid premature convergence of the genetic algorithm [118] [119].  
 
Crossover needs two parent chromosomes to match, but mutation only needs one 
parent chromosome. In general, for each genetic value of the offspring individuals 
generated in crossover operation, a pseudo-random number between 0 and 1 is 
produced. If it is smaller than mP , mutation operation will be executed. The basic 
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steps of simple mutation operation applied in this chapter are as follows: 
 
Step 1: Mutation probability mP  is set to 0.01, to mutate the genetic value of the 
above gene.  
Step 2: If the individual mutates, the genetic value of its gene will be replaced by new 
value, to generate a new individual.  
 
5.4.2.6 The optimal retention strategy 
This chapter adds the optimal retention strategy into simple genetic algorithm, to 
prevent that the highest fitness individuals may be destroyed in the process of 
crossover and mutation. Before crossover and mutation, two individuals with the 
highest fitness in the current generation are maintained, and they do not participate in 
genetic operations. After individuals in the current generation complete genetic 
operations, the two maintained individuals are used to compare and replace two 
individuals with the lowest fitness in the population, which can ensure better 
population evolution and improve the computational efficiency of genetic algorithms.  
 
5.5 Experiment and Analysis 
5.5.1 Evaluating PLDA in Hadoop 
In this section, the Hadoop parallel framework is used to be the experiment platform. 
But, because the experimental condition is limited, such as the cluster is very small 
and the computing capacity is insufficient, the test data set is not large but it is real. 
The purpose of the experiment is to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the 
PLDA algorithm, and find the load balancing problem. So, this section does not 
involve the genetic algorithm based load balancing strategy.  
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5.5.1.1 The Experimental Environment 
Due to the limited experimental condition, nine ordinary desktop computers are used 
to constitute a Hadoop cluster in the local area network. Hadoop platform is the 
Master/Slave structure, so one of them is used as the master node to do the work of 
NameNode and JobTracker. And, other eight machines are the slave nodes to do the 
work of DataNode and TaskTracker.  
 
In a homogeneous environment, for each desktop computer, CPU is Intel(R) Core(TM) 
2 Quad Q6600 2.40 GHz, ram is 4GB, and the hard disk is SATA 500GB with 
7200rpm. In a heterogeneous environment, based on the homogeneous environment, 
the hardware of two slave nodes will be changed. For example, CPU is Intel（R）
Pentium(R) IV 2.8GHz, ram is 1GB, and hard disk is SATA 80GB with 5400rpm. 
Furthermore, the details about the configuration of the experimental environment are 
shown in Table 5.2.  
 
 
Table 5.2: The configuration of the experimental environment.  
 
Network bandwidth 1000Mb/s 
Operating system Linux Fedora 12 
Experiment platform Hadoop version 0.20.204 
Java execution environment JDK 1.6.25 
Integrated Development Environment（IDE） Eclipse (Linux version) 
 
 
In the above hardware system, the specific steps of building the Hadoop platform are 
described as follows [189] [196]: 
Step 1: The operating system Linux Fedora 12 is installed in the nine desktop 
computers. 
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Step 2: As shown in Table 5.3, each computer is named and is connected to the 
switchboard, where hadoop1 is the Master node and others are Slave nodes. The file 
/etc/hosts of each machine is modified to ensure that the host name of each machine 
and the corresponding IP address can be analyzed correctly with each other. For 
example, in the Namenode, namely in Master hadoop1, the IP address of all the 
computers in the cluster and the corresponding host names need to be added into the 
hosts file. In a Datanode, namely in other eight Slave nodes, the local IP address, IP 
address of Namenode and its corresponding host name need to be added into the hosts 
file.  
 
 
Table 5.3: The configuration of nodes in a Hadoop cluster. 
 
Computer name IP address Function 
hadoop1 192.168.1.100 Master 
hadoop2 192.168.1.101 Slave 
hadoop3 192.168.1.102 Slave 
hadoop4 192.168.1.103 Slave 
hadoop5 192.168.1.104 Slave 
hadoop6 192.168.1.105 Slave 
hadoop7 192.168.1.106 Slave 
hadoop8 192.168.1.107 Slave 
hadoop9 192.168.1.108 Slave 
 
 
Step 3: JDK is the Java kernel to run Hadoop, so JDK 1.6 or later version has to be 
installed in Linux before Hadoop is installed in each machine. This experiment 
chooses and installs jdk-6u25-linux-i586-rpm.bin, namely JDK 1.6.25. 
 
Step 4: In each computer, the Eclipse integrated development environment with 
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MapReduce Plugins is installed, which can develop the MapReduce program, 
configure the Hadoop cluster file, and operate HDFS very conveniently.  
 
Step 5: Generally, SSH (Secure Shell) service is installed when installing Linux. In 
the Hadoop cluster, both NameNode and JobTracker use SSH to start and stop the 
daemon process of each node, so for the convenient operations, SSH starting 
automatically when starting up is set and SHH logging in without password is 
configured in each node.  
 
Step 6: Hadoop is installed in each machine in the cluster, and its version is 0.20.204. 
According to the introduction in the Hadoop project official website, the configuration 
files of the Hadoop cluster are modified. For instance, JDK path of hadoop-env.conf is 
modified and hadoop-site.conf which is the main configuration file of Hadoop is 
configured.  
 
Step 7: After completing configuration, all the configuration files are copied into all 
nodes in the cluster. At this moment, to set up a Hadoop cluster environment is 
finished.  
 
Moreover, in the experiment of evaluating PLDA, the default configuration is used in 
Hadoop. Here, the default FIFO scheduler is used to be the Hadoop scheduler. Each 
slave node can run up to 2 Map tasks at the same time. Accordingly, each node is able 
to run at most 2 Reduce tasks at the same time.  
 
5.5.1.2 Experimental Data 
This experiment uses the real text data set 20 Newsgroups to be the experimental data. 
It is composed of 20 different classes of news, and collected 18828 samples. All the 
samples are respectively in 20 folders, and the size of the total file is 32.8 MB [164]. 
At present, 20 Newsgroups has been widely applied to the text application 
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technologies with machine learning, including text classification and text clustering 
[163]. In the text set, text preprocessing and the parameter setting for implementing 
the LDA algorithm are the same with the processing operations in Chapter 3.  
 
5.5.1.3 The Experiment in the Homogeneous Environment 
Test 1: To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of Hadoop implementing the 
PLDA algorithm. 
 
The text set of 20 Newsgroups is real, but the size of the data set is small. In order to 
test the computing performance of Hadoop realizing the PLDA algorithm in different 
number of nodes, the data set with 640MB is constructed by copying. In the whole 
Hadoop cluster, the nodes can be added or removed very easily because of the 
scalability of Hadoop. 1 to 8 data nodes are used to process the above constructed data 
set respectively.  
 
Figure 5.2 shows the computing time of different number of data nodes dealing with 
the same amount of documents. As shown in Figure 5.2, along with the increase of 
data nodes, the computing time of processing the same data reduces. To increase the 
number of data nodes can significantly improve the computational efficiency of the 
Hadoop cluster processing the same size of data. In addition, NameNode and 
JobTracker are only responsible for task scheduling, and do not participate in the 
calculation, thus the moved nodes do not include NameNode and JobTracker. 
Therefore, the feasibility and effectiveness of the PLDA algorithm have been 
improved again in Hadoop.  
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Figure 5.2: The computing time with different number of data nodes in a homogeneous 
cluster. 
 
 
Test 2: The comparison of single machine and one data node in the cluster 
processing the data. 
 
In the same hardware and software configuration environment, the performance of 
single machine and one data node in the Hadoop cluster will be compared when they 
process the same scale of data. In the contrast experiment, the size of data set is 
increasing gradually, such as 1.1MB, 2.7MB, 5.3MB, 16.2MB, 32.8MB and 53.7MB，
so that cross-validation is executed successfully.  
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Table 5.4: The experimental result of single machine and one data node in the cluster 
processing the data.  
 
Times of 
experiments 
File size (MB) The number of 
sample documents 
The overhead of a 
single machine 
running serial LDA (S) 
The overhead of one data 
node running parallel LDA 
in a Hadoop cluster (S) 
1 1.1 320 14 132 
2 2.7 780 46 146 
3 5.3 1600 109 173 
4 16.2 6400 378 208 
5 32.8 18828 Reporting insufficient 
memory 
253 
6 53.7 29500 Reporting insufficient 
memory 
335 
 
 
Table 5.4 shows that when the single machine runs the serial LDA algorithm, with the 
growth of the input data, the computing time increases rapidly and the algorithm 
performance decreases significantly. The reason is that with the increase of the input 
data, the consumption of memory and other resource is too large on the single 
machine, resulting in the machine performance declines sharply, even until reporting 
that the memory is not enough to complete computing tasks.  
 
However, the Hadoop cluster can complete the computing tasks, which means that the 
PLDA algorithm has the ability of dealing with large-scale data in the Hadoop cluster. 
But when the data set is small, the processing efficiency of PLDA is much lower than 
the processing efficiency of the single serial LDA in the Hadoop cluster. Because the 
start and scheduling of Job, the communication among the nodes and disk IO need to 
consume a certain amount of time, and its proportion of the total consumption is large. 
The actual computation time in the proportion of the total consumption is small.  
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In addition, a large number of small data files make the storage efficiency of HDFS 
low, and its retrieval speed is slower than that with the large files. When running 
MapReduce operations, the data is assigned to each mapper according to block in 
Hadoop. These small data files will consume much computing power. Thus, the 
PLDA algorithm is designed to process the large data set which the single machine 
cannot handle. Meanwhile, it is also proved that the Hadoop platform is suitable for 
processing large-scale data.  
 
5.5.1.4 The Experiment in the Heterogeneous Environment  
In order to test the performance of the algorithm, the constructed and preprocessed 
text data of 20 Newsgroups is divided into five different sizes of data sets, such as 
300MB, 400MB, 500MB, 600MB and 700MB. Eight data nodes in the heterogeneous 
and homogeneous cluster respectively execute contrast tests to the above five 
different sizes of data. Their specific configuration is as shown in Section 5.5.1.1.  
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Figure 5.3: A comparison of computing time of dealing with different sizes of data with 
eight data nodes. 
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Figure 5.3 shows the running time of processing different sizes of the text set when 
the same number of data nodes is used in the homogeneous and heterogeneous cluster. 
It can be seen that the total running time of the homogeneous cluster increases 
basically linearly with the increase of the data set. On the other hand, the total running 
time of the heterogeneous cluster is not stable enough, a little fluctuation, but the 
PLDA algorithm still can be achieved in the heterogeneous cluster.  
 
In addition, the computing efficiency of the homogeneous cluster is better than that of 
the heterogeneous cluster when processing the large data set. The reason is that the 
default scheduling approach of the Hadoop platform is built on the homogeneous 
cluster. And, when PLDA is realized in Hadoop, the data set is distributed equally 
according to the number of mappers in the cluster. When the heterogeneous cluster 
deals with a large data set, especially the number of nodes and the performance 
difference among the nodes are large, the load imbalance will be generated. The nodes 
with strong performance and fast speed of processing have to wait for the nodes with 
poor performance and slow speed of processing, affecting the computational 
efficiency of the whole cluster.  
 
5.5.2 The Experiment of Load Balancing in a Simulated Environment 
The extra overhead generated from task scheduling in a Hadoop cluster is inevitable, 
and its proportion in the total overhead is not small. However, if there are dozens or 
even hundreds of nodes in the Hadoop cluster, the proportion of the extra scheduling 
overhead in the total overhead will reduce to a very low and acceptable level. In 
addition, if the amount of data is greater and the number of data nodes is more in the 
Hadoop platform, its advantages will be more obvious.  
 
Due to the limited experimental conditions, the number of nodes in the cluster is small 
and the size of the test data is not large. So, it is difficult to show the advantages of the 
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Hadoop platform fully, and the load balancing problem is not obvious. Therefore, 
HSim [203] is used to simulate the large-scale cluster processing massive data in this 
section, verifying the effectiveness of the static load balancing strategy based on the 
genetic algorithm.  
 
HSim is a simulator, which can simulate a Hadoop environment [202] [203]. Its 
structure, basic idea and working process are the similar with Hadoop. Its aim is to 
simulate the behavior of the Hadoop framework accurately. Briefly, the framework of 
Hadoop is modeled and simulated by HSim in four aspects, such as node parameters, 
cluster parameters, Hadoop system parameters and HSim’s own parameters. It can 
support the simulation of homogeneous and heterogeneous Hadoop computing 
environment. Besides, the performance of HSim has been verified by the published 
benchmark results and the published and customized MapReduce applications. The 
experimental result showed that HSim has high accuracy and stability when 
simulating the Hadoop applications. Therefore, HSim is able to simulate a variety of 
MapReduce jobs.  
 
However, HSim is not perfect, and also has some limitations. In a simulated large 
cluster, the performance of HSim will be affected. But in a simulated cluster within 
100 nodes, HSim can work well [203]. Thus, in order to evaluate the load balancing 
algorithm, a cluster with 40 nodes is simulated in this simulation experiment.  
 
A high-performance computer is used to run HSim. Its hardware configuration is as 
follows: CPU is Intel（R）Core（TM）i7-880 up to 3.73 GHz，RAM is 16GB and hard 
drive is 2TB SATA with 7200rpm. Its software configuration is the same with Section 
5.5.1.1. Table 5.5 shows the configuration of the simulated Hadoop environment 
when evaluating the performance of the load balancing strategy for PLDA.  
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Table 5.5: The configuration of the simulated Hadoop environment.  
 
Number of simulated data nodes 40 
Number of processors in each node 1 
Number of cores in each processor 2 
Number of hard disk in each node  1 
Number of mappers in each node 2 
Number of reducer in each node 2 
The processing speeds of processors Depending on H(d) 
Reading speed of hard disk 80MB/s 
Writing speed of hard disk 40MB/s 
Sort factor 100 
 
 
In the simulated Hadoop environment, the processing speed of data node depends on 
the heterogeneity of the Hadoop cluster. The total computing capacity of the cluster 
can be expressed as  
n
i it
dD
1
, where n stands for the number of data nodes in the 
cluster. id  represents the processing speed of the i-th data node. If the total 
computing capacity of the Hadoop cluster is tD , the heterogeneity of the Hadoop 
cluster can be defined as Equation (5.12).  
  
n
i i
dddH
1
2)()(                                            (5.12) 
where d  means the average processing speed of all the data nodes in the Hadoop 
cluster, which can be shown as 
n
D
n
d
d t
n
i i 
 1 .  
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Test 1: For the same data, the performance comparison with different 
heterogeneities. 
 
First of all, the data with the size of 10GB is tested with the different heterogeneity in 
the simulated Hadoop cluster, namely the value of )(dH  is from 0 to 2.41. Figure 
5.4 shows that when the value of )(dH  is less than 1.21, the simulated cluster is 
close to a homogeneous environment. In the PLDA algorithm, the performance 
difference between the static load balancing strategy based on genetic algorithm and 
the default FIFO scheduling in Hadoop is not obvious. But with the increase of the 
value of )(dH , namely the increase of the heterogeneity of the simulated cluster, the 
proposed strategy can reduce the overheads greatly and improve the computational 
efficiency.  
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Figure 5.4: The performance comparison of the load balancing strategy with the 
different heterogeneity in a simulated environment. 
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Test 2: For the same heterogeneity, the performance comparison with different 
sizes of data. 
 
The size of the data set is from 10GB to 100GB when )(dH  is set to 2.11. This test 
is to evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy dealing with different sizes of 
data sets. As shown in Figure 5.5, with the increase of the size of the data set, its 
effect is not very significant. But, compared with the default FIFO scheduling in 
Hadoop, it can reduce the overheads of the PLDA algorithm. The reason is that the 
proposed static load balancing strategy is based on genetic algorithm. It also needs 
some computing time when running. Furthermore, with the increase of the processed 
data set, the overhead of the load balancing strategy itself is also on the rise.  
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Figure 5.5: The performance comparison of PLDA with different sizes of data in a 
simulated environment. 
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However, the PLDA algorithm still can get benefits from the load balancing strategy. 
For example, when )(dH  is 2.11, the overhead of the proposed strategy itself is 
673s. The overhead of one processing wave of mappers with load balancing is 1408s. 
But, the overhead of one processing wave of mappers without load balancing is 4711s. 
So, the algorithm performance improves by 55.8%. Therefore, in a heterogeneous 
environment, the proposed static load balancing strategy based on the proposed 
genetic algorithm is effective.  
 
Test 3: The stability of the static load balancing strategy. 
 
In fact, the convergence of genetic algorithm in the proposed static load balancing 
strategy will also affect the efficiency of the PLDA algorithm in Hadoop. In order to 
analyze the convergence of the genetic algorithm, the overheads and the evolutionary 
generations of PLDA processing a data set with the size of 10GB are tested in the 
simulated Hadoop environment.  
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Figure 5.6: The convergence of genetic algorithm in the load balancing strategy. 
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As shown in Figure 5.6, the overhead of PLDA is long in the early evolution, and 
there are significant fluctuations. With the increase of the evolutionary generations, 
the genetic algorithm is able to keep the potential good genes. When the number of 
iterations reaches 400, the algorithm is basically converged and the optimal 
individuals in the population can be searched. At this moment, the PLDA algorithm 
reaches a stable performance. Thus, the proposed load balancing strategy is effective.  
5.6 Summary 
Firstly, this chapter introduced and compared the current main parallel LDA methods, 
such as Mahout’s parallelization of LDA, Yahoo’s parallel topic model, the algorithm 
of parallel LDA based on Belief Propagation (BP) and Google’s PLDA. Then, the 
PLDA algorithm and its implementation process in Hadoop were described in detail.  
 
After studying the current main Hadoop task scheduling algorithm, this chapter 
brought genetic algorithms into the Hadoop platform, and proposed a static load 
balancing strategy based on a genetic algorithm for PLDA. The biggest feature of this 
strategy was that in a heterogeneous computing environment, the data was split 
according to the divisible load theory before the start of the task, which can minimize 
the synchronization waiting time among the nodes. Meanwhile, the population 
searching technology of genetic algorithms was used to make the population evolve to 
contain or approximate the optimal solution, improving the performance of the 
Hadoop cluster.  
 
In the real homogeneous and heterogeneous Hadoop cluster environment, the 
experiment showed that when the PLDA algorithm dealt with a huge number of data 
in Hadoop, its efficiency was higher than the traditional serial algorithm. So, it is an 
effective way to process the massive data. In the Hadoop simulation environment, the 
experiment proved that the proposed static load balancing strategy was effective and 
stable, and it can enhance the computational efficiency of the Hadoop cluster.  
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Works 
 
6.1 Conclusion 
In the information era, with the rapid development of computer technologies, web 
pages, emails, databases, digital libraries and other electronic texts have been 
increasing fast. Most of the information data is in an unstructured or semi-structured 
form. It is very difficult to discover the knowledge from it, but it is quite significant. 
How to find the useful and required information quickly and accurately from lots of 
information systems has become a challenge in the fields of information science and 
technology at present. The probability topic model such as LDA provides an effective 
tool for text analysis. It treats the documents as the probability distribution on topics 
so that the probability model is established for the text generation process and the 
probability model parameters are trained. Briefly, it can extract the latent topic 
information from text effectively.  
 
In LDA, the core procedure is to estimate the posterior probability distribution of 
topics. The main approximation methods include the variational inference based on 
the EM algorithm and Markov Chain Monte Carlo method based on Gibbs sampling. 
The advantage of the former is that the variational parameters and iteration are used to 
approximate the Dirichlet parameters. Because its convergence speed is fast, the 
number of iterations is less. But, the calculation in each iteration is complex, 
especially the computing overhead is enormous when dealing with massive text. The 
advantage of the latter is to construct the Markov chain of the posterior probability. 
The global statistics is updated by sampling, and the number of iterations is fixed. The 
sampling algorithm in the iteration is simple, and the computing overhead is small. 
But, according to the nature of Markov chains, lots of iterations are required to 
achieve a stable state. These two algorithms have their own advantages and 
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disadvantages respectively. However, comparatively speaking, the scalability of LDA 
based on Gibbs sampling is better, and it is easier to realize the parallelization of LDA. 
Therefore, all the research work focused on the LDA based on Gibbs sampling in this 
thesis.  
 
Text classification is one of the key technologies of text mining. It can deal with the 
problem of heterogeneous and messy text information to some extent, reducing the 
search space, speeding up the retrieval speed and improving the query accuracy. So, it 
is an effective way to classify the text information automatically, and it is a new 
challenge and a new development opportunity for the information industry. However, 
text classification technologies are facing some problems at present. For example, the 
feature dimension is too high, the number of text categories and the number of 
samples are too much, there is lots of noise and the number of samples in each class is 
unbalanced. Besides, the representation of text feature and the selection of text 
classification algorithm impact the entire text classification system greatly. 
 
Aiming at some problems in the traditional text classification system, the probability 
topic models were studied and their advantages and disadvantages were compared in 
Chapter 2 in this thesis, especially the LDA topic model. LDA is a total probability 
generation model, so it has a clear internal structure. And, it can take advantage of 
effective probability inference algorithms to calculate. The size of its parameter space 
has nothing to do with the number of training documents so that LDA is more suitable 
for handling large-scale corpus. In addition, it is a hierarchical model, and it is more 
stable than other topic models. Besides, the SVM classification algorithm has a 
unique excellent performance for text classification.  
 
In Chapter 3, the LDA model with good performance of text representation and the 
effect of dimension reduction and SVM algorithm with strong classification ability 
were combined, and a text classification method based on the LDA model was 
proposed. In the framework of SVM, the LDA model was used to model the text set. 
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Then, Gibbs sampling in Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) was used to infer and 
compute the model parameters indirectly, to obtain the probability distribution of text 
on the topic set. Finally, SVM was trained in the latent topic-document matrix, 
constructing a text classifier.  
 
The classification experiment in 20newsgroups which is a real text set verified the 
validity and superiority of the proposed classification method based on the LDA 
model. The experimental result showed that it was effective to overcome the damaged 
problem of classification performance which was caused by the traditional feature 
selection method. And, it can improve the classification accuracy when reducing the 
data dimension. LDA as a method of feature selection, when its effect of dimension 
reduction was compared with SVM alone, feature vectors obtained a significant 
dimension reduction, saving the training time and enhancing the classification 
efficiency. In addition, compared with the combination of LSA and SVM, the 
proposed method had a better classification performance in the text set with many 
classes.  
 
When LDA is used to model a whole text set, the number of topics T will influence 
the performance of LDA modeling the text set greatly. In other words, the given 
number of topics and the initial value of topic distribution play an important role in 
the parameters learning process of LDA. In Chapter 4, the current main selection 
methods of the optimal number of topics based on the LDA model were introduced, 
such as the selection method based on HDP and the standard method in Bayesian 
statistics. The former uses the nonparametric feature of DP to solve the selection 
problem of the optimal number of topics in LDA. But, it needs to build a HDP model 
and a LDA model respectively for the same data set. Obviously, it will take lots of 
time and computing when dealing with large-scale text sets or real text classification 
problems. The latter needs to specify a series of values of T manually, where T is the 
number of topics in LDA. After executing Gibbs sampling, the values of )|(log Twp  
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can be obtained in sequence so that the value of T in LDA can be determined.  
 
In Chapter 4, the relation between the optimal model and the topic similarity was 
proved theoretically. In the LDA model, the model was optimal when the average 
similarity among the topics was the smallest. Based on this constraint condition, the 
selection of the value of T and the parameter estimation of the LDA model were 
integrated in a framework. So, according to the basic idea of computing the sample 
density in DBSCAN, a selection algorithm of the optimal number of topics based on 
DBSCAN was proposed. By calculating the density of each topic, the most unstable 
topic model structure can be found. It was iterated until the model was stable. Finally, 
the optimal number of topics in LDA for the text set can be found. The experimental 
result showed that the proposed selection method of the optimal number of topics 
based on DBSCAN was effective. Compared with two current main methods, it can 
determine the value of T automatically with relatively little iterations. Especially, it 
did not need to set the number of topics manually in advance.  
 
In the real applications of text classification, the training data inevitably contains 
noise. The noise samples would influence the final classification result significantly. 
At present, there are two main LDA-based noise processing methods, such as the data 
smoothing method based on the LDA model and the noise identification method 
based on the category entropy. Both of them can effectively remove some noise 
samples to some extent, but they cannot completely delete all the noise data from the 
data set. In addition, it is inevitable to remove some normal samples as noise 
mistakenly. 
 
Therefore, the data smoothing method based on the LDA model and the noise 
identification method based on the category entropy were combined in Chapter 4. 
And then, a noise data reduction scheme was put forward. Its basic idea was to bring 
the concept of information entropy into text classification, and the noise samples were 
filtered according to the category entropy. Then, the generation process of the LDA 
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topic model was used to smooth the data, weakening the influence of the remaining 
noise samples after filtering noise. Meanwhile, it can keep the original size of the 
training set. The experiment with the real data set showed that when the noise ratio 
was large in the training data set, the classification accuracy of the proposed strategy 
was still good. In other words, the classification accuracy was affected by the noise 
ratio weakly, and the performance was stable.  
 
Because the capacities of storage and computing are limited, the traditional single 
LDA cannot meet the needs of the real large-scale data set. So, the parallelization of 
LDA has become one of main methods and research priorities of processing the 
massive text data. In Chapter 5, the current main methods of paralleling LDA were 
introduced, such as Mahout’s parallelization of LDA, Yahoo’s parallel topic model, 
the algorithm of parallel LDA based on Belief Propagation (BP) and Google’s PLDA. 
According to three main parallel programming technologies which are OpenMP, MPI 
and MapReduce, the following three inference methods of LDA model parameters 
realize their parallel computing, such as Variational Bayes (VB), Gibbs Sampling (GS) 
and Belief Propagation (BP). After comparison and analysis, the PLDA algorithm and 
Hadoop platform were chosen and studied in this thesis.  
 
And then, three current main Hadoop task scheduling algorithms were analyzed. FIFO 
is simple, but its limitation is large. Fair scheduling has some improvement, but it 
cannot support large memory operations. Capacity scheduling is able to optimize the 
resource allocation effectively and enhance the operating efficiency. However, it has 
to configure lots of parameter values manually, which is quite difficult for the normal 
users who do not understand the details of the Hadoop cluster. In addition, all of them 
are suitable for the homogeneous environment. But in the heterogeneous environment, 
they will waste a lot of resources and the overheads will be large, affecting the overall 
performance of the Hadoop platform.  
 
Therefore, this thesis brought a genetic algorithm which is an intelligent optimization 
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algorithm into the Hadoop platform [204] [205] [206]. And, considering that different 
nodes in the cluster have different computing speed, different communication 
capability and different storage capacity, a static load balancing strategy based on a 
genetic algorithm for PLDA was proposed. Its basic idea was to assume that the total 
time T of a mapper processing a data block contained four parts, i.e., the data copying 
time ct , data processing time pt , merging time of intermediate data mt  and buffer 
releasing time bt . In a heterogeneous Hadoop cluster, allT  which is the total time of 
processing data blocks in one processing wave depends on the maximum consumed 
time of k participating mappers, namely ),,,max( 21 kall TTTT  .  
 
According to the optimal principle of the divisible load theory, each data node should 
complete local Gibbs sampling at the same time in theory, namely kTTT  21 . 
Based on a genetic algorithm, the optimal principle was designed and accomplished in 
Chapter 5. It is mainly embodied in the determination of the fitness function in the 
genetic algorithm. The mean square error is used to measure the difference among the 
total time T of each mapper processing the data in the fitness function. As long as the 
value of the fitness is smaller than a given fitness threshold, which means that k 
mappers almost completes local data processing at the same time, the iteration of the 
genetic algorithm will be converged and end. Thus, an optimal or near optimal 
solution can be found to determine the size of one data block for each mapper, 
minimizing the completion time of the parallel LDA. In fact, to partition the data 
before the start of the task and to minimize the synchronization waiting time among 
each data node as far as possible can improve the performance of the Hadoop cluster 
in a heterogeneous environment.  
 
Finally, the experiment was set up in a real Hadoop cluster environment, which had 
one name node and eight data nodes. In the homogeneous computing environment 
and the heterogeneous computing environment, the feasibility and validity of Hadoop 
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implementing the PLDA algorithm were proved respectively. Especially via the 
comparison of single machine and one data node in the cluster processing the data, the 
experiment proved that the PLDA algorithm is designed to deal with the large data set 
which single machine cannot handle. Due to the limited experimental condition, 
HSim, which is a simulator, was used to simulate a Hadoop cluster with 40 nodes to 
process 10GB to 100GB data. The validity of the proposed static load balancing 
strategy based on the genetic algorithm was verified in three aspects, which are 
different heterogeneities, different sizes of data and stability, where the heterogeneity 
of the Hadoop heterogeneous cluster was also determined and achieved by the mean 
square error. For example, for the same data but different heterogeneities, the PLDA 
with the proposed load balancing strategy is faster than the PLDA without the load 
balancing strategy obviously when the heterogeneity is bigger than 1.21. And, for the 
same heterogeneity but different sizes of data, the PLDA with the proposed load 
balancing strategy is still always faster than the PLDA without the load balancing 
strategy. In the simulated environment, if the value of the mean square error is smaller, 
the heterogeneity of the Hadoop cluster is smaller. On the contrary, if the value of the 
mean square error is bigger, the heterogeneity of the Hadoop cluster is bigger.  
 
6.2 Future Works 
The research work of this thesis mainly focused on the LDA probability topic model 
and the Gibbs sampling algorithm, which is one of posterior inference methods. In 
order to improve the accuracy, on the one hand, the LDA model and SVM were 
combined to construct a new text classifier. On the other hand, the optimal number of 
topics in LDA can be found automatically and the noise data can be removed from the 
text set effectively. In the aspect of enhancing the processing capacity and speed, the 
Hadoop platform was used to realize the parallelization of LDA, making the LDA 
model deal with the real large-scale text data effectively. This thesis has acquired the 
above research results, but there are still some problems and limitations. Therefore, 
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the following research work will need to be done in the future.  
 
6.2.1 The Supervised LDA 
More and more data with users label appears in the Internet, so to model the data with 
label has become people’s actual needs [207]. The traditional LDA model is an 
unsupervised learning model. It only models words without considering other label 
information. The supervised LDA algorithm can provide an effective modeling tool 
for the data with label, and bring the text label information into the traditional LDA 
model [208]. It is able to calculate the probability distribution of latent topics in each 
class, overcoming the defect that the traditional LDA model has to allocate latent 
topics in a single class forcibly [209]. Besides, it can improve the representation 
capability of the LDA model [210]. Thus, to study and apply the supervised LDA will 
become one of future works. At present, the representative supervised LDA 
algorithms include author-topic model [211] [212] [213] and Labeled-LDA [214] 
[215].  
 
In the author-topic model [211] [212], the relationship between the documents and the 
authors is modeled by the topics, which can apply to search the authors with the 
similar topics and other tasks. It brings the variables which can represent author 
information into the traditional LDA. Multiple labels, namely author information, are 
assigned to each document, and each of the authors set is from the author labels set. In 
this model, the authors in the authors set determine the document d. For each position 
in the document, an author is selected from the authors set randomly. And then, the 
selected author will choose the topic z. Next, according to the probability distribution 
of the topics on words, words are selected. Finally, Gibbs sampling is used to estimate 
the model parameters [213].  
 
There are a large number of documents with users label in the Internet. Labeled-LDA 
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[214] can model the words in the documents with labels and the generation process of 
labels. According to the model parameters, the label distribution of new documents is 
estimated. It brings in the categories information, which has one more tier than the 
standard LDA model. The tier can be called text category tier. This algorithm is 
mainly used to determine the specific labels which are assigned to each word in the 
document with multi-label. And then, the distribution of each label in the whole 
document will be estimated. Because the label of each document is observable, the 
parameters of the label distribution have nothing to do with other parameters in the 
model [215]. Therefore, Gibbs sampling of the traditional LDA can be used to 
estimate the model parameters.  
 
6.2.2 The Improved PLDA — PLDA+ 
The PLDA algorithm has two limitations: firstly, the word-topic matrix is not 
partitioned. So, the whole matrix has to be stored in a data node memory. Secondly, 
the overhead of data exchange in the Reduce phase is high when dealing with the 
large-scale data. In order to solve these limitations, [216] put forward an enhanced 
version of the PLDA algorithm, which was called PLDA+. It not only can partition 
the document-topic matrix, but also can split the word-topic matrix.  
 
In brief, the nodes in the cluster are divided into two groups in the PLDA+ algorithm 
[216]. The task of a group of nodes is to maintain the split document-topic matrix and 
carry out Gibbs sampling. Besides, the topics are assigned to the words in the 
document. The task of another group of nodes is to maintain the split word-topic 
matrix, and accept and accumulate the update of the word-topic matrix from the 
previous group of nodes. Thus, the PLDA+ algorithm can halve the bottleneck of data 
exchange, reducing the communication time among the nodes and enhancing the 
speed and performance of the algorithm. In addition, assigning the above two kinds of 
tasks to two groups of nodes make it possible to deal with the problem of load 
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balancing more flexibly [217].  
 
6.2.3 Dynamic Load Balancing Problem 
Load balancing strategy is a task scheduling strategy [218] [219], and is a key issue of 
obtaining the high performance and improve the computing scalability and application 
scale in a distributed computing environment. The research work of this thesis 
focused on the static load balancing strategy in a Hadoop cluster. It assumed that the 
load can be determined and split before running. But in a real large-scale cluster such 
as cloud computing platform, if the load is measured only when running and is split 
dynamically, or the difference of the operational capability among the nodes or the 
load fluctuation is large, the Dynamic Load Balancing (DLB) strategy should be 
considered [220].  
 
The research showed that compared with the static load balancing strategy, the DLB 
strategy usually can obtain 30% to 40% performance improvement [221]. Currently, 
according to the control position feature of the DLB strategy, the existing DLB 
strategies can be divided into three categories, such as the distributed DLB strategy, 
the centralized DLB strategy and the hybrid hierarchy DLB strategy [220].  
 
The static load balancing strategy in this thesis was based on genetic algorithms. So, 
to make it change into DLB strategy for the dynamic load environment will be one of 
the future works. For example, the selection of crossover probability cP  and 
mutation probability mP  in genetic algorithms directly affects the convergence and 
the performance of the algorithm. Usually, the traditional cP  and mP  are static 
manual setting. Srinivas et al proposed a method of dynamic parameters setting, 
where cP  and mP  can change automatically along with the fitness to adapt the 
dynamic computing environment and decrease the limitation of the manual selection 
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parameters [222]. If cP  and mP  increase, the change of the individuals will increase, 
but the values of the fitness of the individuals will decline. It is beneficial to guarantee 
the global solutions, but not conducive to make the population converge to the 
optimal solution. If cP  and mP  decrease, the values of the fitness of the individuals 
will increase, but the change of the individuals will decline. It can help the population 
converge to the optimal solution, but cannot ensure the global optimal solution [223] 
[224]. Therefore, it is necessary to set cP  and mP  dynamically.  
 
6.2.4 The Application of Cloud Computing Platform 
Due to the limited experimental condition, the number of nodes in the cluster is not 
large, and the computing and storage capacity is not strong. Thus, a simulator HSim 
was used to implement the proposed static load balancing strategy in this thesis. In the 
simulation environment, it has good performance and stability, but there will be a 
challenge when processing the real massive data. At present, there are many large 
cloud computing platforms, such as Google’s Google App Engine, Amazon’s Amazon 
EC2 (Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud) and Amazon S3 (Amazon Simple Storage 
Service), IBM’s Blue Cloud and Microsoft’s Windows Azure [225] [226] [227]. 
Therefore, applying the proposed load balancing strategy to the above large cloud 
computing platforms and obtaining good performance will become one of the future 
works. 
 
6.2.5 The Application of Interdisciplinary Field 
LDA probability topic model not only can be applied to the field of text analysis, but 
also can be applied to images, audio, video and other structured information analysis. 
For example, it can be applied to image annotation and image classification. The key 
is to define the words and the documents reasonably. Usually, the pixels block in the 
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image is treated as the word, the single image is treated as the document, and all the 
image libraries are regard as the document set [228] [229]. At the same time, the 
features of the pixels block are used to carry out the coding, generating the word list 
of the image library. Besides, the LDA model can be used to learn the image library 
[230]. Compared to text, the image itself has some characteristics, such as the high 
dimensions in image elements, the strong relevance and the low dispersion. Therefore, 
the establishment of topic models and the selection of model parameters are worthy of 
the further study, which will also become the emphasis of the future research.  
 
From the research and analysis of the LDA model and its parallel algorithm in this 
thesis, it can be seen that LDA is a fast and effective text analysis tool. In addition, the 
derivative algorithm based on LDA topic model is an important issue in the field of 
machine learning. At present, when the LDA model and its related algorithms deal 
with the real massive text data, lots of work will be required further, including the 
study of theoretical knowledge and the analysis of application scenarios. On the 
whole, it is a field of scientific research with practicability, which is worthy of 
intensive study.  
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